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Capricorn. Great sound 
Great business 

"Our new Capricorn offers unpara leled sonic integrity with unrivalled 

flexibility.' - David Amlen, Owner of Sound on Sound 

"The quality of the console is outstanding. Clients who mix at other 
studios and then mix key tracks here, say the Capricorn sound is so 

superior that they'd like to remix every track here." 

-Chris Bubacz, Studio Manager i%//i,, i//, 
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A handful of salt 
LIKE ALL INCREDIBLY RASI I ACTIONS. it seemed like a good idea at the time. 
The early hours of the morning were upon me and my webbing exploits had 
arrived at the point where an online download of Quick Time was in order 
together with a strongly suggested upgrade to my version of Explorer. The first 
passed off painlessly and relatively quickly given the line speed at my disposal, 
but the second, for reasons that remain unclear to me, saw me power down 
successfully and eventually just as the first calls of the dawn chorus were break- 
ing out across the rapidly lightening morning sky. What started off as a con- 
structive end to a session turned in to a small personal nightmare with my 
suspicion of partly loaded software precluding me from aborting the process 
once it had started. 

I had much time to contemplate as I watched the bar graph snail down on 
7.2Mb at a rate that was completely at odds with my supposed modem speed. 
First, and naturally, I blamed Uncle Bill for the dependence he had hooked me 
on, followed by self -loathing in my own weakness. But as the time passed 
I became aware. 

In centuries passed when ancient man decided it was time to trade his wife's 
best chitling recipe for a handful of salt or some one- careful -owner sackcloth 
he would walk directly across country towards the smoke plumes that marked 
the next settlement hunting and gathering, if the opportunity presented itself, 
as he went. 

Old at 35 and most likely dead at 40, one of the things we traded for longevity 
with our forefathers was the freedom to roam. Roads came not just to aid the 
reliable passage of carts but to remind us that someone now owned the land 
to either side. When it came to a river or a town we were reminded that they 
also owned the bridge and the road and you paid to use it. 

Uncle Bill gained little from my download, he's had my money and is now 
topping up my addiction, but I paid for my online time. Talk of picture and 
audio online potential pales into insignificance in comparison to the power of 
those who control the cable that interconnects it all, those who own and con- 
trol the bridges and roads of modern technology. Thing is they're still building 
the roads for the lowest common denominator of the ox and cart, not for 
Formula 1. Those who have prepared a business plan around the promise of 
online will no doubt be acutely aware that they continue to propose optimistic 
traffic -calming measures where a 4 -lane motorway is needed. 

Zenon Schoepe, executive editor 

Natural born lovers 
SEX KICKED OFF on earth around 16 billion years ago. Love, on the other hand, 
didn't show up until some 100 million years ago. A late yet welcome arrival to 
the evolutionary programme, it came as part of the 'mammal package' that 
enabled parents to establish the necessary emotional links with their offspring 
in order to take care of them. As a result, while very young children are rarely 
big thinkers, they are innate masters of communication. 

Proof exists, if it is needed, in the form of an experiment that links mother 
and child through a video camera- monitor setup. Running live feeds in both 
directions, the child accepts the protection and care of its mother. Substitute a 

recording of the mother, however, and the child becomes progressively more 
distressed as its cues go unacknowledged and its security fades away. In extreme 
cases, you arrive at The Despair State where the child is starved of love to the 
point of despair -it happens to puppies and lovers too... 

The secret of love, it seems is the synchronisation of feeling and thought. In 
the first moments of life the communication channel is almost purely visual with 
audio playing a supporting role. As the child learns to recognise and under- 
stand its mother's voice, audio becomes more important and eventually evolves 
into language. Throughout, it is the feedback loop that enables both love and 
learning. Distance is a killer. 

Music has played its part in social anthropology for the best part of love's 100 

million years and shares the feedback model between performers and audi- 
ence alike. Unlike the mother -child relationship, however, the appreciation of 
music is robust enough to have survived the invention of recording. But what 
benefits would an acutely interactive replay system offer? Would they make our 
present forays into additional bandwidth and audio channels seem naive or 
misguided? What form would the supporting technology take? Will we he here 
long enough to find out? 

Tim Goodyer, editor 
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Five SL 9000 J Series SuperAnalogueTM Consoles 

A new Axiom -MT Digital Multitrack Console 

It has to be SSL at The Hit Factory 

. . : MIAMI * 

RECORDING STUDIOS '' 
The Flit Factory New York 

-.4th Street, New York, NY 10019 Tel: 11)212 664 1000 
Studio 1: SL 9080 J Series. Studio 2: SL 9080 J Series. Studio 3: SL 9096 J Series. 
Studio 4: Axiom -MT 196 channels). 

The Hit Factory Criteria Miami 
1755 NE 149th Street, North Miami Beach, FL 33181. Tel: (1)305 947 5611 
Studio A: SL 9096 J Series. Studio B: SL 4096 G Plus. Studio E: SL 90% J Series. 

NJ 

New Axiom -MT ` Now installed, Studio 4, New York. . 
Solid State Logic 
International Headquarters 

Begbroke, Oxford, OX5 1 RU, Englan: 

Tel: +44 (011865 842300 

Fax: +44 (0)1865 842118 

E -mail: sales @solid- state -logic.com 

http://www.solid-state-logic.com 

New York Los Angeles Tokyo Paris Milan Toronto Singapore 
+1 111212 31 5 1 I I ! .1 1 , 323 461 4444 +81 1013 5474 1144 +331011 3460 4666 +39 039 2328 094 +1 111905 655 7792 +6; ft4 18 22-2 
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 New York's Right Track Recording 
and The Sound Kitchen near Nashville 
have chosen Martinsound's MuItiMAX 
monitor controller for use throughout 
their respective facilities.The Sound 
Kitchen is using the system with the 
four Neve and two SSL consoles 
occupying its six recording studios and 
has already seen sessions forVH -I, 
including a Donna Summer special. and 

for The Nashville Network. Right 
Track's MultiMAX is moved from room 
to room and patched into the studio's 
SSL or AMS Neve consoles as 

necessary to accommodate projects 
such as the recent DVD -Video mix 
sessions for Meatloars 'Storytellers' 
and Pavarotti's ' Pavarotti & Friends' by 
Phil Ramone. 

RightTrack Recording, US. 
TeI: +I 212 944 5770. 
The Sound Kitchen, US. 
TeI: +I 615 370 5773. 

Martinsound, US. 
Tel: +I 800 582 3555. 

I lcn Hsh .il Ui -i1 Li oadcaster, 
Brussels -based VRT, recently took 
delivery of its third Otan Advanta 
console, which was installed in its TV 
studio 5 by Otari's Belgian represent- 
ative ASC.The first live production 
involving the console was a national 
music TV programme. Biebabeloela, 
with three different stages and per- 
manently changing groups and artists. 
Germany'sTonstudio Oase recently 
took delivery of a 96 -input channel 
Otan Elite, and in Barcelona. broadcast 
commercials facility Oido Studios 
placed an order for two large Elite+ 
consoles. Oido, whose clients include 
Coca -Cola. Fuji, Seat. Nissan, McDonalds, 
Volkswagen and Ericsson. quoted sonic 
integrity as principle in the choice. 

Otani, Duetschland. 
Tel: +49 2159 50861. 

Asia Broadcast Centre. Asia's newest 
and largest independent full -service, all - 

digital video and television production. 
postproduction, programme origination. 
distribution and satellite transmission 
facility has chosen Orban's OPTIMOD- 
6200 for processing digital audio for 
DTV services. Asia Broadcast Centre is 

using 12 OPTIMOD -6200s for the 
transmission of the Animal Planet 

Channel.The OPTIMOD -6200 is the 
world's first all -digital audio processor 
designed expressly for DAB Radio,Two- 
Channel Televis.on .ind Webcastinp_ 

Asia Broadcast Centre, Singapore. 
TeI: +65 5480410. 
Orban, US. Tel:+I 510 351 3500. 

London's Battery Studios has 

purchased a Digidesign Pro Tools 24 
MixPlus system along with E -Magic 
Logic Audio Platinum, Antares 
AutoTune TDM, Synchro Arts VocAlign. 
and Ultratools plug -ins.The system will 
occupy one of four recording studios. 
alongside a programming room, CD 
mastering suite and copy facility. 

Battery's clients include All Saints, Kylie 

Minogue, Joe Strummer, R Kelly. Joe 

Cocker and Robbie Williams. 
Meanwhile London's Goldcrest Studios 
has ordered a 40 -frame Otani Elite -Film 
with surround sound for its dubbing 
me orc action work 
Battery Studios, UK. 
TeI: +44 181 459 8899. 
Goldcrest Studios, UK. 
TeI: +44 171 437 8696. 

Digidesign, UK. 
Tel: +44 1753 653322. 

Italian broadcaster RAI has bought 
70 AEQ digital telephone hybrid units 
to ensure high quality telephone 
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connections. RAI has also bought por- 
table mixers and digital commentary 
systems from AEQ and has ordered a 

1 5th Stage Tec Cantus console, for 
installation in its central control room 
in Milan. Meanwhile Italy's Master 
Studio di Leopoldo Rossano in Samano 
has installed an Otani RADAR II 

recorder alongside its original RADAR 
The studio works predominantly on 
lyric and opera projects. 

RAI, Italy. Tel: +39 6 36 86 62 91. 
UK radio station Classic FM recently 

installed six apt BCF 256 codecs. 
Classic FM, part of the GWR Group. is 

using the audio codecs to serve its 

own needs as well as London News 
Radio and other GWR Group services. 
Classic FM. which broadcasts primarily 
a mix of popular classical music, uses 
the units for incoming and outgoing 
contributions, the transfer of com- 
mercial audio and outside broadcasts. 

apt, UK. TeI: +44 1232 371 110. 
Pans -based Plus XXX Studios is to be 

the first to install the newly launched 
AMS Neve Encore automation system 
on its 72- channel V- series console. 

Plus XXX, France. 
TeI: +33 1 42 02 21 02. 
AMS Neve, UK. 
TeI: +44 1282 45701 1. 

London's Air -Edel's studios in London's 
West End has been extensively 
refurbished including improving the 
acoustics and installing a complete 5.1 

monitoring system. Munro Associates 
provided special high efficiency low 
frequency and broadband absorbers 
around the walls and into the new 
ceiling structure and installed surround 
monitoring consisting of Dynaudio M2s. 

powered by Chord SPA 1032 power 
amplifiers (LCR) and Dynaudio 
BM I 5s(S). Munro s engineers incor- 
porated the three front M2s and two 
TV monitors into a custom structure 
fitted over the control room window. 

AirEdel, UK. Tá:+44 171 486 6466. 
MunroAssociates, UK. 
TeI: +44 I71403 3808. 

Califomiá s Music Annex has installed 
a Euphonix CS2000 digitally- controlled 
analogue console.The 96 -input CS20C0 
has been sited in Studio C and joins 
four other rooms in Music Annex' San 

Francisco facility serving the post - 
production fraternity Music Annex also 

operates eight digital music and new 
media studios in Menlo Park. California. 

Music Annex, US. 
Tel: +I 650 328 8338. 
Euphonix, US. 
Tel: +I 415 855 0400. 

1 to. any,'. S. Wool of the Future' has 

recently installed two Tannoy speaker 
systems for installation into the 
Metaforum auditorium. Affiliated to the 
Koning Willem I College,The School is 

a futuristic modern college used for 
showcasing new technologies in 

education and evaluating new media 
The Dolby Surround system consists of 
three pairs of Tannoy i I2 speakers wch 
a Tannoy TX2 controller for each pair 
and two Tannoy 8950 sub bass speakers, 

all mounted behind the screen. An 
additional ten Tannoy CPAS compact 
speakers are mounted at the rear of 
the auditorium to provide surround 
effects.The central cluster and 
distributed speaker grid uses eight 
Tannoy CMS65 ICT 6.5 -inch ceiling 
monitor speakers for vocal reinforce- 
ment towards the rear of the auditor- 
ium, with the speech system compnsing 
a cluster of two i 12 speakers flown 
centrally above the screen. 

Tannoy, UK. Tel: +44 1236 420199. 

Pirates downed 
US: The Recording Industry Asso- 
ciation of America (RIAA) has 
filed the suit in a US District 
Court in New York City, claiming 
San Diego -based MP3.com Inc 
(MPPP.0) web -site illegally of- 
fered an online library of 40,000 
copyrighted albums. The lawsuit 
names new MP3.com features 
offered through its personalisa- 
tion service called My.MP3.com 
which established that a user 
possesses a particular CD in 
MP3.com's database and then 
streams, or plays. it on any com- 
puter. The suit also identifies 
MP3.cont's Instant Listening ser- 
vice that lets people buy CDs 
from MP3.com partners and lis- 

ten to them instantly online. 
'The foundation on which 

these services are built is an unau- 
thorised digital archive with the 
most popular and valuable copy- 
righted sound recordings in the 

UK:Trevor Barber, owner of 
Barbershop Sound in London's 
West End recently purchased 
a Fairlight MFX3plus as the 
new facility's audio production 
and postproduction system. 
The MFX3plus is running with 
aYamaha 02R digital mixer 
and was chosen for its speed 
of operation and reliability. 
Barbershop Sound, opened 
in August 1999 and serves 
London's television post - 
production market, working 
on nature documentaries for 
Survival, Discovery and 
National Geographic 'The 
market is very busy right 
now; Trevor Barber noted. 
'Since opening we've been 
working 12 hour days, 6 days 
a week.' 

world of music that is not owned 
by MP3.com,' the RIAA said in a 

statement. The legal action seeks 
to shut clown the new services, 
but the RIAA did not say if it was 
seeking monetary damages too. 

In an emailed statement, 
MP3.com Chief Executive Michael 
Robertson said he was disap- 
pointed that the lawsuit had 
been filed and vowed that 
MP3.com would fight it vigor- 
ously. 'My.MP3.com provides 
more choices for consumers to do 
what they want with music they 
already own. Our technology also 
enables artists to communicate 
directly with their fan base,' 
Robertson said. 'We believe 
My.MP3.com will stimulate CD 
sales and be a financial boon for 
the music industry overall.' 
Robertson said. 

MP3.com's core business is its 
library of more than 250,000 
songs from 40,000 mostly un- 
signed musicians. Visitors to its 

Denmark: Stenlosevej -based Ark Recording Studio has replaced 
its old Soundcraft desk with an SSL SL4048B console further 
complementing its 2 -inch analogue MCI analogue machine, 
24-track Akai DR I 6/DR4 hard -disk system and SLT custom active 
monitoring system. Owner Kristian Dalsgaard (pictured) has also 

amassed an impressive selection of classic microphones and out- 
board equipment to meet a diversity of recording projects. 

www.prostudio.com /studiosound Studio Sound 
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site can download the songs for 
free and buy CI )s and t her nitr 
t'handise from the aril t.. 

Logica trust 
US: (nitres I.(gic and Intcrinit 
Technologies Corporation. a 

leader in DRM (Digital Rights 
lanagementI solutions for digi- 
tal commerce. announced last 
November a joint development 
and marketing agreement aimed 
at delivering the Internet indus- 
try's first secure system -on -a -chip 
(SOCI solution for digital audio 
players. PDAs. electronic hooks. 
cellular telephones. and other 
inti>rmation appliances. The 
developers believe that manufac- 
turers of portable digital audio 
devices will be able to more 
quickly develop 'trusted' players 
designed to exceed the latest 
Secure Digital Music Initiative 
requirements for Internet securü, 

It is predicted that consume . 
\gill to able to take advantage of 
Inter'l'rust's robust DRM technol- 
ogy.'yhirh will keepe- conmierce 
transactions private as well as sup - 
porting highly secure digital audio 
transfers using a Cirrus Logic's 
Maverick-based hardware solu- 
tion. A Cirrus spokesman added: 
'This agreement should also drive 
the availability of Internet- deliv- 
ered music since it will ensure 
unprecedented protection against 
theft or piracy of content -a real 
concern among record pr(>duc- 
ers that have delayed distribution 
of copyrighted audio via the \t'eh. 

Broadcast 
content event 
UK:The British Library in central 
London will he host venue for 

US: Chicago Trax recording studio has installed an Amek 9098i analogue console as the centre- 
piece of its surround room. Intended to give the studio a unique profile as well as excellent audio, 
the 9098i has already attracted the likes of R Kelly, Smashing Pumpkins and Koko Taylor as well as 
playing its part in the soundtracks to Stigmata and End of Days. 

liruatk.i -r Content ;\lanagenent 
2000 :un industry conference to 
he staged on 22nd and 23rd June 
by our sister publications TUB 
Europe and C.'onient (.', atiuu 
Europe. A project that teams the 
editorial teams from both titles 
with industry pioneers working 
along business chains irom c(>n- 

World: Satellite Information Services has upgraded its 
facilities to include an S5000IEM transmitter with two receivers 
and two SS000L systems. SIS produce and broadcast the Racing 
Channel as well as live racing programmes and associated 
bookmakers' information for Europe, the UK and Far East. 

Studio Sound www.prostudio.com /studiosound 

tent creation and repurposing. 
nigh to new delivery models, 

this Miller Freeman event will 
explore the many technologies 
and terminologies that are cur - 
rently emerging. 

Its driving philosophy is to 
aid European broadcast operators 
in developing strategies to 
nu >yt from channel management. 
towards content management. 
To compete in the 'battle for 
eyeballs'. broadcasters must max- 
imise the advantages they cur- 
rently hold -large bandwidth, a 

distribution system and attractive 
programming. To do that. effi- 
cient content management must 
lx- placed at the top of the prior- 
ity list. 

Broadcast Content Manage - 
ment 201111 will he a l -part 
conference. covering content cre- 
ation. storage. mctadata attach- 
ment, and delivery -plus break- 
0(11 sessions. It will look inside 
br( ittdctisting at prime asset man- 
agement developments like the 
BBC's Jupiter Project (integrated 
production 1, at the defining val- 
ues of leading nxtatlaa initia- 
tives.:tnd :it partnership work by 
the FBI . S\II'TE and NII)FG on 
future 1V archives. 

Other sub¡e) t. to he discussed 
will include \ \:\l' mobiles for their 
delivery potential. how to get 
quality content onto the Internet: 
the caching ideas behind Per- 
sonal TV: : the economics of tiered 
storage: pr( >hlems of turning the 
D \'B's \II IP specification into a 

market reality: and live stream- 
ing to the Internet. The speaking 
talent -a mix of top -end users 
and executives from niche 
companies or divisions -have 
already promised delegates a mix 
of synergy and fun'. 

Broadcasters have been slaves 
for decades to fixed technology 
and revenue models. The reality of 
digital television means they must 
no\\ adopt reformatting ttitig and 
repurpx>sing. :anti start thinking in 
terms of intellectual property. data 
How's and profiling their con- 
sumers. The filar st udi( is and sports 
producers have been quicker to 
exploit their assets. while some 
broadcasters have lost time in (clu- 
ing anal digitising arc hi\ es. and 
finding the right units h>r exploit- 
ing content rights securely. Br(>ad- 
cast Content Management 21(1(1 is 

designed to provide answers and 
directions. in a European context. 
Email: Ix'n>2( N N I (> unmf con 
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Picture perfect 
IN CONTRAST to Neil Hillman's highly 
informed review of the Sennheiser Series 

3053'5-+ wireless in -ear monitoring sys- 

tem (Studio Sound. January 2000). the 
more observant of your readers will have 
realised that the accompanying image we 
erroneously supplied to the magazine was 
of a radio microphone system -the 
1081 1083 channel switch able VHF sys- 

tem to he precise -and not an in -ear mon- 
itor system. A picture of the SR 3056 dual 
channel CI IF transmitter system and EK 
3053 miniature stereo receiver is enclosed 
herein and our apologies extended for 
LH nu mtentar\ confusion caused. 
Sally Milne, Marketing Manager, 
Sennheiser UK. 

Flaky performance 
CADBURY'S FLAKE eh? (Studio Sound 
December 1999 'Millennium Sound 
Bites'. page 48) Easy now ... But thanks 
for the best laugh of the day so far! 
Nick Price, Ingenium Limited, UK. 

Sound Bitten I 

GREAT READING (Studio Sound, 
December 1999 'Millennium Sound 
Bites'). Please note the correct spelling 
-Colin Sanders. 
Sean Fernback, Motionworks, UK. 

Sound Bitten 2 
IF YOU are going to rate Colin Sanders 
in the top five audio personalities of 
the last century (Studio Sound. Decem- 

ber 1999, 'Millennium Sound Bites') you 
could at least try to spell his name right 
-especially as you made a point of cor- 
recting Sergeant! Or are we reverting to 
the Richard F.len days? 
Graham Hinton, 
Hinton Instruments, UK 
1 csofcou»c. apologies arcane. Richard 
Elen? And shouldn't that be 'correctly? 

The music makers 
\\I IAT A GREAT ARTICLE -Dan Daley's 
column in December's Studio Sound. 
Thanks a lot. Its a first time i read a mag- 
azine article that deviates from a 'norm' 
and with a view at the industry from a 

completely different angle. You very 
observantly pointed at the growing trend 
in the industry where everyone in essence 
pretty much 'chases its own tail'. Lately. 
it's become quite blurry as to who is the 
leader and who is the follower in the 
music arena. No one seems to be con- 
cerned anymore with the very reason as 

to why we are in this business in the first 
place -namely. music! When you get self - 
proclaimed businessmen who have very 
little to do with music. start governing the 
industry. you pretty much get the results 
-the state of music at its present. 

Yes, there's been a huge technological 
leap forward and breakthroughs in the 
area of communication. such as Internet. 
but i haven't seen the same in the music 
arena. Unfortunately, it hasn't progressed 
as much. Yes. life dictates its own rules. 
and were forced to stay abreast or at least 
follow. (even though its also a growing 
trend 'to be like others' > -I just hope that 
we. as musicians and creative artists will 
not loose ourselves and our identities - 
individuality in this ever so rapidly chang- 
ing world. Thanks again for the insight. 
Alexander Kritsky, US. 

EAR Yoshino 660 compressor limiter 

not your fairweather friend! 

EAR Yoshino Ltd Tel: 44 1480 453791 Fax: 44 1480 432006 
www.ear -yoshino.com E -mail earyoshino @aol.com 
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An Informational Advertising Feature 

World Wide Audio, 

without leaving your studio. 
Rocket Network takes audio production beyond the boundaries of studio walls, 
making connections that let you work with anyone, anywhere, anytime. 
It's like a global multi- track, ready around the clock for musicians to lay down 
parts, voice -talent to deliver lines, or producers to audition mixes. 
No time zones, no jet lag, just pure audio productivity. 

On-line Flexibility. 
Rocket Network'" uses the Internet to allow 
professionals to work together on audio 
productions without having to be in the same 
physical space. Instead of shipping tapes from 
place to place or renting high- capacity phone 
lines, you log into your Internet Recording 
Studio, where Rocket Network handles 
the details of passing your parts to others 
and vice versa. That leaves you free to 
concentrate on capturing the perfect take, 
using your own local system to record and 
edit. Whenever you're ready for others to hear 
your audio or MIDI parts, you simply post 
your work to the Internet Recording Studio, 
automatically updating everyone else's session. 

Full Audio Fidelity. 
With Rocket Network, there's no compromise 
in audio quality -the system handles files in a 

vast range of formats and compression levels, 
all the way up to uncompressed 24 bit /96kHz. 
And you don't need access to a super -fast 
connection; DSL or Ti is great, but you can also 
work productively over a humble 28.8 dial -up. 
The system supports multiple user -defined 
presets for posting and receiving, and handles 
all conversions, letting everyone participate in 

their own preferred format. That means you 
can conduct a session in a speedy, low 
bit -rate "draft" mode, then move on while 
the final parts are posted in the background 
at full -fidelity. 

Professional Tools. 
Through partnerships with leading audio 
developers, Rocket Network is bringing 
RocketPower' to the professional too s you 
already use, starting with Steinberg Cubase 
VST and Emagic Logic Audio. Because 
participants in a session don't all have to use 

the same application, you each work in 

whatever RocketPower environment best 
suits your needs. A multi -level perrrission 
system lets you control access to your Irternet 
Recording Studio. And our RocketCcntrol 
client offers built -in chat capabilities, so 
everyone in the session can chime it with 
feedback as the project takes shape. The Rocket 
Network Web site offers additional resources 
for audio collaboration including software 
downloads, forums, and a directory of like - 
minded creative types from around the globe. 

A Powerful Connection. 
Rocket Network adds a new level of freedom to 

creative collaboration, allowing you to choose 
your team - singers, musicians, voice -talent, 
composers, engineers, producers -based on 
who's right for the project, wherever they 
happen to be. With full fidelity, plus anytime, 
anywhere productivity, Rocket Network is 

a powerful new -connection to the world of 
audio production. 

Escape the boundaries of your studio walls. 
Register at www.rocketnetwork.com 

source code RN13 

rocket 

r 
N E T W O P K 

Internet Recording Studios 

All rights reserved 0 Rocket Network, Inc. 2000. All other product and company names are rM or ® of their respective holders. 
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March 
-3 

Internet World 
Asia 2000 
Singapore International 
Convention & Exhibition 
Centre, Suntec City, Singapore. 
Tel: +65 434 3587. 
Fax: +65 334 0582. 
Email: iw@reedexpo.com.sg 
Netwww.iw.com.sg 

5 -7 
Digital Asset 
Management Ill 
Conference 2000 
Millennium Gloucester Hotel. 
London, UK. 
Netwww.annenberg.edu /DAM/ 

5-7 
Entech 2000 
The Dome, Sydney Show - 
ground & Exhibition Centre. 
Homebush,Sydney, Australia. 
Contact: Caroline Fitzmaurice, 
Connections Publishing. 

Tel: +61 2 9876 3530. 
Fax: +61 2 9876 5715. 
Email: caroline@conpub.com.au 
Net:www.conpub.com.au 

I4 
AES Lecture: 
Understanding A -D 
and D -A Convertor 
Measurements 
Gilwell &Brownsea suite. Baden 
Powell House, South Kensing- 

ton, London SW7. UK 
Refreshments 6.30pm. 
Lecture 7pm. 
Contact: AES. 

Tel: +44 1628 663 725 
Email: uk@aes.org 
Net:www.aes.org/sections/uk 

I 5- I 9 
Pro Light & Sound 2000 
Frankfurt. Germany 
Tel: +61 81 750 I I . 

Fax: +61 81 757 00. 

Email: info@werbebauges-mbh- 
octanorm.de 
Net: www.werbebauges-mbh- 
octanorm.de 

26 -29 
SIB International 
Rimini Trade Fair Centre, 

Rimini, Italy. 

Contact Ente Autonomo 
Fiera di Rimini. 

Tel: +39 541 71 1 711. 

Net www.fierarimini.it 

April 
56 
ABTT:Association of 
British Theatre 
Technicians show 
Roayl Horticultural Hall 2, 

Greycoat Street London 
SW I, UK. 

Contact: ABBTT. 
Tel: +44 20 7 403 778. 
Fax: +44 20 7 378 6170. 
Ernaihoffice@abttorg.uk 

12 -I4 
Optical Disc 
Production 2000 
Tokyo Big Sight,Tokyo Interna- 

tional Exhibition Centre. Japan. 

Contact Mesago. 
Tel: +81 3 3359 0894. 
Fax: +81 3 3359 9328. 
Email: kunimoto@message -jp .com 

Netwww.mesago- jp.com /odp 

I5 -18 
DVD Summit III 
Dublin, Ireland. 

Contact: DVD Summit. 
Tel: +353 

1 667 171 I . 

Fax: +353 I 667 1713. 

Email: info@dvdsummit.com 
Net:www.dvdsummit.com 

May 
8 9 
AES UK Conference 
Moving Audio: 
pro -audio networking 
and transfer 
Church House, London , UK 
Contact AES. 

Tel: +44 1628 663 725 
Fax: +44 

1 628 667 002. 
Email: uk@aes.org 
Netwww.aes.org/sections/uk 

8-90 ÌV 00 
Budapest, Hungary. 

Contact: Scientific Association 
of Infocommunications. 
Tel: +36 

1 353 1027 
Fax: +36 

1 353 0451. 

Email: hte@mtesz.hu 

Netwww.mtesz.hu/hte 

22 -23 
DVD Europe 2000 
Shaw Park Plaza Hotel, Euston, 

London, UK. 

Contact Miller Freeman Enter- 

tainment, David Roberts 

Tel: +44 20 7940 8561. 

Email: 

david.roberts@unmf corn 

Net:www.prostudio.com /dvd 

June 
3 -6 
Nightwave 
Rimini Trade Fair Centre. 
Rimini, Italy. 

Contact: Ente Autonomo 
Fiera di Rimini. 

Tel: +39 541 711 711. 

Net: www.fierarimini.it 

6 -9 
Broadcast Asia 2000, 
Cablesat 2000 and 
Professional Audio 
Technology 2000 
Suntec Centra ,i apore. 

Contact: Singapore 

Exhibition Services. 

Tel: +65 233 8625. 

Fax: +65 835 3040. 

Email: jk@sesmontnetcom 
Net:www.broadcast- asia.com 

6-9 
CommunicAsia2000 
Suntec Centre, Singapore. 

Contact: Singapore 

Exhibition Services. 

Tel: +65 233 8625. 

Fax: +65 835 3040. 

Email: jk@sesmontnet.com 

Net:www.broadcast- asia.com 

7 -9 
PLASA Light and 
Sound Shanghai 2000 
Intex, Shanghai, China. 

Contact P &O Events. 

Tel: +44 171 370 8231. 

Fax: +44 171 370 8143. 

Email: shanghai@eco.co.uk 
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Distributors 
Worldwide 
Argentina I DBA Systems SRL 

Tel: 00541 545 6800 Fax:00541 545 3668 

Australia 1 Electric Factory 
Tel: 00 61 3 9460 5988 Fax: 00 61 3 9484 6708 

Austria I TC Electronic Austria 
Tel 0043 800 201 652 Fax: 0043 800 201 653 

Belgium S EML 
Tel: 00 32 11 23 23 55 Fax 00 32 11 23 21 72 

Brazil I Proware Audio Innovations 
Tel: 00 55 11 55852866 Fax: 00 55 11 5584 6586 

Canada S digidesign 
Tel: 00 1 800 333 2137 

www.digidesign.com 

Chile) Clio Productora Musical 
Tel: 0056 2 274 9621 Fax: 0056 2 294 9575 

China /Hong Kong S Digital Media Technology (DMT) 
Tel: 00 852 2721 0343 Fax: 00 852 2366 6883 

Croatia I Slovenia. Bosnia, Macedonia 6 Serbia: 
Music Export (Germany) 
Tel: 0049 89 746 t2390 Fax. 0049 89 746 12392 

Denmark S New Musik AG 
Tel: 00 45 86 190899 Fax: 00 45 86 193199 

Finland I Studiotec KY 
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India I R 8 5 Electronics 
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Tel: 00 972 3 570 5223 Fax: 00 972 3 619 9297 

Italy 1 Grisby Music Professional 
Tel: 00 39 0 71 710 8471 Fax: 00 39 0 71 710 8477 

Japan I All Access 
Tel: 00 81 52 443 5537 Fax: 00 81 52 443 7738 

Korea S Best Logic Sound Co 

Tel: 00 82 2 515 7385 Fax: 00 82 2 516 7385 

Mexico I Var, International S.A. de C.V. 

Tel: 00 525 604 6946 Fax: 00 525 605 9656 

New Zealand 1 Protel 
Tel: 00 64 4 801 9494 Fax 00 64 4 384 2112 

Norway I Lydrommet 
Tel. 00 47 22 80 94 50 Fax: 00 47 2 80 94 60 

Poland S Hexagon Warszawa 
Tel 0048 22 44 66 99 Fax: 0048 22 44 83 55 

Portugal I Cajus Tecnologias 
Tel: 0035 12 208 4456 Fax: 0035 12 208 6009 

Russia S AT Trade 
(Russia) Tel: 7 095 956 1105 Fax: 7 095 956 6882 

Singapore I Team 108 

Technical Services Private Ltd 
Tel: 00 65 748 9333 Fax: 00 65 747 7273 

Southern Africa S Powerhouse Electronics 
Tel: 00 27 11 728 3102 Fax: 00 27 11 728 6789 

Spain I Media Sys. 

Tel: 0034 93 426 6500 Fax: 0034 93 424 7337 

Sri Lanka 1 HiFi Centre Ltd 
Tel: 00 94 1 540442 Fax: 00 94 1 503174 

Sweden I Polysonic 
Tel: 00 46 31 7069050 Fax: 00 46 31 706 9110 

Switzerland 1 Bleuel Electronic AG 
Tel: 00 41 1 751 7550 Fax: 00 41 1 750 5153 

Taiwan I Digital Media Technology (DMT) 
Tel: 00 866 2 2516 4318 Fax: 00 866 2 2515 9881 

Thailand SKI( 
Tel: 00 662 222 8613/4 Fax: 00 662 225 3173 

Turkey I Imaj Music Yapim VE Organizasyon Ticaret A 

Tel: 00 90 212 216 7180 Fax 00 90 212 216 7189 

UK S Focusrite Audio Engineering Ltd. 
Tel: .44 (0)1494 462246 Fax: .44 (0)1494 459920 

USA I digidesign 
Tel: 00 1 800 333 2137 
www.digidesign.com 

Veneruela a. C8M Audio 
Tel 00582 263 8790 Fax 00582 267 4319 

Vietnam r Vista, 
Tel. 00 84 4 8 824 3058 Fax 00 84 4 8 825 0099 
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between EQ and 
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High & Low pass 
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to 
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side-chain 

Compressor 
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hreshold and release 
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ives sustained power 

time controls 9 vocals and 

to, and control over, 
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to Compressor 
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Gate i Expander, 
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background 

noise 
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EQ with 
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selectable 

to 

Compressor 
P, Gate side- ins 

Mukiband Limiter 

for distortion-free 
enables 

limiting. 
External input to be 

mixed with internal 

signal path. Mute cuts 

the output. 

De- esser, based on 

proprietary optical 

technology, 
removes sibilance 

from vocals 

imperceptibly 

"If you can't get the sound you want through 
this unit, then you have chosen the wrong Mic 

(or the wrong performer)." 
David Mellor - Audio Media(UK) October 99 

"This is a first rate piece of studio gear and 
Is a perfect illustration of why high -end 

analogue is still the preferred choice for serious 
audio processing." 

Paul White - Sound On Sound Magazine October '99 

£2345inc VAT 

£2638 mc.VAT WITH DIGITAL OUTPUT 

'Rupert Neve does not design for, nor is affiliated 
with Focusrite Audio Engineering Ltd. 

Ever since our founder, Rupert Neve, designed the first 
Focusrite EQ and Dynamics modules they have been the 
choice of many successful recording engineers and producers. 

The ISA 430 repackages these classic designs in one comprehensive 
unit. Versatile routing and access to the signal processing blocks means 
you can split the EQ and compressor into two separate signal paths for 
simultaneous use on two tracks. Or use them both together with the 
original classic transformer - coupled microphone preamp for the best 
Total Input Channel money can buy. 

Cap it off with the AES /EBU 24 bit /96 kHz optional Digital 
Output Stage, which can also be used as an independent A/D 
Converter. This is the best of Focusrite signal processing packed into 
one unit. Hence we've dubbed the ISA 430 the "Producer Pack ". 

Ask for a demonstration before your next session. 

ISA 430 Producer Pack 

Focusrite 
www.focusrite.com 

Produced in the UK by Focusrite Audio Engineering Ltd. Phone: +44 (0)1494 462246 Fax: +44 (0)1494 459920 email: sales @focusrite.com 
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2000 
SSAIRA 

V O TI N G 
TI THIRD YEAR of the Studio 
Sound Audio Industry Recognition 
Awards finds us departing from 

previous years' events in one significant 
respect only: due to the early timing of 
the European AES Convention, we will 
not be holding our Awards ceremony in 
Paris. but in London at a slightly later date. 
In all other respects you are invited to 
vote for your favoured pieces of new 
equipment through the established chan- 
nels of post. fax and email (details below). 
Based on the growing success of the 
previous two Awards. we are anticipating 
an even bigger response this year. Please 
support the manufacturers of your choice 
with your votes. 
Ways to vote 
Readers can vote for one product in each 
category in four ways. 
1. By filling in the form and posting 

it to: SSAIRAs, Siudi° Sound Magazine. 
Miller Freeman Entertainment, 8 Mon- 
tague Close, London Bridge. London 
SE1 9l'R, i'K. 

2. By faxing the form to: 
+-H 171 407 7102. 

3. By mailing their unique reader 
identification number, the category 
numbers and their votes to: 
SSAIRAs@unmf.com 

4. By filling in the interactive voting form 
on the Studio Sound web -site: 
www.prostudio.com studiosound 

N O M I N A T I 

1. Large scale console 
AMS Neve Libra Post; Calrec Alpha 
100; Euphonix System 5; Midas 
Heritage 2000;Toa ix5000B; 
Soundtracs DS -M 

2. Medium to small scale console 
Allen & Heath ML5000 :Audient 
ASP8024; D &R Airlab; Klotz Digital 
Spherion; Mackie D8b; MTA 924; 
Soundcraft Series Two; Soundcraft 
Series 15; Studer On -Air 5000; 
TL Audio VTC;Tritech TS -24; 
Roland VM3100 Pro 

3. Outboard dynamics 
Avalon 747SP; dbx Quantum; 
Drawmer DC2476 ;Joemeek C2; 
TL Audio Valve Classic C- I ; 

Tube -Tech SMC2A 

4. Outboard preamp 
Aphex 1 100; Presonus MP20; Summit 
MP4X;TL Audio Valve Classic PA- I 

5. Outboard equaliser 
Focusrite ISA430; KT DN422M; 
Summit MPE200; Summit EQ200; 
TL Audio Valve Classic EQ -2 

6. Outboard Reverb 
Eventide Orville; Roland SRV3030; 
Quantex Yardstick; Sony DRE-S777 

7. Combined outboard device 
Eventide Orville; Focusrite ISA430; 
Joemeek VC6Q; Junger Audio Accent!: 
TC Intonator 

8. Monitors 
ATC SCM7OSL; Genelec 1036A; 
HHB Circle 3; Munro MAI; 
PMC TB I S;Tannoy Reveal Active; 
Westlake LC5.75 

O N S 

9. Microphone 
Audio Technica AT895; Audio Technica 

AT4047SV; DPA 3541; Earthworks 
SR77; GT Electronics AM40; Joemeek 

JM47; Neumann Series 180; 

Sennheiser Evolution wireless 

10. Convertors 
Apogee PSX I00; Euphonix multi- 
channel convertors; Prism ADA8; 
Weiss SFC2 SRC 

I (.Audio editor 
DAR Storm; Digidesign Pro Tools 

V5.0; Soundscape R.Ed 

12. Audio recorder 
Digidesign Pro Tools MIX plus; 

Euphonix RI; Fairlight Merlin; 
Marantz PMD650; Sony MDS -E I I; 

Sony MDJE530; Soundscape R.Ed; 

Studer A827 Gold;Tascam D40 

14. Location portable equipment 
Copper C5208; Marantz PMD650: 

You /Com ReporterMate 

15. Plug -ins 
Aphex Big Bottom ;Digidesign 

Bruno /Reso; Digidesign Sound 

Replacer; CEDAR Declick 96 (SADiE); 

CEDAR Declick (Soundscape); Line6 

Amp Farm; Steinberg TL Audio EQ- I ; 

Wave Mechanics Pure Pitch/ 

Pitch Doctor; 

16. Special category 
CEDAR BRX+ debuzzer; CEDAR 

AZX+ azimuth corrector; Neutrik 
Minirator MR I ; mSoft ServerSound; 

Symbolic Sound Kyma 5 

VOTES CAN BE CAST by photocopying or cutting out the page opposite, filling it 
in and returning it to: SSAIRAs Nominations, Studio Sound, 8 Montague Close, 
London Bridge, London SE I 9UR UK. Fax: +44 171 407 7102.AIternatively, you can 

email the category numbers and your nominations to SSAIRAs@unmf.com 

Readers will only be allowed to vote once. 
Readers may only vote for one product in 
each category. 
Your reader identification number is the 
nine -digit number starting with a zero that 
is located in the middle of the top row of 
your Studio Sound address label. In all 
instances the inclusion of the reader iden- 
tification number is essential. 

The objective is to identify equipment 

that genuinely w :In juts recognition for 
being special in some way. 

Readers are not obliged to vote in all 
categories and their attention is drawn to 
Special Category 16 which serves as a 
'catch all for any products not covered in 
the other categories. 

Any questions can be directed to Zenon 
Schoepe and Tini Goodyer at Studio 
Sound. Tel: + r r 1- 19 t0 8500. 
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SSAIRA FAX VOTE 
V O 

I Large scale console 

2 Medium to small scale console 

3.Outboard dynamics 

4 Outboard preamp 

5 Outboard equaliser 

6 Outboard reverb 

V O 

T 1 

7 Combined outboard device 

8 Monitors 

9. Microphone 

IO Convertors 

I I Audio editor 

12 Audio recorder 

T 1 

N G 

14 Location portable equipment 

15 Plug -ins 

16 Special category 

DON'T 

DELAY 

FAX 

TODAY! 

N G 
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Dolby DP563 

The options for encoding in Dolby Surround are expanded with the arrival of Dolby's DP563 encoder. 
Andy Day velcomes the new unit and compares the dedicated and plug -in opportunities 

WI I7 i ALL 'HIE HYPE about 5.1 
audio at the moment many 
people have forgotten ahout 

its origins. While the new discreet (or 
5.1) formats such as Dolby Digital and 
DTS arc very exciting creatively they do 
rely on the necessary .carriers' or formats 
to deliver to the muses of consumer 
Luid. DVD is the mist obvious recent 
example, however there are still a few 
years to go hefore DVI) reaches the niar- 
ket penetration of other stereo formats 
such as VI Is. \IC: \\1 stereo and CD. 
Dolby suet )end has been around for the 
past 13 years and still going strong. 

Broadcasters, video distributors and 
games developers have realised this and 
to date over 10,000 productions are 
:mailable. For those people that don't 
already know Dolby surround is what's 
called a matrix system, instead of need- 
ing a -4 or 5- channel carrier the -t chan- 
nels of information (LCRS) are encoded 
into a 2 channel format (called LtRt ).'Phis 
2- channel signal can he distributed on 

needed plus some kind of pan control. 
The master and slave parts of the 
encoder plug -in hanclle the left -right 
centre -surround inputs which are fed 
from both the assigned 'l'I )\1 buses and 
a direct feed from the output of the 
Dolby Surround tools joystick patiner. 
This allows truc surround panning for 
chattels only two unfortunately) that 
use the joystick panner and normal left - 
right or centre- surround panning fi>r 

channels without the panne inserted. 
It's not perfect, hut the only way to date 
to encode Dolby Surround digitally. and 
as a result several studios bought Pro 
Tools systems purely for the plug -in, just 
to use as an all digital encoder- decoder. 
However that is about to change. 

The DP563 is a new all -digital hard- 
ware unit for encoding in Dolby Sur- 
round. with a few neat extras thrown 
in. It looks like any other Dolby unit. a 
standard issue black front panel with a 
few buttons for menu access, t (:n. sta- 
tus !.taus and some dedicated function 

for Od13 using the cursor keys, every- 
thing is done quickly and efficiently. 

Apart from doing the i-channel to LtRt 
encoding (called -4-2 encoding) for 
Dolby Surround the DP563 is capable 
of sonie other useful tasks. In some 
cases it's useful to he able to take a 5.1 
master and simultaneously create a Dolby 
Surround ( LtRt ) mix from it. Normally 
this would he clone using an external 
mixer to increase or decrease the sur- 
round and centre channel levels for the 
hest result. Dolby lias included the extra 
inputs and level adjustment to allow you 
to do just that (called 6 -4-2 encoding). 

There are adjustments for the centre, 
surround and LFE levels as well as con- 
trols for how the left and right stereo 
surrounds are combined- options are 
Is +Rs, Is -Rs, Ls, or Rs. The LFE chan- 
nel can also be filtered at 1201Iz and 
limited before combining into the LR 

inputs of the Dolby Surround encoder. 
All these parameters are contained in 
the preprocessing menu, which leads 

f 

mDolby 
Doty Surround Encoder 

... ..... L 0.11. 

,., o.. .., : .... .. ,_,. .... o0O ® 
®o® ® i Sá C. 2 

ti 

.04110 

any normal stereo format such as VI IS 

hi-fi. CI). NiC: \NI transmission or games 
consoles such as Playstation or N6-+. 

The major problem facing postpro- 
duction studios up to now has been that 
the actual hardware needed to encoele 
into the Lt Rt format. This has always 
been available from Dolby only, in the 
form of the SEV- SDI' -4 analogue -only 
units -a problem for the typical all dig- 
ital postproduction studio. This was 
partly addressed by the availability of 
Dolby Surround tools. a software plug - 
in for Pro Tot )ls. that allows Dolby sur- 
round encoding -decoding and panning 
all within the Pro Tools environment. 

The plug -in was reviewed in an ear- 
lier edition of Studio Sound, but as a 
reminder here are the basic functions. 
The plug -in is used by inserting master 
and slave versions of encoder and 
decoder into two stereo aux masters: 
this is the only wan' to fool Pro Tools 
into t w c irking in multichannel. The TDP.I 
mixing environment is basically a stereo 
routeing system, that is only pairs of 
buses can be accessed at any time from 
each channel (without using extra 
sends). In order to do true surround 
panning ( move a sound from left to cen- 
tre to right to surround) four outputs are 

switches. it's certainly not going to win 
any design awards. but it does have a 
certain bulletproof feel to it. 

'l'here are no analogue connections 
at all on the unit. just 6 AES -E131' inputs. 
two AES -E13t i c wtputs. an external sync 
input and a 9 -pin serial remote control 
connector. Given that there is plenty of 
space on the rear panel it would have 
been good to have standard Xi.R con - 
nectors for the AES -Elll' connections. 
Instead Dolhv has opted for BN(: con- 
nectors as used on the DP569 -this is 
very annoying to say the least-from 
experience of the 1)P569 ( Dolby Digi- 
tal encoder) I would point out that cable 
length is an issue when installing an 
unbalanced (13NC) digital unit in a bal- 
anced digital studio. 1 woulcl strongly 
advise getting the optional balancing 
transformers (.i195, t'h) when buying 
either the DP569 or DP563. 

It is quite important to make sure the 
DP563's left, centre. right and surround 
inputs are correctly aligned. With the 
SEU-t analogue unit this involved send- 
ing a tone +4d13 or -20dUFS and setting 
trim pots on the input and outputs. 'Phis 
has been simplified on the DI'563. by 
just sending a tone to the left input and 
adjusting the reading on the IA :I) display 

me into the menu structure. \lost mod- 
em equipment uses an t.ca>- button com- 
bination to access various options and 
features. the approach taken by Dolby 
on this is very straightforward with the 
most commonly used features such as 
the LFE limiter and output limiter 
accessed from their own dedicated 
front -panel switch. The menus are log- 
ical and self-explanatory, no need to 
spend hours over the manual with this 
one. Other menus include a postpro- 
cessing menu, that duplicates the out- 
put limiter control available on the front 
panel. I -O control. that allows all the 
various input combinations to he 
catered for, without repatching or hav- 
ing to split AES -EB1i inputs. Also within 
the I -O control menu are some of the 
more specialist features. the output 
word length can he switched between 
all flavours (16. 18, 20. 22 or 2-i -hit of 
AES- E1311. For broadcast mincing appli- 
cations the delay in the encoding can 
he adjusted from the normal 2nms to 
exact divisions of l'AL or NTSC frames. 
This allows the synchronisation 
between input and output LtRt signals 
to be controlled in frame steps in com- 
plex routeing configurations. 

In order to make life easier, Dolby > 
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Creative Genius 
and Practicality are 

Rare Partners. 
Mr. Rupert Neve 

and his Newest Achievement 

demonstrates Lightning does 

Strike Twice. 9098i. 
Brought to you by AMEti. 

ei. yams (standing), Presidentlnd 
Operatio n. ti'anager of Chicago Trax, with 

his Steinmetz, Chief Engineer 

Chicago Trax Recording 
Chicago, Illinois 

"The 9098i has AIr Kuper name 
on it of course so you pare to take 
notice. But the lxolonr line is that it's a 
great sounding lx.ard. People who work 
on it just jall in lote with the sound. 
The 9098i is simply the best console on 
the market. analogue or digital. and 
a'i!! lx' jar man[' decades to come. 
Aa!EK is a great company to work with. 
They listen to our needs, and are ren' 
good at co-gyrating to meet those 
,wedLs. " 

Reid Hymns, 
President Chicago Trax 

When only the best will do. When n 

compromises are acceptable. When 
sonic performance rules. These are 
some of the criteria in selecting a 

90981. Along with its sonic integrity. 
the feature set b also equally 
impressive. Recall. dual moving fader 
automation. built -in dynamics and 
indisputably' superior mie preamps and 
equalisers. The 9098i combines the 
hest characteristics of vintage consoles 
with features demanded in today's mix 
environment. We invite you to 
audition a 9098i and experience the 
finest mixing console ever created. 

CHIC ' )Gin ' I)IN(i 

Manchester Los Angeles 
.44 10 )161 868 2400 .11818) 973 1618 

Nashville 
.1)615)360 0488 

90981 

Ar,N,Ei 

Tokyo 
.81 3 5707 0575 

International Headquarters 

Langley House 
Third Avenue 
Trafford Park 
Manchester 
M17 1FG 
United Kingdom 

Tel: +44 (0)161 868 2400 
Fax: +44 (0)161 873 8010 
Web: www.amek.com 
E -mail: amek @amek.com 

H A Harman International Company 
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< has provided some presets for corn- 
mon configurations, there are three in 
total called 4- channel -a simple 4 -2 
with output limiting, 5.1 film -a 6 -4 -2 
with output limiting and 5.1.music -a 
6 -4 -2 with limiting and 24 -hit output. 
You can name and save your own and 
with a maximum of 32 memories most 
configurations can he stored as presets. 

I used the unit to encode some LCRS 
masters into the LtRt format first. The 
results were very good particularly the 
output limiter which was reasonably 
kind to the signal. The limiter works on 
the LtRt output only and is preset with 
no controls, there is an LEI) on the front 
panel to indicate when the limiter is 
working. Next I took a finished 5.1 mas- 
ter and used the 6 -4 -2 encoding to cre- 
ate a LtRt master. This is where the 
preprocessing functions were particu- 
larly useful allowing control over cen- 

tre and surround levels to get the opti- 
mum level of the dialogue and surround 
channels. Level and limiter enable 
controls for the LFE chan- 
nel are available for encod- 
ing audio from a mixture 
of theatrical and studio 
sources which use different 
reference levels for the LFE 
channel alignment. The 
finished LtRt signal was 
decoded through the 
DP562 Dolby Digital Sur- 
round decoder, an ideal 
partner for the DP563. 

For those debating the 
choice between Dolby 
Surround Tools and the 
DP563 there are pros and 
cons to each. The advantages of using 
Dolby Surround Tools include full inte- 
gration with the Pro Tools mixing envi- 

ronment, an automatable panner and 
that it is a relatively cheap option 
(encoder -decoder and panner cost 

11,200 in the UK). if, how- 
ever. you don't already 
use Pro Tools and just 
want to encode digitally in 
surround it is a more 
costly proposition. There 
are only two panners 
available for use in any 
session. it only works with 
regular DSP farms ( there 
is no support for Mix- and 
Mix+ ). there's no 6 -4 -2 
mode ( however you can 
emulate level controls 
within the Pro Tools mix 
environment) and there is 

no output limiter. 
The DP563 Dolby Surround encoder 

has the advantage of being a dedicated 
unit requiring no supporting computer 
platform. it offers 6 --1 -2 mode and pre- 
processing controls that allow stand- 
alone operation for 5.1 to LtRt 
encoding and the output limiter is of 
good quality using presets for ease of 
use. On the downside. the DP563 
requires a suitable decoder (such as 
the DP562) and offers only unbalanced 
BNC connectors for digital connec- 
tions. The actual encoding process is 
identical in both units so whichever 
you choose you can be sure that you 
have 100% compatibility with all the 
decoders out there in consumer land. 
Its also worth noting that neither Dolby 
Surround Tools or the í)P563 can he 
used for Dolby ( previously called 
Dolby Stereo) film encoding. The 
encoders for this process are available 
from Dolby on a project -by- project 
basis. However, you can use either 
Dolby Surround Tools or the DP563 - 
562 as monitoring only (referred to as 
4 -2 -4 monitoring) for premixes or 
music mixes to be used in Dolby film 
productions. 

At last digital facilities can produce 
Dolby Surround programs without 
having to resort to analogue for nias- 
tering. The DP563 is a well thought 
out product with some genuinely use- 
ful extras, especially the output lim- 
iter. As to which is hest, well it really 
depends on what you're doing and 
whether you are a Pro Took user or 
not. My preference would he for 
the DP563, 562 combination purely 
because I believe in the dedicated 
hardware approach; something about 
eggs and baskets springs to mind. But 
at about 15.500 for the pair against 
11,200 for Dolby Surround Tools I 

can understand why some people 
would opt for Dolby Surround Tools. 
Whichever you choose you can he sure 
you have 100% compatibility with all 
the Pro -Logic decoders out there, so 
now there is no excuse for not adding 
to the 10,000+ productions currently 
available. Have fun. 

Dolby Labo 
100 Potrero A 

Francisco, Ca 

94103 -4813, 

Tel: +I 415 5 

Fax: +l 415 

Net www.dol 

UK: Dolby L 

Wootton Bas 

SN4 8QJ. 

Tel: +44 179 

Fax: +44 179 

ratories, 
venue, San 

lifornia 

US. 

58 0200. 

863 1373. 

by.com 

aboratories, 
sett,Wiltshire 

3 842100. 

3 842101. 

SERVERSOUND 
Real Tools for 

Reel Editors 
"Pro /Spotter - 

New Effect Spotting software for ServerSound" 

The "spotting" process of 
choosing effects can be a 
tedious task. Four -time 
Golden Reel Award 
Winner Mark Mangini of 
Weddington Productions 
needed an automated 
spotting solution for 
a creative edge on 
such films as CastleRock 

4414...,0110 Entertainment's The Green Mile ". 
"ProSpotter integrates ServerSound's 
search capabilities with a well thought out 
project management scheme. Its a powerful 
tool to organize any project with elegance 
and consistency." UmA:tlnntini 

Il ívldinglun Productions 

Pro /Spotter Features: 

Film (Show /Reel /Scene /Spot) & TV (Show /Spot) versions. 
Independent Search & Spot windows. 
Grab and assign multiple effects from one spot to another. 
Intelligent SmartFX "knows" to assign the same car door 
to the same car. 
Cross Reference by Related Sounds. 
Automatic revisions when scenes and reels are cut or reassigned. 

Pro /Spotter for ServerSound 

because a NETWORK is a t 

Toll Free: 800- 489 -9314 
I l Phone: 818- 716 -7081 

Internet: www.msoftinc.com MSoft 
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Neil Karsh is the Vice President of 
Audio Services for New York Media 

Group. Recently, Karsh selected LSR 

monitoring systems for two of his 

Manhattan facilities, Lower East Side 

and East Side Audio. 

"We've installed the first of our LSR 

5.1 surround systems at East Side Audio 

and it's a great addition. The sound is 

extremely clear and is enjoyed by our 

mixers and our clients. Everyone is very 

pleased with the result.' 

. Rrt.r 

The World's Best Performing THX Monitoring 
Systems Are Also The World's Most Applauded. 

Since its introduction in 1997, the system -engineered JBL 

LSR Series has become a favorite choice of engineers, producers 

and performers, many of whom have also become its most 
loyal advocates. More important, this acceptance is found 
in every major geographic area of the recording industry; 
from Los Angeles and New York to Nashville and London. 

4.));)(. 42\11# )) 
4 

LSR 32 LSR 28P LSR 12P 

Monitors Whose Performance Profile Was 
Determined By Science, Not Opinion. 

During a half century of building the most technically 
advanced studio monitors, JBL has developed a long list of 
working relationships with key recording professionals 
around the globe. As a direct result of this unique collaboration, 
these industry leaders have chosen JBL monitors more often 
than any other brand. Not once or twice, but consistently for 
decades. In fact, JBL monitors are a part of the history of 
recording itself. Consider as examples, the now fabled JBL 

4200 and 4400 Series that, at their launch, actually defined 
an entirely new standard and new category of monitor. Such 

is the case now with the entire LSR line. 

LIW 
Profiles 

The world's most noted recording 

professionals discuss the world's most 

advanced monitoring systems. 

NO.I: New York f Los Angeles 

eRheR `v ershenbaum is a Grammy 

Award winner who has been on the cuffing-edge of 

music production for decades His discography is a 

remarkable 'who's who' of popular recording. 

«Speakers lave always been important to ne 
and I've had many systems that I have really 

loved. When Kevin Smith told me about LSRs, I 

tried them and was amazed at the accurate, fat 
response and how the mixes translated so well 

compared to other monitoring systems. Now 

we're using them to track our new records and 

we'll use then to mix, as well." 

Les Angeles 

;IBL 
r11OI[ss1ONAL 

H A Harman International Company 

www.jblpro.com 

1999 JBL Prctessional 
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Cooper Sound CSI04 

Coming into line with the cream of the crop of location mixers, the CS 104 

is bidding for a life in the limelight. Neil Hillman checks its credentials 
IN A SLEEPY, sunny town in Califor- 

nia. behind the innocuous facade of 
a small drug -store shop -front on Main 

Street. lurks the high -tech hide -out of a 
Super -Hero. Here is the hone of Sonus. 
whose mission to mankind is to pro- 
vide clarity in the face of cacophony. 
melody in the wake of niaelstroni and 
to transfc>rm heterodoxy to harmony. 
Assisted by his aged. yet eminently capa- 
ble butler Claws. Sonus has mixed with 
the Tikes of Batman and other such con- 
temporaries: for this heroic figure has 
played a pan in their success. i le is. quite 
simply. the All-American, bullet headed. 

ies studio outboard rack. with just the 
hybrid Audio Developments -SQN fader 
knobs aligning it to current styling. 

Audio signals are fed into the CS101 
through four Neutrik female SLRs on 
the left -hand side of the mixer, with 
Channel I being furthest :nay from the 
user. Ahoye and to the left of each XLR 
input socket is one of the mixer's many 
metal knurled knobs. these used as a 
course gain preset between Line and 
Mic 1. Mic 2 or Mic 3. My preference 
would be to have the calibration marked 
as the actual gain figure in dB rather 
than a nominal index nu nil er: but from 

from holding the stereo microphone 
over the top' of the subject to working 
'underneath' the camera shot. A stereo 
headphone socket is located at the near- 
est end to the user on this left -hand 
panel. with the monitor volume level 
pot directly above it. The M +S decoder 
for the inputs is switched in or out by 
a small toggle switch- recognisable to 
all those familiar with Nagra '/, -inch 
products -which is sited above the 
monitor level knob. 

The right -hand panel (idle CS10 -t car- 
ries the messages to the outside world. 
At the bottom of this face is the battery 

,\,t ,¿,,' 
css 

R p 
( ooP}R SUC.y1) .tiYStE,yS ""' - l r r i Ö ors 

Mwa CS tpr - LA. 

Saxon mother's son: Cooperman: or in 
this particular guise. and is we might 
more easily recognise it. the Cooper 
Sound CS 101. 

The CS104 has cc>n>e of age by offer- 
ing what is now de rigetir for all pro- 
fessional location mixers. an M +S 
matrix. In the over -the- shoulder stakes, 
it now stands cheek and jowl with fine 
products such as Audio Developments' 
AD 261. SQN's 1-ti series IV and mod- 
els from Filntec h. t 'nsurprisingly then. 
elements of these mixers can he found 
on and in the (:5104: but who said that 
good ergonomics and operational ease 
should be the present of one particu- 
lar manufacturer? 

The Cooper Sound CS I(a a is a -+ -in. 
2 -out stereo mixer securely housed in a 
sturdy metal chassis with brushed alu- 
minium face and sides. Square and sharp 
in appearance. with an abundance of 
oil -blacked, knurled control knobs. the 
mixer has a delightfully retro feel that 
would not look out of place in an eight- 

the operating manual the Line input gain 
for OdBu out is 16d11. for a maximum 
input at Ik11z of +32dßu: with Mir 1 

achieving a similar output correspond- 
ing to 60d1i. 2dß to 'OdB and 3413 to 
80d13. for inputs of -12d11. -22óB :and 
-32dß respectively. At least the gain is 
not calibrated in the milli \alts- per -Hec- 
taPascal favoured by a certain European 
recorder manufacturer. Directly above 
each input and over the gain presets 
are the microphone powering opt - 
ions:12v T nacler. Dynamic and i8\' 
phantom. These are selected via a small 
recessed slider -switch that to operate 
either requires a ball pen, a 'tweaked` 
screwdriver or Elofo fingernails: hut one 
thing is Ii >r sure-the microphone pow- 
ering will not be moved by accident. 
A similarly recessed slider -switch sits 
alongside the powering controls of 
Channels 2 au d 4, and aIk>\ws for phase 
changing these two inputs. between N- 
( normal) or R- ( reversed ): an obvious 
need being when a recordist changes 

At the bottom of this 
face is the battery 

compartment that houses 
eight I .5V AA cells, 

secured by a substantial 
door that is retained by a 

glove -friendly finger -screw 
compartment that houses eight 1.5V AA 
cells. sectored by a substantial door that 
is retained by a glove- friendly finger - 
screw. External power between 12V 
and 2.4\" is introduced through a Canon 
-albeit made by Neutrik -5 -pin, male 
socket next to the battery flap. The 
3 -way selector switch for internal, off 
or external powering is as similarly 
Nagraesque as the M +S matrix selector 
of the left -hand panel. and is sited near- 
est to the operator at the top of this right - 
hand side. Alongside the external > 
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có,,- denc-e- 
In tccays rapidly evolving media landscape. confidence in new 

technology hcs to be earned. With he abundance of equipment being 

introcuced. can you depend on you. supplier. the product reliability. 

the 111z-span', an you know if you'..e allowed for all the possibilities 

of new mix for mats. digital Input /output configurations and new 

standards of a itomation which ma. appear without warning? 

ThE solution is simple. A product supplied by a manufacturer with 

over E quarte-of a Century of experience. having now installed more 

than 31 digiti- consoles and gaine 3 a reputation for a cast iron 

commitment o user support. 

' The solution is elegant. The new 3oundtracs DS -3 digital 

Ìruiccortrol surface of the DS -3 lies a 

uniquely fu:aristic approach ccnsole ergonomics. Breathtakingly 

easy b'bpera E at the same time as exceeding the requirements of 

the Wor.d's frost demanding faciliti's and operators. 

-:Gain confickwrce in the digital future. Inves'igate the new DS -3. 

i 
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< power socket are two male XLR sock- 
ets for the left and right mixer outputs, 
which may he switched between Hi 
(Odßu line level) and Lo (nominal mic- 
level of -- +6á13u) by two recessed slider 
switches mounted above each respec- 
tive XLR output. These selectors also 
govern the levels of the left and right 
outputs contained within the Hirose 
10 -way multiplug for the industry -stan- 
dard camera umbilical. sited alongside 
the XLR outputs. Maximum output of 
both the balanced outputs and the 
} 1 ire )se multiway is given as +20d13u. Left 
and Right outputs are also available sep- 
arately on miniature male XLRs, the cho- 
sen medium also for the -l2dBu Tape 
Out feed and, curiously still on male 
pins. the Mix In socket for access to the 
mixer buses and ganging a further mixer 
for an increased number of input chan- 
nels. The Monitor tape return signal 
arrives either through the Hirose 
10 -way, or through a 3.5mm stereo 
socket mounted above the multiplug. 
The return level of this feed is controlled 
from a minimum of -1SdBu by another 
ubiquitous black knurled knob. 

The front face of the CS104 is clear 
and uncluttered. yet a wealth of controls 
are available to hand. Like the Audio 
Developments AD 261. the Cooper 
Sound has succeeded in containing its 
control surfaces to those easily accessi- 
ble, unlike the SQN. which requires 
much bag- delving from time to tinge. 
Each of the 4 -input channels are con- 
trolled by a large rotary plastic fader, con- 
toured like its contemporaries, and 
above which sits a centre -detented pan 
pot. Alongside it sits a red overload LED, 

to signify that the amplifier clipping level 
is being approached and that the sensi- 
tivity should be reduced through the 
channel -input presets of the left -hand 
panel. Below. and each side. of the fader 
are two toggle switches; a non -latching 
push -to- slake. solo -safe individual PR 
and a 3- position high -pass filter marked 
O. I and 2 where O is flat. l has a 
6(113 octave roll -over knee at 70Hz and 
2 is sat for 1 --iO11z. Additional pre -input 
transformer filtering is also available 
through internal DIP switches which may 
be selected to achieve a turnover of 
9011z, again at (xlß /octave: allowing the 
HP1 switch to become 
130Hz, 111)2 rising to 
19)1 iz.'Iwo I I\I. smirches 
exist between the faders 
of Channels 1 and 2 and 
Channels 3 and -I. which 
when selected disable the 
pan pot and the fader of 
the second side of each 
pair, allowing the first channel to con- 
trol the gain (idle linked inputs: the first 
channel pan pot controlling the balance 
between the two married signals. Twin 
PPMs of black lettering on w ite- audio- 
convention reversed. hut in accordance 
with current racing car fashion -also add 
to the overall feeling of a different prod - 
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uct. vu meters are an option. but given 
the intolerance of digital recorders to 
over signals. a peak registering meter is 
likely to be the most ordered configura- 
tion by today's recordists. Who will then 
almost certainly look on in disbelief as 
with the limiters selected, the needles 
continue to sail merrily onwards and 
curve themselves affectionately around 
the end stops. So when is a limiter not a 

limiter? Er, suffice to say that there is a 

modification available if you prefer to 
change the soft limiting of the CS104 to 
a fast attack, slow release dynamic. 
Another couple of design -detail dislikes 
are the ability to reduce the output lev- 
els via the MASTER ER pot without it regis- 
tering on the meters of the mixer and 
being unable to alter the oscillator from 
its fixed 0 level. 

Other front panel controls are a slate 
microphone: 1khz, OdB oscillator on 
selector; battery test; meter back- light: 
limiter off, on or linked: direct or tape 

The front face of 
the CS 104 is clear and 

uncluttered, yet a wealth 
of controls are available to 

hand. Like the Audio 
Developments AD 26 I , 

the Cooper Sound has 

succeeded in containing 
its control surfaces to 
those easily accessible 

monitor selector and a nx mitoring matrix 
that switches between Off. Left, Right, 
Mono, Stereo or M +S decoded. Line -up 
advice in the manual is also curious. as 
it is recommends that after lining up with 
the recording device, the master pot 
should be reduced by some &l13 to pre- 
vent headroom problems- surely this 
would be unnecessary with a harder - 
working limiter. 

Overall. this is a first -class product 
-even allowing for the facts that the 
microphone amplifiers appear to he 
ever -so- slightly noisier than those of the 
AD 261 or the SQN. and that the fac- 

tory-set limiter should be 
fitted with an air -bag. The 
CS104 offers a high qual- 
ity finish; which is prob- 
ably more than can be 
said for this review; 
because it's not just sound 
recordists or other lower - 
order earthlings who can 

benefit from the wisdom of our Super - 
Hero Cc>o)perman. Luke Skywalker's first 
visit to a Chinese restaurant was remark- 
able for his appalling lack of success eat- 
ing with chopsticks. Thankfully for 
fellow diners. Cooperman was at hand 
to utter the immortal phrase: Use the 
forks. Luke.' 

Cooper Sound Systems, 
1067 Main Street, Cambria 
CA 93428-2821, US. 

Tel: +I 805 927 2821. 

Fax: +1 805 927 8565. 

Net: www.coopersound.com 

t.c. electronic 

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTER 
TC ELECTRONIC A /S' SINDALSVEJ 34 

DK -8240 RISSKOV DENMARK 

PHONE: +45 8742 7000 
FAX: +45 8742 7010 

INFO @TCELECTRONIC.COM 

W W W.TCE LECTRON IC.COM 

USA 
PHONE: +1 805 373 1828 

FAX: +1 805 379 2648 
TCUS @TCELECTRONIC.COM 

GERMANY 
PHONE: +49 40 5310 8399 

FAx: +49 40 5310 8398 
INFOD @TCELECTRONIC.COM 

JAPAN 
PHONE: +81 3 5456 4071 

FAx: +81 3 5456 4072 
TCJAPAN @TCELECTRONIC.COM 

UNITED KINGDOM 
PHONE: 800 917 8926 (MON -FRI: 8AM -5PM) 

FAx: 800 917 6510 
TCUK @TCELECTRONIC.COM 

W W W.TCELECTRONIC.CO.0 K 

SERVICE CENTRE: CIMPLE SOLUTIONS PRO LTD. 

PHONE: 0181 904 4141 

SWEDEN: 
TEL: 020 796 243 
FAX: 020 796 944 
LINES ARE OPEN 

MONDAY TO FRIDAY - 8AM TO 5PM. 

AUSTRIA 
PHONE: 0800 201 652 

FAX: 0800 201 653 
TCA @TCELECTRONIC.COM 

WW W.TCE LE CIRON IC. AT 

SWITZERLAND 
PHONE (GERMAN & ENGLISH): 0800 89 8901 
PHONE (FRENCH & ITALIAN): 0800 89 8902 

FAx: 0800 89 8903 
TCCH @TCELECTRONIC.COM 

WW W. ICE LE CTRONIC.CH 

SPAIN 
PHONE: 900 99 45 38 

FAX: 900 99 45 39 
TCES@TCELECTRONIC.COM 

ITALY 
PHONE: 800 79 11 93 

FAX: 800 78 11 94 
TCI @TCELECTRONIC.COM 

FRANCE 
PHONE: 0800 91 48 28 

FAX: 0800 91 48 29 

NETHERLANDS 
PHONE: 800 0222736 

FAX: 800 0222746 
FREDT @TCELECTRONIC.COM 

HONG KONG /CHINA 
PHONE: +852 (2409) 0087 

FAX: +852 (2408) 0817 
DANIELC @TCELECTRONIC.COM 
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THE FUTURE STARTS HERE 
Start - aaa 

Ito move suddenly and violently) 
New technologies require new tools. Surround Sound formats 
demand more channels of advanced processing. System 6000 
is the world's first multi -channel processing platform 
integrating a vast amount of DSP power within a truly 
flexible hardware configuration. The versatility of the 
System makes it suitable for all facilities working with 
stereo or multi -channel audio, whether it be Film, 
Post, Broadcast, Music or Mastering. 

TC ICON 
- stunning design with the speed and accuracy 
high -end professionals demand. IC ICON is the 
f rst controller equipped with a color VGA touch 
screen and touch sensitive motorized faders. 
Complex routings are displayed, understood 
and controlled at the touch of a finger. 

p, ` , ` 
p r?}T 

/ . 
a ` / 

Ultimate Multichannel Processing Platform 

ULTIMATE FLEXIBILITY 
The Mainframe 6000 multichannel processing platform houses the powerful 4- engine 
structure in the DSP 6000. Each engine has 8 audio I /O's which can be routed, cascaded, 
split and combined in the flexible system core. Four stereo 24 bit /g6kHz AES /EBU I /0's 
and wordclock input are standard. Up to 3 stereo analog I/O cards can be added. The CPU 

6000 acts as the System 6000 communication center via standard TCP /IP Ethernet, mea- 
ning you can have your mainframes located miles away on standard CATS wiring. 

- IC's highly acclaimed multi- source Inpat to multi -channel 
Output room simulator, incorporating advanced positioning 

generators and five totally uncorrela'ed reverb diffused fields. 
The integration of discrete positioning generators and source 
related diffused fields brings the mast realistic room 

simulation ever heard to the multi -channel world. 

/1' 

- optional 96kHz multi -channel. multi -band Dynamics 
processing withflexible channel linking. Four -band 
processing of multi -channel audio can be realized; 
including expander, compressor and a final sample - 
accurate Brickwall limiter. 

,-- 5.11 
- optional multi -channel pitch -change algorithm, featuring 

intelligent splicing techniques and numerous tweaking 
possibilities, enabling extremely accurate pitch correction. 

__.x-v -- - -- 
- includes a broad 46kHz- capable palette of classic 

TC-effects such as Reverbs, Chorus, Delay, Phaser and EQ. 

NOTE Existing MS000 users have the ability to upgrade to a System boor; 

L electronic 
TC ELECTRONIC A/S SINDALSVEJ 34 8240 RISSKOV DENMARK PHONE: + 45 8742 7000 FAX:+ 45 8742 7010 
TC ELECTRONIC UK P.O. BOX 25767 LONDON SW19 6WE UK PHONE: 0800 917 8926 FAX: 0800 917 6510 

TCUKOTCELECTRONIC.COM WWW.TCELECTRONIC.COM 
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KlarkTeknik DN4000 

The opportunity to apply serious DSP to equalisation applications has been largely missed 

by most manufacturers of digital outboard. Terry Nelson joins the programme 
HIGH -END-and not so high- 
end- outboardequalisersoften 
attain an almost mythical status 

and are attributed with magical quali- 
ties of a certain sound. This is all very 
well and good when it is artistically 
desirable, but equalisers. as the name 
implies. are also useful tools for address- 
ing imperfections in programme mate- 
rial. whether it be recording, broadcast 
or live. 

A company long associated with 
equalisers. Mark Teknik, has crossed 
the threshold into the domain of DSP 
EQ and introduced the DN4000 Dual 
Parametric Equaliser with Delay func- 
tion. My first impression of the unit was 
that KT appears to be living up to its 
marketing promise: ' '\'ou talk -we lis- 
ten'. In terms of facilities, the DN i000 
has virtually everything that you always 
wished for in a g(S)d parametric I:Q. 

The equaliser is a dual -channel 
unit, each channel having five bands of 
parametric filtering, logy and high -fre- 
quency shelving filters and low and 
high -pass filters. 

The review unit came fitted with the 
optional AES -EBI' digital I -O module 
plus a couple of blanking plates for 
ports heralding future connection to the 
DN6000 Ri A and remote control sys- 
tems currently under development by 
Klark Teknik. 

The front panel owes a lot to the 
DN3600 progranmiahic graphic, and, 
from left to right. features tòur vertical 
Menu switches plus a switch, an t.cu 
graphics display. a numeric display for 
current nmeniory number and three 
rotary encoders. Underneath the um 
screen are two rows of switches for fil- 
ter and delay functions for each channel. 

The screen is divided into two 

1 

i 
.., , rip mural ia 

sections and this can he selected to dis- 
play either the composite frequency 
response of both channels or the com- 
posite response of one channel plus 
the response of a particular filter that 
has been selected. 

The unit plugged into the inserts of 
my Neotek console with no problems 
and presented a creditable unity gain 
response when switching the insert 
points in and out. There was also no 
immediately discernible change in tonal 
characteristic when switching in and out 
of the signal path. 

Switching the Filter sections in and 
out is either by holding the filter 
switch selected down and pressing the 
BYPASS switch or quickly double press- 
ing the filter switch. An icon in the t.ci 
screen indicates In -Out status. The three 
rotary encoders are labelled FREQ, y 
and LEVEL respectively. However, in the 
case of the HP -LP filters. turning FRFQ 

selects the turnover frequency. but the 
display said FLAT and it was only on 
turning the y control that the various 
slopes available sprang into life. A small 
point but it is not made very clear and 
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could he annoying. It certainly needs 
to he mentioned in the final version of 
the manual. 

The HP and LP filters can he individ- 
ually switched to 6dB, 12d13, 18cdB, 
24413 octave slopes. I find IIP and LP 
filters great for basic programme shap- 
ing and the DN4000 did a very good job. 
The shelving sections are totally intu- 
itive, FRI3Q and LF \EI. adjusting the 
turnover frequency and amount of cut 
or boost. From here it is a matter of 
selecting the parametric filter required 
where the rotary encoders are equally 
obvious. Even when tweaking pro- 
gramme material 'hy ear', the display 
proves very handy. 

The fit( mF switch in the Menu bank 
alloys the display to be dual or single 
channel as mentioned earlier. For the 
latter. selecting a filter for the A chan- 
nel displays the composite response at 
the left and the selected filter to t the right. 
Pressing a B channel switch swaps the 
display so that there is no confusion 
over which channel is selected. When 
no filter is selected, the display shows 
the composite response for both chan- 
nels. The unit can be set for dual chan- 
nel or linked operation (stereo) in the 
Mode menu. 

The DN4000 was tested with a vari- 
ety of programme material and found 
to be very easy to use. The combina- 
tion of 11P and LP filters, parametric sec- 
tions and shelving filters allows a lot of 

frequency shaping over the whole 
gamut of audio applications. 

One of the things that particularly 
impressed was the neutrality of the EQ. 
Even though quite a lot of tweaking 
can be applied to a signal. the basic 
character remains the sane. You could 
think of it as the difference between 
restoring a painting by retouching or 
by cleaning -one adds and the other 
brings out the original under the dirt. 
Mention should also be made of the 
control ranges. A feature I like is that 
the frequency range is the sane for all 
filter section. 2011z- 20kHz. as are the 
increments. These are 1 Hz 
between 20l dz and 50l1z, 
211z between 50Hz and 
100Hz and gradually in- 
creasing to 60Hz in the very 
high frequency range. This 
allows a lot of precision. 
The Q for the parametric 
sections is variable from 3 
to 0.08 of an octave with 
gain range of ±12óB in 0.5d13 steps. 

The ÚN+000 lias 32 memory loca- 
tions, accessed by pressing the \IF\h,tty 
soft switch. This changes the screen to 
the Memory menu for either saying or 
recalling a menu. The memories can be 
locked out fully or partially by entering 
a password. The Save page allows you 
to name and select the location of the 
setting to be saved. 

The final aspect of the DiNt0(10 con- 

corns the Delay functic ni. Calling this up 
via the soft switch shows the minimum 
delay setting of l ms and this can be con- 
sidered the processing time of the unit 
-something to be aware of when using 
it with real time equipment. The delay 
range is 1ets- 3+0nts and this can be 
selected in Ins or 211ís increments. 

The I.t:O screen indicates that the three 
rotary encoders are now the delay set- 
tings for the A. A +B and B channels 
respectively and the settings can be indi- 
cated in milliseconds, microseconds. 
feet. inches. metres, and centimetres. 
Two loudspeaker icons show relative 

positions of the A and B 
channels and this is a use- 
ful 'at a glance' feature. 

I would put the DN -1000 
in the 'master programme 
control' class of equaliser. 
but the choice obviously 
remains with the user. It 
can be used to gently 
polish a recording or zero 

in on problem areas and cut them out 
without changing the overall character 
of the sound. 

At this point. it is difficult to offer 
much criticism apart from on one point 
-I would really like to see a 3413 8ve 
characteristic Ft the 1113-I.P filters. This 
would allow post studios to easily pro- 
gramme in an instant 'X -cure' to check 
soundtracks for both TV and cinema 
release. What about it, 1-117 

Klark Teknik 
Klark Industri 
Walter Nash 

Kidderminster 

DY 117HJ. UK 
Tel: +44 1562 

Fax: +44 156 

plc, 
al Park, 

Road, 

Worcestershire 

741515. 

2 745371. 

Following the tremendous success 
of our award winning 1029A, we are pleased to announce two new 

additions to the compact bi -amp range. 
The most versatile little professional monitor on the market is now 

available in three versions: 
1029A Analog. 2029A S /P -DIF Digital + Analog. 

and the 2029B AES /EBU 24bit/96kHz Digital + Analog. 
Activate yourself and visit our website: www.genelec.com 

to learn more about your digital future. 

BYTES ¡Awe* 

GENELEC 
A C T I V E MONITOR I N G 

The Whole Truth And Nothing But The Truth 
International enquiries: 

Genelec.Olvitie 5,FIN- 74100, lisalmi, Finland, 
Phone +358 -17- 813311, Fax +358 -17- 812267 

In the U.S. please contact Genelec, Inc., 7 Tech Circle, Natick, MA 01760 
Phone 508/652-0900, Fax 508/652 -0909, Web: www.genelec.com 
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a -t the stadium 

a -t the concert hall 

a -t the workout 

which today play a major role 

in the reinforcement and 

recording of many of the 

worlds leading artists. 

a -t's extensive range of 

microphones has been 

designed by musicians 

for musicians, and enjoy 

an impressive reputation 

for quality and reliability, 

to make them the 

consistent choice of 

leading acts and engineers 

throughout the world. 

Why not become one 

of them? 

a -t the session 

a -t the studio 

audio - technica 
The Complete Microphone Solution 

Technica House, Royal London Industrial Estate, Old Lane, Leeds LS11 8AG 

Tel: +44 (0)113 277 1441 Fax: +44 (0)113 270 4836 
e -mail: sales ©audio-technica.co.uk www.audio-technica.co.uk 
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CCSE's ̀ audio gateway' 
Lescrihed as 't me Ludio codec's iaccesor 
that connects broaccast, IT and teltenii- 
munica:ions' CCSE's Mayah Centauri fea- 
tures a I known aid new and o ccdèc 
feature:, hut acids the capahilit7 of net- 
working. Said by the company to -epses:nt 
a new class of orodact, which it is callüg 
audio gateways the ievice clainedto ie 
the first audio cvdec with real ne_wcik_-tg 
capabili.ies, sudh as :ntemet, Intrnet L'N 
and WAN. Feat are. include 24 -bt, 95kHz 
and :o combined wih coding aL orthns 
from G.711(hy1-.rid;,G.722, L2, L3to MP :E.G 

2/4 MC, networking via ISDN, X 21 wad 
IP The Centauri itodel range zonsirts c four 
products: the 2000, 2C0:, 3)00 aid 301. 
With the introdt.ctior cf the audiogat °way 
concept product, Ca .E is extendin3 th 2 dis- 
xibutior_ of MA °AH orocucr and is tnres- 
=ng a brand new segment of the mzrkct. 
The system is said to be su itable for coi- 
ventional ISDN -cans r-issions for tpatirg 
or concerts. ded sated line transm t: i n for 
distribution orcan:rilx ion, Ir-trane services 
for archiving, aevertiaement , jinges, local 
LAN or wide area WAN for digitization at 
hri adcast, telecoms c nd for studies. 
CCSE, German i.Tel +49 811 551 60. 

Yamaha PAW 
The AW4416 workstation combines 16 rad: 
24 -bit hard disk n!cordingand virtual track 
wi :n what amour its tc an 02R d:gita_ nixe-. 
Assignable sampling lads can be r auted b 

i1 
s ssii-t.isa= s 
* ! #*01 

:mixer channels Ord can source fpm the 
har_ disk or external sources. Mini YGDA 
ano CD -1 W drive skis are provided fc.- 
irttrfacin2, and CD burning. 
Net: www.yamaF a.co uk. 

Amek mult format 
Amzk has shown a prototype of a rew 
Media 51 analogie recording and [-roar. - 
tion console which handles formats up tc 
7.1 and, at unde- £25,000 for a 28 -input 
frame. offers Suptrtrue automation, Virtual 
Dynamics and Recall. The desk has a mie 
preamp and EQ secti)n designed by Mr 
Rupert Neve anc comprehensive signal 
path switching and panning'. Two groups 

MBHO Schneider Disc 

In among the variety of stereo flavours lies the little known 
Schneider disc. Dave Foister concludes that it ain't no UFO 

STEREO? ANY( ( )\ El' \1'Ihat flavour would 
you like sir? \\ e \r got Blut»lein crossed 
eights. \ e e got crossed cardioich. 

we 've got spaced omnis. Decca trees. NI-ti 

arrays. durum heads. and a whole giant of 
one -off ideas. Each has its place, and each is 
linked in some way to one or more (idle oth- 
ers. The ones that catch the eye are often the 
ones attempting to replicate the spacing of the 
human ears with some kind of array. usually 
supported by a baffle of some sort. and while 
some of these specifically claim to be designed 
for binaural headphone listening and others 
don't, there is sometimes little difference 

between the re- 
sults. These range 
from the full- 
blown imitation 
head as offered by 
Neumann and I3&K 

to custom designs 
like the BBC's bin- 
aural perspex disc 
to specially built 
batik arrangements 

like the Schoeps sphere. the lecklin disc. and 
now the Schneider disc from \IBHO. This 
looks as though it might be a cross between 
the Schoeps and lecklin arrangements. hut in 
fact is a refinement on the Jecklin design (also 
marketed by MBHO) intended to optimise the 
l3F time alignment. Like many of the spe- 
cialised arrays. the Schneider disc provides an 
interesting crossover between dedicated 
dummy head structures and arrays intended 
for loudspeaker listening. Systems like this are 
more awkward to rig than a single stereo 
microphone. but in some ways easier than 
many crossed or spaced arrangements. 

The kit supplied to me consisted of a pair 
of MBHO's 603 microphones fitted with omni 
capsule and a disc :ilxiut 30cm in diameter. 
The disc is aluminium with a centimetre of 
foam on each side. and either side of the cen- 
tre is a hemisphere abut 18.5cm in diameter 
similarly covered with foam. The disc attaches 
to a conventional microphone stand and the 
microphones fit into clips fixed to the edge of 
the disc. The positioning of the clips is such 
that the microphone capsules end up precisely 
at the centres of the hemispherical bulges. to 
all intents and purposes a pair of ears on the 
sides of a stylised head- shape. 

The microphones themselves are part of 
\1ß110's modular series reviewed lucre last 
year. comprising universal preamplifier body_ 

and a choice of capsule heads. 
The heads offer a good range 
of options. with various polar 
patterns. built -in low cut filters. 
integral windshields. and so 
on. This particular application 
inevitably requires omnis. so the I. \ -luul) 
heads. with their gentle 11F and presence lift, 
are supplied. 

Mounting the assembly on a microphone 
,I.ind is more straightforward than it might 

appear. partly be- 
cause the clisc is 

surprisingly light 
in weight and 
partly because of 
the selection of 
mounting posi- 
tions hidden under 
the foam layer. Of 
course if the mics 
were perfect om- 
nis the orientation 
of the array would 
be unimportant, but since there is always some 
compromise at the rear of the microphones it 

feels better to have the fronts facing the thing 
being recorded. If the disc could only he 
mounted in one orientation on the stand this 
would he difficult. but the design allows the 
mount to Ix repositioned in six different places 
around the rim so as to point the microphones 
up or clown as required. 

Setting up an arrangement like this always 
demands a hit nitre thought and experimen- 
tation. as the optimum distance from an given 
source may he unlike that for any other set- 
up. Like all stereo techniques. positioning is 

critical for success, and the Schneider disc 
amply rewards a little time spent finding the 
right place. As usual. there are two conflicting 
considerations: tcx) close and the image 
becomes unnaturally wide. text distant and the 
tennis give al tofre.xnise.vend.Whentheright 
place is found, the result is spectacular. On a 

grand piano it gave a tangible image, almost 
tcx) strongly defined to be used for acconmpa- 
niment-a hit larger than life perhaps -hut 
ideal for solo work. The sane character made 
it excellent for drum overheads, with a pow- 
erfully present picture of the kit that still man- 
aged to sit happily with the rest of the 
conventionally nmiked jazz octet. I had an inter- 
esting session recording percussion loops and 
samples. ranging from marimba to bowed 
\ ibraphone and including a lot of h:uid per- 
cussion, and everything was recorded with the 
disc with impressive results -a big natural 
sound with a physical presence. 

WILlIcyer the manufacturers say. an array 
like this is al \\ going to make you reach for 
the headphones and check out its binaural 
capabilities. Here, too. the disc was very pleas- 
ing, with breathtaking out -of -head k>ealisat ion. 
Of course the lack of ears or other details rules 
out front -hack and up -down identification. hut 
the tap sick is the good performance on loud- 

speakers that true dummy 
heads generally can't manage. 

This is a worthwhile addi- 
tion to the armoury. It's not 
quite as flexible as a more con - 
\ entional array. and there will 

be times \\ h'.n its slight exaggeration of the 
stereo image \\ ill he out of place. but equally 
there will be times when a little extra spatial 
impact is required and the Schneider disc will 
deliver just that. 

Sixpac. Germ 
TeI: +49 6676 
Email: sixpac 

any 
8266. 
@t- online.de. 
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MediaFORM CD-3702 

MediaFORM's CD -3702 CD copier takes much of the drudgery 
out of short -run copying jobs. Tim Frost puts his feet up 

WI YOU ARF. USED TO 
autoloading CI) -R copiers that 
resemble industrial microwaves, 

the CI )-3-t a 2 presents itself as decidedly com- 
pact and lightweight. Its modest 49cm wide 
by -(0cm deep footprint is part of the story but 
its open -plan approach -no more big petal 
sides and glass d(s)rs -g( a long way to mak- 
ing it Tess imposing than the norm. 

Getting the system up and running is sim- 
ple. involving a small amount of assembly of 
the input. output spindles and plugging the 
system in. In my case. the total time from Open- 
ing the box to being up and running was 
around five minutes. The CI) -3702 has a cen- 
tral pneumatic lifting arm with detachable 

input spindles for blank discs :uxl masters on 
one sicle and a spindle on the right for fin- 
ished discs. I )etachable spindles makes it eas- 
ier to load, or unload. up to 100 discs (off -line 
so to speak ) and then its just a matter of putting 
the loaded spindle hack in place. At the rear 
of the unit is the CD -R drive nodule that 
houses two SCSI 8x ( :1) -R drives. The whole 
thing is controlled from a simple control pad 
with just four control buttons (copy. compare 
start. stop) and a 0 -9 numerical pad for select- 
ing other Options. 

The default setup of the system is what 
\lecliaFOR \I calls 'relay' operation. The input 
spindle is loaded with as many blanks ;as 

need copies and then topped with the 
master disc. Press the co)v button and the 
CD -3711 2's robot :anal picks up the master disc. 
opens the top drive and chops it in. The con- 
tents of the disc arc analysed to check its for- 
nut and then an 'image. of the disc is copied 
to the internal hard disk. Once 
copied (a process that takes 
around 10 minutes for a full CD ) 

the master is automatically 
removed :utcl put on the fin- 
ished spindle and two blanks 
are loaded into the drives ready 
for copying tiomil the image on 
the hard disk. 

The system defaults to ax recording. which 
is a gar id compromise between speed and reli- 
ability. I "sers can match the writing speed to 
their choice of blank media anywhere from 

2x to nix. Write reliability is dependent on the 
match between the blank media and the 
CD- 3702. or you simply set your own prefer- 
ences for write speed. React problems from 
the master have already been sorted during 
the transfer to the internal hard disk. 

Providing everything goes smoothly. the 
CI) -3702 just gets c nt with the copying pre xess. 
loading new discs until the input spindle is 

empty. A variation on the relay operation is 

the copier . ability to handle several masters 
in one copy sessi>n. If you have t0 make half 
a dozen copies of say two masters. then sim- 
ply load the input spindle wall six blinks, then 
the first master. the next six blanks and then 
the second master. The CD-3-02 loads the 
top master and does the first six copies and 
when it finds the next disc is not a blank. it 

loads that as a master Onto the hard disk and 
copies that to the following blanks. 

The system can identify when something 
goes fundamentally wrong during the write 
process. and rejects a faulty (disc onto a spare 
area behind the input spindle. Por those whim 

like to le 100% certain that the copy is per - 
fect. there are two compare functions. The 
complete compare uses the hard -disk image 
to verify every hit on the copy. TOC compare 
just checks the table of contents from the mas- 
ter disc. Both processes take around 10 min- 
utes per disc. 

( )rte of the c mirth buttons lets you check 
the status of the last set of copying and reports 
how many (discs were successfully copied and 
how many failed, which is a good double 
check that everything went according to plan. 

Other additional g(xxlies built into the 
CI) -3702 include the ability to store several 
Cl) images on the hard disk so eliminating 
the need to reload masters you swish to cop 
regularly, a continuous display Of the current 
copy operation status, a track -by- track load- 
ing option. so that you can make a c( 

(ion audio CI) directly on the copier's hard 
disk and the ability to update the operating 
software by running a CD -ROM with the 
latest version of \lediaFORMt :s OS. which can 
be d) nvnloaded front the company's web -site. 

One small niggle is the reject (discs are just 

dropped on a spare pan Of real estate on the 
copier. where MediaFORM could have at lest 
put a small tray. but on the positive sicle... 

Well the CD -3702 is certainly compact and 
easy t0 use. Rather than try and encompass 

all the different types of copier 
(unctions. this is Meant tin-sim- 
ple automated copying Of small 
o medium quantities of discs. 

Its not as fast as a nu ltidrive 
tower system, but it can still 
copy a dozen discs an hour. 
more or less unattended. And 

since We system has simple operation and 
decides for itself which of the twenty or so 
CD formats the master complies to. there is 

no need for ;any CD expertise to create reli- 

able copies. 

MediaFORM, 400 

Eagleview Blvd, Suite 104, 

Exton, PA-I9341, US. 

Tel: +1 610 458 9200. 

Fax: + 1 610 458 9554. 

of six buses can be configured as multifor- 
mat bus stems while an optional panel, in 
place of four input modules, provides 2 

joysticks and PEC/DIRECP switching. Media 
51 shares the heritage tithe company's Big 
desk and is available with 28 and 44 input 
modules. A rackmount PC is included in the 
price but not the monitor while options 
include a stand and provision for an inter- 
nal jackfield. The first production versions 
of the console are expected to be shown 
at NAB and Frankfurt with shipping slated 
to start in May. 
Amek, UK.TeI: +44 161 868 2400. 

Roland sampler 
Roland's VP9000 variphrase processor com- 
bines sampling with real time manipula- 
tion of pitch, time and formant using MIDI 
control. Phrase loops can be matched from 
different sources to the same key and 
tempo, notes can be bent in reai time with- 
out changing the sample's length, and the 
duration of notes within a phrase can be 
altered.The rackmount's RAM can be 
expanded to 136Mb and file compatibility 
exists with the company's own products 
and those of Akai. On board effects include 
reverb, chorus and multi- effects while an 
internal 250Mb Zip drive allows storage of 
samples and their transferral to Mac and PC. 

Connectors include six analogue outputs 
and digital I -Os. 
Roland, UK.Tel: +44 1792 515C 20. 

Hardware controller 
Radikal's SAC -2K is a hardware remote con- 
troller for DAWs which can control and 
automate their internal functions and para- 

meters. It features 100mm motorised faders. 
31- segment rotaries and three large LCDs. 
Radikal Technologies, US: +12D 1 836 5116 

Aspen Surround control 
The Magtrax DownMix is a surround sound 
downmixer and format convertor that 
enables one surround track arrangement 
to he freely converted or reformatted to 
another, with applications across music, film 
and surround postproduction. The Mag- 
trax DownMix complements the Magtrax 
MusicBox surround sound loudspeaker 
monitoring controller - designed to sim- 
plify the task of switching loudspeaker 
feeds between various surround formats. It 
allows a full remix to be converted from 
one surround format to another, as well as 
providing the ability to audition and test 
how a surround sound decoder will down - 
mix a production when a full surround play - 
hack system may be unavailable. The 
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Get hands 
Frankfurt Hall b. 

Stand D55" 

- 

In an ocean of digital consoles the latest 

competitor is analogue. 

The ASP8o24 boasts exceptional sonic 

performance, with an arsena of features 

normally found on far more costly consoles. 

Just what you would expect from Audient 

Analogue Signal Processing technology. 

HIGH RESOLUTION MIXING CONSOLE 

Sales S Worldwide Distribution: Expotus plc. 2nd Floor, 
19 -21 Clarendon Road, Watford, Herts, WDi )R, England. 
tel: +44 (0)1923 252998 fax *44 (0)1923 252978 
email: expotusa&compuserve.com 

For technical information: email: audientaîcompuserve.com 
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Cie I 604-VLZ Pro 

assured, Mackie has turned its attention to audio quality. 

Shilling evaluates the latest I 6-channel mic -line mixer 
present and overload (clip). which is useful 
in the absence of a meter bridge. The 'signal 
present' I.t:n glows brighter to indicate Solo 
mode. and the overload light doubles as a 

mute indicator. 
I found all the pots and faders stiffer than 

I remember from the last time i used a \lackic. 
but perhaps they loosen with use. Legending 
on the surface is remarkably gcxxl. consider- 
ing how tightly crammed the controls are. 

However. I found myself constantly eyeing up 
the control surface from a low angle to make 
sure none of the shallow buttons were inad- 
vertently depressed. and additional vertical 
travel for these would certainly be helpful. 

The right -hand section includes the aus 

returns' level controls. Solo merle and level. 

monitoring controls. which offers an external 
stereo input. The effects returns and send mas- 

ters include some neat routeing features to 
get you around tricky situations. especially 
when setting up musicians' monitoring. 

The four Group Masters feature useful 
routeing buttons to L and R mix. and there is 

at socket for headphone output conveniently 
located near the main fader. 

The whole mixer is quite weighty. t the 
power supply is internal). but packs in a lot 

for its compact size. The rear panel is described 
as the patchhay, which is not exaggerating the 
case at all. as there are nearly all the connec- 
tions you could want taking up the whole sur- 

face of the panel. Nonlatching Neutrik SLR 

inputs are provided for the nie inputs. 
along with a global phantom power switch. 

Balanced jack line inputs and unbalanced 'IRS 

Insert sockets are also provided. Rack ears for 
the desk are included. the width of the 1(s) 

being a convenient standard 19 -inch width. 
One notable feature is the ability to ratite the 
patchhay pert to different positions to make it 
more easily accessible for any given situation. 
However, an optional piece of hardware must 

be obtained to enable location of the connec 
tions to the sane plane as the control surface. 

Jeff Gilbert's manual, just like the advertis- 
ing. is chatty. good-hum( ured and boastful. 
Lots of clear diagrams and plenty of sensible 
advice are included. 

In use. there is little to grumble alx xtt. eycn 
for a user familiar with large - 
scale high -end desks. Out- 
puts are all at +4dß. Operation 
is very intuitive. and a num- 
ber of neat little features help 
out in awkward situations. As 

for the new microphone 
amplifiers. they sound excel- 
lent. On vocals, they wetc 
noticeably more open sound- 
ing than a competitor's older 
design. and absolutely as 

clean and quiet as the figures 
suggest. Lertainly comparing favourably with 
other solid -state units. 

All in all. Mackie have struck upon a great 
formula with a good balance of features and 

performance for a bargain price. 

ITI 1O[ T I )Ol R'I'. Mackie mixers 
have empowered an army of 
musicians and DIs to record their 

efforts with greater control and flexibility than 
could have been imagined ten years ago. And 
Mackie is by no means the only company pro- 
ducing such products. but with the power of 
a well -oiled marketing machine and copy - 
writers with a good understanding of the 
issues. not to mention a great sense of humour. 
they have captured the imagination of the 
semiprofessional recording market. The 
sound -reinforcement industry has also pro- 
vided hones for many of these desks. 

The 1ó0-t -\'LZ Pro is the latest incarnation of 
the original CRI604. The main benefit of the 

latest upgrade to the '16:4:2' for- 
mat Mackie is the inclusion of 
superior microphone amplifiers 
on every channel. designated 
SDR (for eXtended Dynamic 
Range). For studio recording. 
owners of budget desks often 
employ a high -quality outboard 
microphone channel for over- 
dubbing. but when tracking with 
multiple microphone sources 
there is frequently little choice. 
but to employ the mixer's micro- 
phone amplifiers. This new 
design enables Mackie to Ixwast 

some remarkable figures. with 
huge dynamic range of 130dB 
and extremely low noise and dis- 
tortion. On paper. these are as 

gcxxl as many outboard micro- 
phone amplifiers costing more 
than the price of this entire mixer. 

For the asking price. the 
Mackie offers a large array of fea- 

tures. This desk will typically be 
used with one of the popular 
digital 8 -track tape machines. 
and Mackie has provided for this 
scenario by labelling faders 9-16 

tape returns 1 -8. Also to this end. direct 
outputs appear for channels 1 -8. All 16 chan- 
nels are otherwise identical. Below the u:u\ 
pot. each features six aux sends, the first two 
of which lsust individual pre -post switches 
and master level controls. 
Sends 5 & 6 share the con 
trots for Send 3 & 4 by the 
flip of a switch on each char 
nel. The 3 -band EQ on earl 
channel features a sweep 
able mid and a high -pass lìl 
ter at -511z and is okay II u 

basic EQ, but fairly unrefined 
as the this price bracket. TIn 
only \y ;n to bypass the EQ is 

to line up the gain pots with 
their subtle centre detents. 
The tin\ pot is located next to a large . han- 
nel \n -i t s iteli. while the fader is accompa- 
nied by routeing switches to buses 1 & 2. 3 

, L. and I.R mix. along with a soto button. 
An ingenious dual tto system shows signal 

Mackie Designs, 20205 

144th Avenue NE, 

Woodinville.WA 98072. US. 

Tel: + 
I 206 487 4333. 

Fax: + 
1 206 487 4337. 

Net: www.mackie.com 
UK: Mackie UK. 

Tel: +44 1268 571212. 

Fax: +44 1268 570809. 

Email: mackie.uk @rcf- uk.com 

DownMix incorporates a separate 8x8 
routeing matrix on both the input and 
output sections, between which the rele- 
vant downmix processor is automatically 
inserted. 

Aspen Media, UK.Tel:+44 1442 255405. 

Fostex goes 24 -96 
Fostex's D824 8 -track and D1624 16 -track 
digital multitracks can now record in five 
different formats including 24/96. Both 
have removable front panels that function 
as remote controls. feature the use of 'ghost' 
tracks to expand track capacity, have . WAV 

file compatibility. a SCSI -II interface for 
archival, copy /paste editing, and a 9 -pin 
port. Options include AES -EBU and time - 
code boards. 
Fostex, US.Tet: +1 310 921 1112. 

Apogee shows its cards 
Apogee Electronics Corporation has added 
two eight channel conversion cards to its 

expanding range of high- quality digital 
audio conversion products. The AP8AD 
and AP8DA are for Yamaha digital systems 
equipped with YGDAI or 'Mini -Y' expan- 

sion slots such as the 02R digital console. 
The AP8AD A -D card includes Apogee's 
proprietary Soft Limit technology to deliver 
higher levels without digital overs. The 
AP8AD and AP8DA are 24 -bit convertor 
cards, and are capable of operation at sam- 
ple rates up to 96kHz as permitted by the 
Yamaha system software. 
Apogee Electronics, US. 
Tel: +1 310 915 000. 

DSPecialists 
Acousticon, Motorola, Sennheiser and 
Siemens are just some of manufacturers to 
have taken advantage of services offered 
by German system house DSPecialists. The 
company supports customers in the devel- 
opment of DSP based audio products, from 
conception through preparation of proto- 
types up to manufacturing. Among the 
hardware and software components devel- 
oped by the company are algorithms for 
audio compression and decompression, 
including MPEG2, G722 and TwinVQ, 
transmission, equalisation, echo cancella- 
tion and various audio effects (merging 
noise generation). The series of standard 
components can be customised for a vari- 
ety of applications. DSPecialists projects 
include the development of guidance sys- 

tems for museums, with automatic position 
recognition and digital wireless transmis- 
sion and CD quality sound; measurements 
systems for hearing aids; voice control sys- 

tems; a sensor transponder system and high 
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100% PIC 
Unit 72 Haslemere Industrial Estate 

Tewin Road 

Welwyn Garden City 

Hertfordshire 

AL7 1BD 

Tel: 01707 393002 

Fax: 01707 393536 

Email: salesApromonitor.co.uk 
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DPA 3541 

Offering separate valve and solid -state preamp stages, DPA's mic kit 

has something for all. George Shilling ,_ompares and contrasts 
Wt I lA SCOURING the micro - 

hhone 
cupboards of the com- 

mercial studios I use. lam always 
delighted to encounter Brucl & hjaer mod- 
els, ( now :tVailahle under the DPA name). Fre- 

quently. these are Type -30(6 omnidirectional 
condensers. known for their bright, clear and 
true characteristics. Now. with the introduc- 
tion of the 4(141 Models. two derivatives are 

available that use a larger diaphragm capsule 
(Type \IMG+0-31). This provides all the tradi- 
tional benefits of a larger capsule. although 
at I -inch (2 -+nun) across. it is not huge. 
Another DPA end -fire design, this is similar 
in performance to the special gold and glass 

limited edition Type 4030. \With that model 
both solid state and valve preamplifiers are 

included in one microphone. Here. separate 
bodies are provided for valve or solid -state 

preainplification. 
Type 3í-3I is a kit that includes one of these 

capsules. together with the two alternative 
microphone bodies: the \I \11'3000 -S solid - 
state preamplifier and the \I \11'40(){1 -T valve 

preamplifier. Both of 
these are similar in 
appearance to previ- 
ously available 41000 

series microphones, 
with black anodised 
metal finish and nar- 
row cylindrical h(xlies 
which flare out at the 
top to accommodate 
the new larger cap- 
sule. These hoxlies are 

terminated with 6 -pin 
\I.I u I )e l l n Inectors. The supplied cable con- 
nects to the HMA -+00) 2- channel microphone 
amplifier. Also included in the kit is a robust 
suspension mount with rubber straps. and an 

ingenious dual -layer vocal pop shield that 
includes an adaptor to enable both the sus - 

pensi()n mount and pop shield to be mounted 
securely on one microphone stand. Further- 
more. the pup shield mount ingeniously slides 

and IOCks to enable different spacing bo ween 

itself and the microphone capsule. A large 
6ui windshield is included for direct fining 
over the microphone. All components fit into 
a luxurious protective Samsonite briefcase. 

The microphone amplifier is a compact yet 

weighty box, which is designed to optimally 
handle the output of either 
the solid -state or tube 
microphone and provide a 

2( ){)V polarisation voltage. 
The connector panels arc 
painted a garish orange. 
not what you expect from 
the normally reserved 
Danes. On the front face are two 6 -pin XLR 

connectors and a small gain switch for each 

channel. This enables coarse matching of 
gain. will -2(013 u + 20dB positions. enabling 
the vast dynamic range of the microphones 
to be most appropriately used in a given sit- 

nation. Maximum SPL of 1+013A can be han- 

dled before clipping. However. without any 

finer adjustment, you will normally need fur- 
ther line amplification of sonic type before 
connection to a recorder. Of course. in many 
situations you will connect to a mixer of some 
type for balancing. panning or EQ. For direct 
recording. I found it easiest to set appropri- 
ate recording levels by inserting a high qual- 
ity compressor, with or without compression. 
However, the inclusion of a fine level control 
on the HMA -+0(){) woulcl benefit many users. 

On the rear panel are traditional 3 -pin XLR 

outputs and an !EC socket. 
The diaphragm is uniquely manufactured 

from stainless steel- unscrew the grille and 
you can see your Lace reflected in it. Fitted 
onto a precision -made stainless steel hous- 
ing. this is said by DPA to give the capsule a 

unique impunity against ambient tempera- 
ture differences. It also has an extremely low 
self -noise (6d13A) and wide dynamic range 

(113dß). A treble lift of some 5dß around 
8kHz gives a tremendous clarity on -axis: as 

might he expected with an end -fire micro- 
phone, the very high frequencies tail -off 
rapidly off -axis. 

Swapping the barrel from the solid -state to 
the valve stage is a matter of unscrewing the 

capsule. which is located with a central pin. 
However. the grill unscrews from the top of 
the capsule. and the diaphragm also unscrew 
from the connector. so you have to be care- 

ful to twist the correct parts. 
In use. the difference between the two micro- 

phones is subtle on some sources. hut certainly 
noticeable with most singers. The immediate 
impression with either preamplifier is of a w(m- 

derful'openness' of sound, terrific natural tram- 

parency with no discernable colouration. The 
response is extremely flat down to 10117.. and 

this makes the -+04+1 a wonderful performer on 

all manner of instruments. as well as vocals. 

The tube microphone seems tt) subtly enhance. 
particularly in the upper frequency range. A 

pleasant blurring lends an aura to certain voices 
and instruments. The solid -state preamplifier. 
meanwhile. provides a beautifully accurate and 

detailed picture of t he sound source. It is homes 

for courses. naturally. hit if you are indecisi) e. 

it can be a nuisance to keep the singer waiting 
while you extract the microphone front its 

mount u) swap the capsule over. 

This kit provides similar 
performance to the extre- 
mely exclusive and desir- 
able Type -{U-+u. Although 
the two Ixxlies are less con - 
venient. I know of one inci- 
dent where an owner 
broke the beautiful vet 

slightly impractical glass housing of the 4i i tai. 

There are no such worries here- these micro- 
phones are extremely rohusi. and packed in 

a tough case. This is an excellent way to 
acquire what I believe are I\\) Of the jest 
microphones currently avaiI.t 'k 

DPA Microphones A/S, Hejrevang 
I I . DK -3450 Aller-d, Denmark. 
Tel: +45 48 14 2828. 

Fax: +45 48 14 2700. 

Net: www.dpamicrophones.com 

speed radar sensor for track vehicles. 
DSPecialists, Germany. 
Tel: +49 30 467 8050. 

Digital Redboxes 
The RB -DDA6S SPDIF 6-way distribution 
amplifier and the RB -DDA6A AES -EBU 
6 -way distribution amplifiers have DA 
convertors that can be used for applications 
such as routeing an output from a digital 
mixing desk to multiple digital recorders, 
or for feeding an output from a DAT 
machine to multiple studios.Both products 
have buffered inputs which are distributed 
to six outputs at the same level and con- 
dition as the input signal. They can accept 
input sample rates in the range of 30- 

1001dHz, and hit rates of 16, 20 and 24. Prod- 
ucts to be released over the next three 
months include an automatic mix-minus 
generator, a silence detect unit, a 6-way 
headphone amplifier, a sample rate con- 
vertor and a combined A -D and D -A con- 
vertor which is 24 -96 compatible. 
Sonifex, UK.TeI:+44 1933 650 700. 

New dbx Silver Series 
The Silver Series 386 Dual Channel Tube 
Mic Preamp with digital out combines the 
warmth of a valve with the proprietary dbx 
Type IV conversion system. It has many of 
the features of other products in the Series, 

such as phantom power, phase invert and 

infra 

low cut filtering but also includes digital out- 
puts inAES -EBU and SPDIF. Features include 
selectable 96, 88.2, 48, or 44.1kHz sampling 
rates. 24, 20 and 16 bit wordlengths, selec- 

table dither and noise shaping, word clock 
sync input and output and separate analogue 
and digital output control. 
DSX, US.TeI : +I 801 568 7660. 

24 -bit Ultra -Curve 
Behringer s DSP802.3 Ultra -Curve is now 
available in a Pro version with 24 -bit con- 
vertors. The fully automatic 31 -hand 
graphic EQ and real -time analyser now has 

the previously optionally available delays 
as standard. The flexibility of the MIDI -con- 
trollable mainframe has been left un- 
touched and each channel sports a brick 
wall limiter, a noise gate and three fully 
parametric EQs. The device also functions 
as an automatic feedback killer. The Mod - 
uliser Pro DSP1200P is a multi -effect 
processor with balanced connectors, cho- 
rus, flanging, phasing and exciter algo- 
rithms, along with special effects, such as 

ring modulation, resonance, bass exciter, 
stereo widening and 3D effects. The device 
also features a Voice Canceller, various 
valve and speaker simulations, an ambi- 
ence effect, several dynamic processing 
functions and a 'Vintager', which simulates 
lo-fi sounds, such as record scratches or 
other noise inherent to older recordings - 
Behringer, Germany. 
Tel:-49 2154 920665. 
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Want to move 
your mics after 
you've re c o rd e d ?. . *44 , - 

...No problem. 

- ,-- 1 1 1 r i i 
111 is- ` Iima Iism I ` I I r I` ft.- Ir - I 1 1 1 A t 

ETD 
1 Ì IS \ IHim \ /J - - 

From vocals right through to drums, (samples to live kits), you can move 
your mics after you've recorded. You can remove mushy ambience, 

improve the dynamics of highly compressed audio, (e.g. distorted electric guitar), 
make budget drum machines sound amazing, and loads more. 

Transient Designer 
Transient DesignerTM is unique. The pros love it. 

We probably don't even know all that it does yet. Get one and let us know. 

Transient DesignerTM £799 Transient DesignerTM 2 £399 

f00MA IIfIONUMCI LAB 

www.spl- electronics.com 
sales @pure -distribution.com 

PUREDISTRIBUTION 

Call 0171 328 0660 
for your nearest dealer 
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MTR DI-6M 

Making a DI box 'sexy' is one of the challenges of audio design. 

Dave Foister touches up MTR's 6- channel active Dl and mixer 
THE. PRIME CANDIDATE for the title 
of 'Least Sexy Piece of Kit has to be 

the direct injection box. It is about as 

exciting and as open to different design con- 
cepts and interpretations as a screwdriver. and. 
although there have been one or two that have 

tried dcyerately to liven things up by using 
valves. w)stofthem remain anonymous black 
boxes that only distinguish themselves if they 
do something dumb like hum. 

MTR is not the first company to spot the 
potential usefulness of a collection of identi- 
cal I)ls shoehorned into one rackmount lox, 
but its new DI -6M is still one of a very small 
selection. and furthermore has managed to 
find a twist. It consists essentially of six active 
I )Is in a 1U-high case. with almost all the con- 
ta ils and input -related connectors on the front 
and all the outputs on the hack. The circuitry 
is simple and uncmlellished, yet has enough 
control to score over the passive type. 

The front panel is arranged like six Dls 

microphone level signals from the six souces. 
But there is more besides. revealing the mean- 
ing of the M in the units nuxlel number. For 

the 1)1 -6M incorporates a simple mono mixer. 
also delivering its output at microphone level 
for a separate feed to a monitor mixer, for 
instance. This is a curious little facility. made 
all the more so by the fact that the channel 
levels are adjusted with screwdriver presets on 
the hack panel and so will he completely inac- 
cessible if the unit is in a rack. MTR thought- 
fully provides a little blue plastic adjuster. but 
in the absence of any kind of parking place. 
this is inevitably going to get lost almost imme- 
diately. 

1 frankly found it hard to envisage a situa- 
tion where the mixing feature. particularly 
presented in the way it is. would be of much 
use. The first thing that springs to mind is a 

keyboard rig. where FOH could have splits 
of all the instruments while the monitor (leak 

gets a mono premix: but since the premix 

bolted together. with an illuminated power 
switch at one end. Each is x has a single input 
jack. a loop- through Link jack for connection 
to a local amp. and a small selection of 
switches. \lost of these are concerned with 
level attenution: one toggle switch enables 
the pads while a further 3- position one selects 
the amount of attenuation. which can be 1(kíß. 

20dB or 30d13. Curiously the switch doesn't 
offer these in the logical sequence, so that to 
get from -20óB to -30dB you have to pass 

momentarily through -10, which could give 
somebody listening at the other end a nasty 
surprise. As a guide to whether the pads are 

needed. there is a signal overload fa:) that 
comes on at +6(I13u. Unfortunately, it also 
comes on and stays on when the output is 

connected to a destination that has its phan- 
tom power switched on: since the presence 
or absence of phantom should he an irrele- 
vance it's annoying that this should happen. 
particularly as there will lx occasions when 
the receiving console can- 
not switch its phantom off 
on individual channels. 

The only other switch is 

a push button for earth lift. 
making it possible to deal 
with hunt problems on a 

channel -by- channel basis. 
\N own studio has a particularl difficult 
mains earth loop problem. and this front -panel 
switch was not enough to get rid of the 
expected hum. Fortunately there is an over- 
all earth switch on the hack that did the job. 

Also on the hack is the expected row of six 
output XLRs, delivering independent balanced 

would he effectively impossible to adjust after 
its initial setup. how useful would this be' 
There would appear to be room on the front 
panel for a small knob on each DI to perform 
the mixing function. which would transform 
its usefulness-even putting the screwdriver 
holes on the front would be letter. 

On the other hand. since the DI -6M is typ- 
ically well -priced. the mixing thing could be 

seen as being thrown in for free with a set of 
good convenient Dls. The DI performance 
itself is very good. with the necessary high 
input impedance (1Mí2) and low output 
impedance. Importantly. the link output is not 
a simple parallel hard -wire. but is buffered 
through the active circuitry. avoiding the com- 
mon situation where the well -intentioned high 
input impedance is compromised by being 
connected in parallel with a lower imped- 
ance at the amplifier. The result is a 1)1 that 
does a good job of its fundamental task of 
delivering to the mixer everything the source 

has to offer. properly bal- 
anced and at an appropri- 
ate level. It needs neither 
phantom nor batteries, and 
the fact that it needs prox- 
imity to a mains source is 

offset by the presence of six 

complete units on the end 
of the o me kettle lead. If you need lots of high - 
quality DI inputs without the mess of a pile 
of separate boxes that quickly become 
unidentifiable. the DI -6M certainly fits the bill. 
If. in addition. you can think of a worthwhile 
use for the built -in mixer. you're clearly on to 
a winner. 

MTR, Ford Hous 

Bushey, Herts WD 
Tel: +44 1923 23 

Fax: +44 1 923 25 

Email: mtrltd @a 

e, 58 Cross Road, 

1 4DQ, UK. 
4050. 

5746. 

ol.com 

IntelliMix 
The 4- channel SCM410 automatic mixer is 

targeted at smaller installed and trans- 
portable systems and packs many of the 
performance attributes of Shuré s 8 -chan- 
nel SCM810 mixer into half a rackspace, 
along with automation for several operator 
functions and proprietary circuitry which 
fights feedback, reverberation, and comb 
filtering. Other features include adjustable 
low -pass filters (25- 320HZ), high frequency 
shelving filters for each channel, four bal- 
anced XLR inputs, a single balanced XLR 

output, an unbalanced RCA auxiliary level 
output, a peak output limiter, and master 
output level control. With IntelliMix. the 
SCM410 can automatically activate only the 
microphones being addressed in any given 
system to minimise the problems caused 
by multiple open inputs. This NOMA cir- 
cuit enhances overall intelligibility by auto- 
matically making gain adjustments as 

additional microphones are activated. Not 
limited to use in smaller applications, the 
SCM410 can be linked with other Shure mix- 
ers in any combination within a system 
employing up to 100 mics and is fully 
wmpatble with Crestron and Panja (AMX) 
control systems. 
Shure,US.Tel: +I 847 866 2200. 

C3000B 
An engineering and styling update has pro- 
duced the C30008 which sports a specially 
designed 1 -inch electret diaphragm, a car - 
dioid polar pattern. a two layer wire mesh 
cap, a die cast metal body, improved pop 
filter, high impedance circuitry coated in PU 

varnish. surface mounted components 

except for a few large capacitors, gold 
plated XLR output connector and an 
improved rubber compound for the cap- 
sule shock mount AKG has improved on 
its original tiny dual diaphragm mic with 
the CK77WR which is said to be perspira- 
tion proof and water resistant. The WR ver- 
sion has no hole in the diaphragm with 
barometric pressure compensation made 
by a capillary tube that is connected to a 

compensation cavity sealed with a soft flex- 
ible diaphragm. Additionally, the model 
uses a 'ruff of thin foil that makes liquids 
run off to protea the capsule. Improve- 
ments have also been made to the original 
mic's set of accessories and the mic is avail- 
able in flesh, white and black finishes. 
AKG,Austria.Tel. +43 I 866 540. 
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Imagine a place 
you've always 
dreamt of going to... 

Press comments 

Virtual reality machines can take you on amazing visual trips that make you feel you're actually 
there. Our new VIRTUALIZER PRO DSP1000P can virtually take you and your audience anywhere you 
want to go. It creates rooms, halls and arenas that sound so real you can almost feel the action. 

With 32 new, breathtaking FX algorithms and up to 5 editable parameters per preset, our 
revolutionary DSP1000P gives you the power to create unique effects and effect combinations. 
Its state -of- the -art 20 -bit A/D and D/A converters with 64/128 times oversampling ensure 
professional standards and outstanding audio quality. 

The VIRTUALIZER PRO allows easy, comfortable editing of all parameters on the front panel with 
the generously sized jog wheel, via MIDI controllers or from your PC with our Windows editor 
(downloadable free of charge at www.behringer.com). 100 memory positions allow storage and 
instant recall of your favorite edits. 

The VIRTUALIZER PRO DSP1000P. 
Take your sound to anyplace you can dream of. 

(www.behringer.com 
Free downloadable 
editor software at BEHRINGER International GmbH 
www.behringer.com Hanns -Martin -Schleyer- Straße 36 -38 

47877 Willich Germany 

20 BIT 

0 s 
AD 01.1) 

"... in regards to the VIRTUALIZER's 

reverb quality, there is no 

comparab'e multi -effect device of 
the market in this price category." 

(SOUNDCHECE 4/98) 

20 -bit A/D and El/A converters 
Finest detail resolution. natural sound and era - 
low noise performance: 20 -bit, 64/128 times 
oversampling Cristal A/D and D/A converters. 

24 -bit DSP Power 
BEHRINGER's dicital processor use 24 -bit high- 
power DSP's with separate "engines" for parallel or 

serial calculation. 

MIDI 
Full MIDI implementation for rea -time parameter 
control. program selection and rrchiwng via MIDI 

sys -ex dump. 

Vknuu Acousncs 

Complex reverb algorithms based on mathematical 
models and pamstvkingly calculated earty reflec- 
tions guarantee extremely dense, natural reverb. 

XLR 

The studio standard for audio cmnections. The 

DsP1100P features fully balan :ed inputs and 
outputs with XLR as well as 1/4" -RS connectors. 

Customer Support 
At your service Bail /. 9:30 a . - 6:00 p.m. CET. 

Phone: +49/21 54 /920666, 
Fax: +49/21 54/92 06 65, 
Email: support.uk @behringer.da 
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lus cian and corn poser 
r Wolf has taken 
a curious rou _c 

to high profite 
production wo-k 

without being sure of 
whlt a producer s. 

Edwin Pfanzagl 
lelps him work it..Out 

Hl'-i \\NIE IS FOUND on over 
>' In albums, .panning the 

t 1 ve ;u. of his activity in the biz. 
'Ito many of us he was the regular key - 
hoard player in Frank Zappa's Mother 
of Invention, to others he is the 
producer and songwriter. responsible 
li>r The Commodores. Starship and 
El 1)eharge to name a few. 

Austrian -born. \\'olf moved to the t "S 

at the age of 23 to start what would turn 
out to l e ;a remarkable career, but after 
the 199-i earthquake hit the city and 
damaged his studio- housing a big 
130 -18 Neve console -he returned to his 
native Austria. Now he works out of his 
new studio called Little America located 
in the west ( it Austria. close to the Swiss- 
German border and about one hour 
from the airport in Zurich. And from 
there I can be in New York within six 
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hours -I was never much faster going 
there from my house in LA'. 

W(ilfs satisfaction with his geograph- 
ical location. however. is not reflected 
in his role as a producer. 'Pro queer ?\\'hat 
the hell is a producer ?' he demands 'A 
producer is a man who gets money from 
the record company and who is sup- 
posed to bring them back a finished 
record which they can sell. It's just like 
being a hair-products salesman -it's that 
simple. You l go somewhere and you sell 
people hair products -and we sell 
music, disposable music, music which 
will be forgotten a few months later. 
That's what a producer is. I certainly 
never wanted to be a producer, but all 
of a sudden I found myself being one.' 

It began when the teenage Peter Wolf 
studied piano at the Conservatory of the 
City of Vienna and played gigs as key- 

boarder in the Fatty George Band. He 
worked a variety of venues. including the 
famous nightclubs of downtown Vienna, 
that would never have welcomed him as 
a customer. At the age of 16 he won first 
prize at a European Jazz Festival. The 
following years saw hint doing a lot of 
recording and working in radio and tele- 
vision until Austria grew too small for 
him. In 1975 he moved to the United 
States. where he started to work as 
a session keyboard player. After a year 
his name had spread and he received a 

phone call from Frank Zappa who invited 
him to join The Mothers of Invention. 

'It was one of the most important peri- 
ods in my life' Wolf recalls. 'To me Frank 
was the most intelligent, humourous 
and honest person that I ever got to 
know in the music business. "Yes" 
meant "Yes" and "No" meant "No ". no 
discussions. Even when i left the hand 
-our friendship didn't change.' 

Wolf was a regular member of Zappa's 
band up until 1980, when his career as 
arranger- songwriter started to flourish. 
I )wring the first half of the eighties he 
became one of the most sought-after 
keyboarder players and musical arran- 
gers in Los Angeles. 

'I was playing sessions in LA for a liv- 
ing.' he recounts, 'playing with every- 
body and foreverything-no questions 
asked. I did something like 400 albums 
in that way. if you can play, read and 
write music one day you become the 
arranger of the project and producers 
start really liking you because you do 
their work -at least most of it, anyway. 
So one day a producer came to mue and 
.aid. "Peter, I want you to do this record 
\ ith me ". And I said, "You know, 
I would nuld really love to do this record with 
you but I can't because Fin already 
scheduled to work on another project 
with producer Y." He replied, But 
really need you because you have a 

good handle on new ideas and I think 
you are the perfect person that I would 
like to (k) this project with so if you blow 
out this other producer and come with 
me and do my project. I make you my 
coproducer with a royalty... 

Wolf's first coproduction was the 
Commodores' Nightshift album and 
became a No.1 hit in the US. 

You have to understand that the 
music business is a fashion business,' 
Wolf continues, 'so once we had a hit. 
the record companies thought, "Well, 
who produced that hit? There are these 
two guys. one of whom is a famous 
producer, who has not had a hit for a 
few years, so maybe that young kid at 
his sicle is the real starter. Why don't we 
let hint produce something ?" And since 
the Commodores is an old act they fig- 
ured they'd do the sanie thing again with 
another old -fashioned band- Jefferson 
Starship. So I got to do another old -fash- 
ioned, outdated hand which turned out 
to he a huge hit as well and all of a sud- 
den I \\ a a producer. full time.' 
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His success as arranger and producer 
came with the Starship album Knee 
Deep in the Hoopla (1985). In the fol- 
lowing year he produced four No.1 
hits -'We Built This City' and 'Sara' with 
Starship. 'Vi'ho's Johnny' with El 
Delia rge and Wang Chung's 'Everybody 
Have Fun Tonight'. From this point. the 
doors in the music business opened. 

While Wolf claims not to have a lot 
of respect for the profession of the pro- 
ducer he has a lot of respect for the work 
of his colleagues: 'Quincy llonesl is a 
very intelligent man and he certainly is 
very. very good at what he does,' he 
asserts. 'I have a lot of respect for him 
and his whole camp. because as he is 
a musician he really knows what's good 
and what isn't. and what one should 
do. It doesn't mean that he can control 
success -nobody can. Quincy is doing 
it for a long time so he has a lot of expe- 
rience, and boy, has he had success. 
More than anybody in this business. and 
rightfully so being a producer means 
much more than just being a g( )(xi musi- 
cian. It means that you can steer and 
motivate people. 

'Once the record is done. another part 
of the job of a producer begins -to 
motivate the record company in the 
right direction and that is an even harder 
job- -- politics. Quincy Jones, for exam- 
ple. is really fabulous at that.' 

Wolf is convinced that even aller all 
these years in the business he still has to 
get much bitter in this respect: 'If you 
want to be successful I think you have 
to become master of pc he opines. 
That basically means you have to go to 
scmielxxly who has to do something fin- 
you. because if he doesn't. the thing is 
not going to happen. It ck esn't matter if 
you are selling hair products or records 
or if you have to make decisions about 
how a country is mn -it's all the sanie 
thing. So if you have a good idea and 
you want something from this person. 
you have tog() to him and plant your idea 
in his head in a way that he believes its 
his idea. And then he will run t( ) his c( nn- 
pany and tell then that he Irt'. just found 
the wheel and everybxxly goes haywire 
and they do the job that they are sup- 
posed to do in the first place because they 
are a record company. They do the job 
right and you are successful. 

'Why are you successful? The answer 
is because you were a good politician. 
The record is exactly the same. but 
everybody was fully doing their jc ob now 
and all of a sudden everybody wins. 
And at this point it is not important to 
run out and say, 'Well, that was my idea.' 
You let the guy -the A&R guy. or the 
marketing man, or the promotion man 
or the president of the record com- 
pany -run out and say "I made that act!" 
and you go. "Yes. you did it. Fantastic. 
Thank you ". Its like a team. you know. 
You have to know the team and you 
have to learn playing the team. like a 
coach. This is what you have to learn 

as a producer.' 
According to Peter Wolf. mak- 

ing a record is only 30 percent of 
the picture. a further 30 percent 
is the perception that the public 
has of an artist and the remaining 
a0 per cent is devoted to the pol- 
itics of production -looking at 
the fact the he has had -+0 Top -+t l 

hits and eight No.ls so far shows 
that this man knows what he is 
talking about. 

'Do you know how hard it is to 
get a No.1? In America there are 
many producers who are really 
great. but they have never had a 
No. 1. That's why my hat is off to 
Puff Daddy and Babyface and peo- 
ple like that, because they are 
doing something right. It has noth- 
ing to do with music, because 
many of these guys really don't 
have any clue about music. 
Remember. we're in the fashion 
business -can Versace or the Ver- 
sace fancily actually tailor a suit: 
Can Armani sit down and make a 

suit? No. it's not important, because 
he has 100 tailors who are very 
g( )(id at it -and this is what you 
have to realise. A lot of young guys 
go into this business because they 
love music and then they have to 
learn that this is just such a little 
part of the whole thing. 

'I think that. in my old age, I 

might become a real politician. 
I might be pretty good at it. I'm 
just kidding but Frank Zappa was 
ready to do it. he wanted to get 
into congress and become presi- 
dent of the United States. But then 
he got cancer and decided not to 
run for presidency. \\ ell. since the 
t Inited States have had a previous 
actor as president. why not have 
a musician > 

Peter Wolf with Synclavier system and above 
views of Little America with Bösendorfer grand piano 
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< I would have voted for him, for sure.' 
On 17th January 1994 the earthquake 

that affected large parts of Los Angeles 
also levelled Peter \Voris house and sm- 
dio. He had to take everything down 
and start from scratch. which made him 
think things over since his studio is a 

multi -million dollar investment. h ous- 
in a \eve 80-+8 next to a Synclavier and 

his vast array of 
keyboards. When 
larking to his insur- 
ance company he 
had to find out - 
like many other:s- 
t hat just about 
everything except 
earth movement' 

was covered in the 
insurance policy. 
He decided to relo- 
cate his studio to a 

much safer place without earthquakes. 
fires or hurricanes- Austria. Little Amer- 
ica studio is located near the Swiss bor- 
der. but the roster of artists and clients 
he is working for has not changed. The 
new studio has already seen celebrities 
such as RI3 King. Zucchero. James 
Ingram. Oleta Adams. the German 
Rock -Group The Scorpions and Cliff 

CeAi.io -- -1 
50dgónr Analog and Digital 

r,,,,rrrrr,rrrrrr 
urirr u ul u1111r 11111 

ADDA 2402, 24 bit 96 kHz 

A /D, D/A and D/D converter with filter for elimination of 
Alias Intermodulation Distortion 

Dynamic range A/D and D/A > 117 dB (A) 444.1 kHz 

AES /EBU, S /PDIF and Optical in /out 
19 LED peak programme meter 

External AES11 synchronisation 

32, 44.1, 48, 64, 88.2 or 96 kHz sample -rates 

16. 18. 20 bit dither 

Full duplex operation 

XLR and Jack analog In /out 
5 ppm internal oscillators 

£ 1225 ex. VAT 

lucio Dønmork 
Digital Audio Denmark a /s. Gregersensvej P.O. Box 1.41. DK -2630 Taastrup 

Tel. ( +45) 43 50 49 89 Fax. ( +45) 43 50 49 41 

E -mail: info @digitalaudio.dk Web: http: / /www.digitalaudio.dk 
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Richard who recorded his last album at 
Little .America. 

Apart from his work as producer, 
arranger and songwriter. Peter Wolf 
loves to compose for orchestra. The film 
soundtracks he has worked on include 
Weekend at Bernie's (Part 2), .Verer- 
errding Story (Part 3). Peanuts. The 
Fearless Forli. Tanz alllJ cent l nikcr, 
and DieCe/listin. In addition to that he 
has produced the title songs Ain,S of 
IVishfl//Tbinkinj and Plarinr; With The 
Boys for such films as Pretty Woman 
and Top Gun. 

For one of his last film music projects 
( The Fearless Four) he Was scoring with 
the Symphonic Orchestra in Munich. 
'1 really love to write for orchestra. I get 
a lot more chances to do that here in 
Europe than I got in America because 
the movie industry is another little 
"mafia" which is ven' hard to break into. 

Remember, were in the 

fashion business -can 
Versace or theVersace family 

actually tailor a suit? 

Can Armani sit down and 

make a suit? No, it's not 

important, because he has 

100 tailors who are very 

good at it and this is what 

you have to realise. 

even if you have a big name as a pro- 
ducer and composer of hit- songs. In 
the meantime I have done about 
14 movies here in Europe and I get to 
work with a lot of orchestras. which is 
very important to me. I think you > 
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Dolby Surround Encoder J :440- 
roa« orsn 

l'roducin Dolby Surround in digital production facilities just tiot easier. 
Introducinti the I)I'563 Dolby Surround 

the industre standard 5E1'4 Dolby 

encoding Dolby Surround audio in 

Encoder. a diOtal implementation of 

Surround Encoder. The I)I'563 is ideal ft ,r 
the digital domain for broadcasts. VHS 

tapes. D\'I)s. l'(: /console Tantes and (:1) -RO \Is to reach over 45 million Dolby 

Surroond-equipped consumers \\orld\\ide. faired With the Dolby 1)1'563 

multichannel reference decoder. the I)I)563 complet 

Dolby Surround production and ntonitorin. Want 

to know more? Visit our \\cbsite or call us for the 

name of your nearest dealer. 

es the digital solution for 

\\ \ \" .d rhl)v.conl /l)l'5O3 

DO Dolby 
BREAKING SOUND BARRIERS 

Foie .L ui \RS 

Dolby Laboratories Inc. Wootton Bassett. Wiltshire SN4 S(1.1. England Telephone (44) 1793- 842100 Fax (44) 1793 -842101 

100 Potrero Avenue. San Francisco. CA 94103 -4813. USA Telephonic (1) 415- 558 -0200 Fax (1) 415 -863 -1373 w w.dolbv.eom 
Imlb and the double -h symbol arc tr ikmarkc of Dolby Laboratories © 2111111 Dolby Laboratories Inc. \\U0/0l 
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DIGITAL PRECISION 
pt 

Accurate and precise adjustment 

sample accurate editing 

_....., precise level control 

sample accurate automation 

subtle audio processing 

.. 
-..l=;... 

ar. 
MN* Aar,,--,, 

,:, ..443160901.- 

,.. tf-ma 
your businesL then onr 491° 

the ay(IIere is only- 
one manufacturer able t ottr consistent 

performance across the broad range i e f*nat nd storage 

media. The company that pioneered the P - aFeOigital audio 

workstation is still setting the benchmark'todQ` 

Speed of Operation 

fast and flexible editing model 

background multi -tasking 

rapid compilations 

instant PO creation 

When it comes to providing speed, flexibility-and reliability, the 

current generation of SADiE 24 -96 and Artemis Workstations 

are unsurpassed for all serious music editing and mastering 

applications. Backed up with a full range of sophisticated plug - 

ins, it is no wonder that SADiE workstations are to be found in 

the finest mastering facilities across the world. 

Precise control, digital precision, - SADiE - now the only 

serious choice for the future. Find out more by visiting our web 

site or contacting us directly. 

s- / 
-. 

vw.sadie.com 

THE WORLD'S FINEST AUDIO MASTERING WORKSTATIONS 

United Kingdom 

Tel: +44 (0)1353 648 888 

Fax: +44 (0)1353 648 867 

Europe USA 

Tel: +49 (0)711 3969 380 Tel: +1 615 327 1140 

Fax: +49 (0)711 3969 385 Fax: +1 615 327 1699 
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< have to get good at your craft so you 
constantly have to write for orchestra 
and have your stuff played in order to 
see which things work and which ones 
don't. li>u can't sit at home in your chain 
jump up and clown and say. "I'm a com- 
poser-. You have to do it. I low good 
could you be. no matter how long you 
have been at some university or acad- 
emy: it doesn't mean much -you have 
to really do it. 

I'ni at "doer" that's why I have the 
studio here and why I am writing filet 
music. But that's only on the side -I'm 
doing a lot of composing. The last major 
project was the symphony l'rc>,gression 
which I \yrc ote tì er in a big way the Klang- 
wolke ['cloud of sound') which is pan 
of the modem media and electronic.' arts 
festival Ars F.lectronica here in Austria. 

The world premiere of Vi elf's sym- 
phony took place on -tth September last 
year at a huge open -air event next to 
the Danube and the Bruckner Ilaus 
orchestra (tall. Peter Veit got to work 
with the Bruckner Orchestra. combined 
with musicians from the brass section 
of Earth. Wind Fire and an American 
rhythm .section consisting of people like 
\-innie Colaiuta. Abrah:un Lahoriel, Paul 
Jackson Junior-as Vi elf says: '...all the 
\' guys -you know. It is :t Millennium 

Symphony in six movements and within 
every movement there is a different 
pop - superstar as singer. We had Cliff 
Richard. Coolio, Jennifer Paige. Vin- 

cenzo la Scola. 
.fames Ingram. Alex 
Birnic :utd Michelle 
\V >It. nn wife. sing - 
ing. \yhc also wrote 
the lyrics for the 
songs which are 
wuyen into the 
symphony: 

Currently \ \'olf is 
recording and co- 
producing Natalie 
Cole's next album 
Suuu.%n // uii the Sahara. the last big 
album project that he ccnnpleted was 
the new Scorpions record life Io Eye, 
which went to No.IM on the l'S rock 
charts and sold more that 1m copies in 
south -east Asia. 

''This album is quite different from 
what they have been doing' \\ i elf claims. 
'hut at the same time still with good 
melodies. which is what people always 
liked about them. It is much harder titan 
their previous records. not as ballad - 
he:n y :IN the last cone. I thought it sill utld 
be a medium to up -tempo record 
a lot of attitude, because that is what 
they were famous tier in the first place. 
se we concentrated on bringingthis 
hack. We wanted to bring hack the 
believability that they are a rock act 
and -let me tell you -they sure are.' 

\Wulf claims that the majority of the 
energy goes into the actual process of 
song -writing. because recording is 'a 

piece of cake' in comparison. 'The 
important pan is the thought procedure. 
how lyrics and music work together: is 
it new and interesting enough that peo- 
ple will go out and htn' the record? That 
is the intponant question. and. yes. we 
all believe it is a great record. Rudolf 
Schenker alone had written to to 
St) songs for this album. which is fan- 
tastic. hecaust it put us in a position 
where we were able to pick tite best 
14 and work on them for the record. 

I don't believe in writing lu songs and 
recording 10 songs for an album. 
I believe in quantity. doing it. doing it. 
doing it. until you have reached a point 
where you can say. -Now I have really 
nailed it And I think this is what it all 
about: getting really good at suniethitg 
is always great in lite. It doesn't matter 
whether yc to are a shoemaker or a hair - 
prc>clucts salesman or a producer -get 
good at it: 

Audio Duplication Made Simple by ©MICROBOARDS 

CopyWriter A2D Copy existing or create 

original CDs with our new 1 to 1 duplicator. 

Analog in / Digital out Track extraction 

The Copywriter D2D SP/DIF Ins 8 

Outs, will be available soon! 

J 

DSR1000 Series 
Our one button, cost 

effective duplication series 

Simple sophistication 

8X Speed 

MONO 

.,: °" 
_ , 
-- 
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8X Speed 

DSR 8880 
Copy up to 320 CDs from one master image. 

SP /DIF interface available 

DVD upgradable 4 gig hard drive 

8X Speed 

Cedar CD Publisher 
2 drive desktop CD duplication and full color CD printing all 

in one! Now with Macintosh and Audio software support . 

® MICROBOARDS 
Europe U.S.A. Asia Dealer Inquiries 

T e c h n o l o g y , Ltd. Phone.' 44 -1789- 415 -898 Phone. (612) 470 -1848 Phone. 81 -3- 3561 -2266 l 
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take the higher ground 
Only TASCAM provides a complete range of 24 -bit digital 

production tools for whatever way you choose to record 

music. Mixing, recording, editing and mastering - hard disk 

or tape - with full 24 -bit digital signal quality. 

The MX 2424 provides an affordable and versatile approach 

to 24 -bit, 24 track hard disk recording for the next 

generation of professional and project studio applications. 

usar 111a4t4 

The world's most powerful and first ever 24 -bit MDM - the 

DA 78HR uprates TASCAM's successful DA- series recorders to 

24 -bit performance while remaining compatible with standard 

16-bit recording; and at just £1,700 (ex -VAT), brings 24 -bit 

recording within the reach of home recording, as well as 

providing cost effective access to 24 -bit recording for the 

professional recording studio market. 

At just £2382 (ex -VAT), inclusive of meter briJge and PC based 

automation software, the TM -D4000 represents a new price / 

performance standard in the 8 -buss digital console market. 

This advanced third generation TASCAM digital mixer offers 

moving faders, dynamic automation, extensive machine 

ccntrol, 24 -bit audio throughout, on -board stereo digital 

effects and dynamics processors, fully parametric EQ, and the 

most versatile I/O capability of any digital desk at this price 

point. 
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TASCAM 5 Marlin House The Croxley Centre Watford Herts WD1 8YA 
Brochure Hotline: 01923 819630 www.tascam.co.uk email:info @tascam.co.uk 

TASCAM's range of latest digital 
recording products provides 24 -bit high 
resolution signal cuality for multitrack 

tape, hard disk, DAT and digital mixing. 

TASCAM 
a whole world of recording 
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THE COUNTERPART to streaming 
audio delivery over the Internet. 
which was discussed last month. 

is the network transfer of audio via file 
download. While with streaming the 
audio can be listened to as its being 
delivered over the network. with down- 
loading it can only be listened to once 
the file containing it has finished down- 
loading. However. with bandwidth in the 
network and into the hone scaling up 
and compression technology improving. 
the 'download gap' can only decrease 
and so become ever less significant, till 
it reaches the point of insignificance. 

In fact. as we move (jump, more like) 
from dialup data rates into the sort of 
broadband data rates provided by AI)SL 
and cable modem connections to the 
Internet. downloadable audio suddenly 
becomes a lot more attractive. Consider. 
for instance. music tracks encoded in 
Wind( Media Audio format at 6 -tkbps 
(which Nlicros(>ft claims gives equiva- 
lent audio quality' to \IP3's -near Cl Y 

I 28kbps) downloading over a S 1 2kbps 
ADSL connection (which k the down- 
load data rate that BT has said it will 
provide in the l'K for both business and 
residential ADSL). Given continuously 
optimal ADSL and network bandwidths 
(admittedly more ideal world than real 
world). a 60- minute album so encoded 
would take 7-8 minutes to download. 
Looked at another way. you could fea- 
sibly download an entire albuni in the 
time it would take you to work your way 
through 30- second streaming previews 
of every track on the album. 

When streaming audio over the Inter- 
net began in the mid- nineties. a 

I 4.4khit 'sec modem was considered t( ) 

he the state of the art in dialup access. 
the streaming audio quality possible 
over such a modest bandwidth was 
poor. and the only way to keep down- 
loadable files to a practical size was to 
opt fin an also somewhat constrained 
8 -bit 22k1 lz audit o quality. Things have 
progressed since then. if not as quickly 
on the bandwidth front as many Inter- 
net users would like ( particular) in the 
UK, where the most noticeable Inter- 
net audio has been the sound of drag- 
ging heels. courtesy of BT). Essentially. 
streaming and downloadable audio 
both deliver the content of a file which 
is stored on a server. but they do so in 
different ways (and of course stream- 
ing can also be done live from a real - 
time off -server feed). Downloading 
provides the content wrapped up in a 

file that can he (re)played locally. inte- 
grated into jukebox- playlist software. 
burned to CD, and -or downloaded to a 

portable digital audio player fin 'take- 
away' playback. In contrast. streaming 
technology typically delivers the con- 
tent in a way that precludes it from being 
retained locally as a digital audio file by 
the listener. The content file itself is nei- 
ther copied nor copyahle to the hard 
disk of the listener's computer. Typically 
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discusses the relative merits of downloading 
a small file containing a pointer to the 
location of the content tile is down- 
loaded to the hard disk. and the stream- 
ing client software uses this to access the 
content: the stream can then be accessed 
again at any time (assuming its still avail- 
able on the server) by double- clicking 
on the pointer file. This w av you have 
to be online whenever you want to lis- 
ten to a stream again (local analogue 
out recording notwithstanding). which 
isn't very appealing when being online 
again means more call charges. 

US Internet users. of course, are used 
to unmetered Internet access. and the dif- 
ferent online mind -set that goes with not 
haying to wom al)( nit racking up hefty 
phone bills. Rut this is starting to happen 
in the t t( X), through the introduction of 
Telewest's ,t11 I month SurtlJnlimited 
( albeit limited to I elewests own ISP ) and 
B'I "s pr( ked Surttin)e tariffs (including 
a less attractive .05 month for unlimited 
access, plus any additional monthly ISP 
charge. and in this case usable with any 
ISP that provides a dialup number with 
the (»1.14 Surttime prefix ). ADSI. by its very 
nature as an 'always on technology 
requires flat -rate monthly pricing: and 
because it provides data and analogue 
voice channels on the same single cop- 
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per wire that presently only prc )vides ana- 
logue voice. being online w'on't block 
incoming voice calls. Residential ADSL 
pricing is expected to Ix similar to Surf - 
time's unlimited access tariff. but with a 

setup tee: business pricing and setup will 
be around double the residential charges. 
f( w the saute download rate but a reduced 
contention ratio and an Ethernet as 
opposed to a t ?5B 'modem' connection. 
Rollout of AI)SL. and perhaps Surttime. 
will initially be to selected city and 
( sub )urban areas. \ \'ith the unbundling of 
the local kx)p next year (giving any ser- 
vice provider access to Iifs treasured 'last 
mile' copper l( x )p ) the telecoms landscape 
is set to undergo inure radical change. 

While we're on the subject of telecoms 
infrastructure and bandwidth changes 
and advances. the general consensus is 
that when it comes to next- generation 
(so- called 3G )broadband wireless tech- 
nologies, which will start to fall into 
place over the next couple of years. the 
European market -and the UK in par - 
ticular-is actually ahead of the t15. 

Quite how this will play out in terms 
of the balance between downloadable 
and streaming audio is unclear. hut one 
possibility is that streaming will come 
to the fore. This ties in with what has > 
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< been called one of the Internet's 
hottest trends. namely online storage 
or 'virtual hard drives'. One of the lead- 
ing companies in this market, Freel)isk- 
Space.com, recently introduced the 
Internet's first 300\ II) virtual hard drive. 
The company says tli;u it has more than 
500.(00 registered users and is signing 
up 8.000 new members per clay. Web 
metrics firm \CebSideStor . which mea- 
sures FreeDisk5pace.com's web statis- 
tics, comments: 'Free online storage is 

apparently attracting everyone. from 
consumers to small businesses'. 

Files uploaded to a virtual drive can 
he accessed from anywhere and any 
time, are hidden behind password 
access, and can include shared folders. 
The company has recently set up a net- 
work of communities. including FreeL- 
inuxSpace.com. FreePDAspace.com, 
and, inevitably. FreeMP3Space.com. 

The new Internet- centric Apple has 
also got in on the online storage act with 
the introduction of its iDisk service. 
which provides a relatively modest 
20Mb of free online perst anal storage to 
any OS 9 owner (currently in the US 
only ). And providing a specifically 

music- centred ser- 
vice. myplay.com 
provides what it 
calls virtual lockers' 
where customers can 
,tore, share, organ- 
ise and download 
their MP3 and other 
digital music files 
froni anywhere in 

the world (the principle is the same as 
web -based email, which also has been 
massively successful ). But the boldest 
step has been taken. perhaps inevitably. 
by the always boundary- pushing 
\iP3.com -so hold, in fact. that the 
RIAA (Recording Industry Association 
of America ) is taking the company to 
court. Two new services from MI33.com, 
instant Listening Service and Beam -it, 
both essentially substitute online 
streaming -based listening for Cl) lis- 
tening. You need to have a \ly. \IP3.com 

account. With Instant Listening. within 
a minute of buying a CD online at a 

participating retailer you can be listen- 
ing to streaming 11P3 versions of the 
Ci)'s tracks online from your account 
page. Beam -it, on the other hand, allows 
you to listen to streaming versions of 
albums which you already have in your 
Cl) collection -you just insert a CD in 
your computer's CD -ROM drive and the 
l3eam -it software identifies the album 
and makes a streaming MP3 version 
available from your account page. And 
because streaming doesn't transfer a 

readable content file to the listener's 
hard disk, neither service can be used 
as a way to endlessly reproduce MI'3 
versions of CDs. 

MP3.com has a 40,000 -album library 
of MP3 -encoded music. and says that if 
there's heavy demand for albums not 
in its library then it will add them (which 
suggests that more obscure albums 
might not get a look -in). MP3.com CEO 
Michael Robertson explains the think- 
ing behind the new services: 'I can go 
to work. I can go to my home. I can go 
to my hotel room -anywhere where I 

have Net connectivity -and have access 
to my entire music collection'. Mean- 
while. Jupiter Communications analyst 
Aram Sinnreich paints the bigger pic- 
ture as he sees it: 'These programs are 
likely to push along the inevitable drift 
of consumers toward music less as a 

physical product and more as digital 
sound. This is going to be a driver for 
consumers accepting that psychologi- 
cally.' The advent of networked music 
downloading to computers. and the 
associated jukebox- database approach 
to music storage and access which is 
becoming a natural way of handling 
music for today's younger generations. 
are indeed introducing something new 
at the vanguard of a post -CD, network - 
centric future. maybe. And meanwhile 
physical media are perhaps shrinking 
towards invisibility. From the 12 -inch 
vinyl LP to the 12cm shiny silver disc to 
the 6.5cm MiniDisc on down to postage 
stamp -sized flash memory cards. the 

trend is for ever -smaller 
media. Currently CD- 
R/RW and DVD -Video 
are unleashing a boom 
in shiny silver disc sales. 
but the diverse market 
for flash memory cards 
(which can be used in 
all manner of compact 
portable devices, from 
mobile phones to digital 
cameras. PDAs to portable digital audio 
players) is by all reckonings set to take 
off, with memory (hut not physical) size 
scaling up while prices fall (and it has 
to be said that currently CD- R;'RW, let 
alone DVD -R, is hands -down winner 
on both price and storage capacity. and 
will continue to he so for some time). 
Interestingly. veteran recordable media 
manufacturer Memorex. which hasn't 
survived by not changing with the 
times, announced at the CES show in 
January that it was entering the flash 
memory card market with card lines in 
the two train formats, CompactFlash 
and SmartMedia. Speaking at the 
launch. Memorex president Michael 
Golacinski commented that 'Memorex 
has made a huge commitment to this 
explosive new media category with an 
expansion of manufacturing capabili- 
ties. We're the first major consumer 
brand to embrace the category, and 
we're excited about its rapid accep- 
tance and future expansion'. 

Sony is also making headway with its 
'bubble- gum -sized' Memory Stick flash 
memory cards. With their elongated 
shape, the cards are used to perhaps 
most striking effect in the company's 
VAIO Music Clip portable music player, 
which looks more like a pen than a 

music player. But the award for most 
daft -inspired portable digital audio 
device has to go to Casio's MP3 wrist- 
watch, introduced at CES. Yes, a real, 
functioning wristwatch which just hap- 
pens to double as an MI'3 player. com- 
plete with built -in 26Mb, 32Mh or 64Mb 
flash memory. a USB port for down- 
loading tracks from a computer, and > 
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EVERYTHING ABOUT THE A -20 HAS BEEN DESIGNED WITH THE UNDERSTANDING 

THAT SPLITTING HAIRS IS EXACTLY HALF AS GOOD AS QUARTERING THEM. 

A-20 
Everything, os in every single thing, about the A -20 points to the concept of unmitigated clarity and razor sharp 

reference - revealing every nuance in detail, in balance and in sonic image. The amplifier is a horse (check 

out those specs), and due to its outboard nature, there is more efficient heat dissipation and head room than when crammed 

inside a more conventional wood -based monitor enclosure. Moreover, this puts acoustic controls and diagnostics within 

your fingers' easy reach. Incorporate some of the finest drivers made and the result is a monitor that not 

only helps make each session as predictable and repeatable as humanly possible, it makes for a recording that 

is cut with considerably more precision than any previously known. www.nhtpro.com 
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< of course an audio output for plug- 
ging in a pair of stereo earphones (sup- 
plied). Dick Tracy eat your heart out. 
While it can (perhaps too) easily he writ- 
ten off as mere gimmickry, Casio's wiz- 
ardly watch cum music player should 
provide a timely reminder. so to speak, 
that music playback technology is no 
longer in Kansas. Bear in mind that 64Mb 
of memory can hold a CD's worth of MP3 
music tracks encoded at 128kbps. As 
built -in memory, of course. the Casio 
watch's 64Mb has to he re -used. But its 
also the case that at today's prices the 
plug -in cards which other portable MP3 
players can take are just too expensive 
not to re -use. But then with today's juke- 
box software and digital downloading 
via USB, its easy to put together new 
track playlists and download a different 
set of tracks into a player. Another 
development in downloadable music is 
online distribution to retail outlets. 
Digital On- Demand and its RedDotNet 
system is leading the way Stateside with 
its ATM -based secure digital distribu- 
tion network. The company has reached 
agreements with both EMI and Sony 
Music on the distribution side. along 

with specialist music 
retailers such as 
Virgin and Where- 
house as well as 
mass goods mer- 
chants such as Klnart 
on the retail side. 

The advantage of 
this approach to 
record companies 

worried about online music piracy is 
that they get the advantages of online 
digital distribution in an enclosed net- 
work environment, and the punters 
only get hold of the music once it's been 
burned to CD or copied onto some other 
format such as MI) or flash memory card 
(the system supports digital downloads 
to SDMI- compatible devices). Digital 
On- Demand puts its preview and dis- 
tribution stations into record stores or 
other participating retail outlets, cus- 
tomers browse and search for music via 

RedDoM1M 

previews then place their order, If the 
requested album is cached in -store (for 
instance. if its been downloaded 
recently or its a popular album) then a 
physical copy can be generated and 
packaging printed up in -store without 
recourse to the network. Otherwise it 
will he downloaded from a central 
server (a quick process on Digital On- 
Demand's dedicated high- bandwidth 
network). This system enables tradi- 
tional record retailers to get into the dig- 
ital download loop, where otherwise 
they were being squeezed out by the 
Internet. A potential advantage is that 
record stores can carry a much larger 
digital- networked stock than they can 
physical stock. which may attract more 
customers. who in turn may be willing 
to wait 10 minutes for a CD to he burnt 
if it means they end up with an album 
they otherwise wouldn't have been able 
to get hold of. On the other hand. Red - 
DotNet also gives the same advantage 
to other retailers whose main business 
isn't selling music. 

Much closer to home. Arcadia Group, 
one of the world's largest fashion retail- 
ers. recently announced that it is work- 
ing with Liquid Audio to create a new 
in- store, kiosk -based music service 
called Chemistry in its flagship Top - 
Shop- TopMan store at Oxford Circus in 
London. The service, which will he the 
first multikiosk digital music service in 
the UK. is being aimed at 15 -24 -year 
olds, the shop's key consumer base. and 
will allow customers to preview and 
purchase digital download tracks and 
create custom music CDs. Liquid Audio 
will provide the kiosk software and vir- 
tual fulfilment with a regularly updated 
music catalogue, and will also handle 
the e- commerce transactions. The 
CD -R technology. including full- colour 
label printing. will he provided by CD- 
R system specialists Rimage. Liquid 
Audio and Rimage have worked 
together previously to provide a simi- 
lar music -on- demand kiosk system in a 
cyher -cafe in Seoul, Korea ( not so sur- 
prising as it may seem - Korea has 

emerged as a hothouse of MP3 player 
and online music technology develop- 
ment ). Whether the London venture will 
be successful remains to be seen. Lon- 
don- based online music pioneer Cer- 
berus has tried the in -store kiosk 
approach before in conjunction with 
Levis' flagship central London store, an 
experiment which didn't exactly set the 
world of downloadable music alight. 

Cerberus and Liquid Audio were of 
course the two pioneers of secure 
online music download technology 
back in the mid- nineties. While Cer- 
berus seems to have faded away. Liq- 
uid Audio has done a fine job of rolling 
with the flow of the rapidly changing 
online music landscape and maintain- 
ing its role as a significant player in the 
market. Meanwhile. the AT&T- hacked 
a2b music, which championed the 
MPEG AAC encoding format, also ap- 
pears to have faded from the stage. 
seemingly having never recovered from 
the blow of losing its two founders and 
around half its staff to digital rights man- 
agement company Reciprocal last year. 
But undoubtedly the biggest develop - 
nient has been Microsoft's full -on entry 
into the streaming media market with 
Windows Media Technologies 4. a full - 
blown streaming audio and video. 
downloadable audio. and digital rights 
management technology package. As 
well as championing the take -up of 
broadband technology and the devel- 
opment of broadband content. Microsoft 
has been striking deals left, right and > 
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4. 

Koblo Studio900a - 

A complete synthesis, " 
sampling and drum - 

machine package, 

Koblo's Studio9000 

uses Digidesign's 
. 

DirectConnect- . 

Rug-In engine to stream 

stunning, mind-ben.. 
tones into Pro Tools. 

SarnpleCell II Plus is 

a scalable PCI card- 

based sampler and 

waveform editor. It 
features optional TDM 

integration, a super-fast 

trigger time, 32 voices and 

32 MB of RAM per card. 

1622 I/O 

Each 1622 I/O" audio 

interface offers 16 

inputs for mixing 

racks of synth 

modules, samplerand 

effects processori 

into Pro Tools. 

T 880 -P 

Tr in 

Tr in ;Ty -P 

2000-1 
:000 P 

Mel 

Utilizing the same 

DSP algorithms as the 

Access Music Virus 

hardware synthesizer, 

the Virus TDM Plug-In 

is the ultimate software 

tone generator, providing 

up to 80 voices on a 

Pro 7°015'124 M I Xplus system. 

Pro Tools moves the studio beyond a tool of 
production and turns it into an instrument of 
creation. It opens up a whole new world of 
options for bringing music and sound design to 
life. From cutting edge host-based synthesis, to 

TDM-integrated sampling, to tone generation, 
to hardware that pulls it all together - Pro 

Tools gives you the complete system for stretch- 
ing the traditional boundaries of creation. 

*Virus availability Scheduled for April 2000. 

See and hear the difference. Call now to arrange for your personal demonstration and :o recieve 

additional information +44 (0)1753 658 496 . Visit our website at www.digidesign.com for 

the latest news and offers. 

i/2 000 Digtdesign, a division of Avid Technology, Inc. 1622 I/0, DirectConnect, Pro Tools, Pro Tools 24 MI Xplus, and SampleCell II 

Plus are trademarks or registered trademarks of Avid Technology, Inc., or its subsidiaries or divisions. Mac OS is a registered trade- 

mark of Apple Computer. Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp. All other trademarks contained herein are the prop. 

erty of their respective owners. All features and specifications subject to change without notice. 
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A PICTURE IS WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS... 
Perhaps, but would photographs of our 

Variable Mu or VOXBOX have created their 
successes alone? 
You have to hear this gear. You have to use 

this gear. Put your hands on the knobs and 
crank 'em. 
Engineers who have already gotten hold of 
the MASSIVE PASSIVE have told us: "Why 
does it make everything sound so much 
better ? ", "It's organic and orgasmic. ", "It's a 

r/o#king powerhouse. ", "It's unlike any other 
EQ. ", "This is IT. The sound I've always dreamt of 
but couldn't ever get until now." 

GOT THE PICTURE? 

Craig `HUTCH' Hutchison designed these 
monsters... 

is a two channel, four band equalizer, 
with additional high pass and low pass 

filters. "Passive" refers to the tone 
shaping part of this clever new EQ 

design not using any active circuitry. 
Only metal film resistors, film 
capacitors and hand -wound inductors 

sculpt the sound, kinda like a Pultec EQ 

on hyper- steroids. Super- beefy, hugely - 
high- headroom Manley all -tube make -up 

gain amplifiers deliver your tunes into the 
next realm. You'll need to experience this. 

Contact us for your nearest authorized MANLEY dealer. 

MAN E ll 

The MASSIVE PASSIVE 

MANLEY LABORATORIES, INC. 
13880 MAGNOLIA AVE. 
CHINO, CA. 91710 USA 
TEL: (909) 627 -4256 
FAX: (909) 628 -2482 
emanley @manleylabs.com 
http: / /www.manleylabs.com 
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<centre to establish its technology. ;Ind 
predictably has turned itself into a major 
player in the online audio market plat 
helped. ire\ itahh . by the presence it \\ as 
able to give its technology in the \\ in- 
&Avs (ri. li \I(. I: \II and Som have till 
announced support for Windows Media 
audio and -or video m deliver content 
online, and Sony has said that it will build 
Windows Media support into its p( )rtable 
audio devices and we )rk with \licrosoft 
()n interoperahiltiy between Windows 
Media and its own OpenMG copyright 
protection technology. 

Most recently. Microsoft has struck 
two major deals. one to establish Win- 
dows Media as the digital media plat- 
form of choice for T-Online. Germanys 
largest ISP with 4.15m subscribers. the 
other to incorporate Windows Media 
Audio support into Liquid Audios music 
system. The Liquid Audio deal will see 
Liquid's catalogue of 50.000 down - 
loadahle songs and one million music 
previews encoded and distributed in 
Windows Media format: in addition. Liq- 
uid Audio will deploy Windows Media 
servers in its data centre's. and integrate 
Windows Media's anti piracy features 
such as watermarking and encryption 
into its own II' rights management and 
reporting technologies. 

As far as music compression formats 
are concerned. Liquid Audi() is format- 
agnostic-one reason fix its continued 
success. The company started out with 
Dolby Digital. then added \11'EG AAC 
support. then MI'3. and now not only 
Windows Media Audio but also Sony's 
ATRAC3 lì)rmat. ATRAC3 provides ar- 
ound twice the data reduction of the 
ATRAC format used for Minil)isc: the 
newer yersi( )n supports multiple I )it rates. 
with 13 2kl)ps providing around 10:I 
compression. In a deal struck with Sony. 
Liquid Audio will also add support for 
Sony's OpenM(; copy protection tech - 
nolOgy and pre )vide a custom -branded 
version of the Liquid Music Player that 
will he available to buyers Of S( n)y's new 
\A10 Music Clip and \lemur\ Slick \ \ :Ilk- 
ntan devices. Liquid Audi() :Ils( ) saw the 
importance last year of ensuring that its 
technology had a presence in the fast - 
growing portable player market. and 
developed: and freely licensed the Secure 
Portable Player I'Latfornt (SP3) to help 
hardware manufacturers integrate Liq- 
uid Audio support into their players: cur- 
rently the company is working with 12 
manufacturers. including Sanyo. 
Toshiba. 11P and S3 Diamond. Liquid 
Audio is als( ) allied with e.digital, a com- 
pany that has developed an SI)\I1 
(Secure Digital Music Initiative)-compli- 
ant multi- ccxlec and multi -DRM (Digital 
Rights Management ) Internet music 
player design built on a Texas Instru- 
ments DSP chip. with support for Ccm)- 
pactFlash and the new Secure Digital 
memory cards as well as Ili\l's 3- +11 \Ib 
Microdrive for storage. Codecs sup- 
ported include Dolby Digital. \IPFG 

A :\(:. MP3, Windows Media Audio. and 
Lucent's Il'AC. e.digital s design could 
well become the basis of the next gen- 
eration of portable :Judi() players. 

:Meanwhile. \1P3 is still the populist 
online downloadable music f )rmat of 
choice. As well as being championed 
by Emusic.onil. it received a major 
boost last year when Real\etworks 
bought Xing for the company's \IP3 
expertise and integrated MP3 file rip - 
ping. encoding and playback support 
into its Realjukebox software. Given 
that Microsoft is Real\ctworks' chief 
competition in streaming media. the 
company needed to look to an alter- 
native to Windows Media for down - 
loadable audio, and that meant \IP3. 
There again. MP3 is so prevalent that 
Windows Media Audio. Liquid Audio, 
and Sony's VAIO Music Clip and Ment- 
on Stick Walkman all support \IP3 file 

playback. n() doubt more out of prag- 
matism than enthusiasm. For the com- 
ponents of a post- \ll'3. SI)MI Phase ll 
online music world in which the majors 
will finally be happy to deliver their 
secure. copy- restricted music are `ailing 
into place. Intetestingly, a recent re\ .e \y 
ul `()n\ 's Music Clip praised it for its 
design cool but slated it for its poorly 
designed inch ur.neccesarily compli- 
cated and resvi;tive Open:\IG music 
management s, rtware. Teething trou- 
bles u. a sign) f :I (hreper ntaLlis;.; 

Announcing the compact mic that's perfect 
for any broadcast environment 

When audio excellence is essential but mics need 

to be discreet, DPA's Compact Cardioid range 

provides broadcasters with a high quality and 

robust solution. Whether used in the studio, or for 

outside broadcast and ENG applications, these 
high performance compacts combine outstanding 

specifications with unr vaned build quality. 

Only DPA Compact Cardioids deliver 

High performance studio quality audio 

Smooth off -axis response 

Elegant, unobtrusive appearance 

Large range of accessories for all applications 

You need to find out more. 

Call to request the new DPA 

catalogue today. 

1 
Hejrevang 11, DK-3450 Allerod, DeñriSárk 
T: +45 48142828 F +45 48142700 
Email: info@dpamicrcphipnes.com 

www.dpamicrophones.com 
DPA 
M I C R O P H O N E S 
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"I've got the 
pure sound 

bug" 
(*) 

1 can't help it. Ever since I 

heard Quested's new Fl I 

speakers. nothing else comes 

close. Clear. unadulterated 

sound like you've never heard 

from a compact speaker before. 

Its all down :o their specially 

developed casing. It uses an 

accoustically neutral material 

that's 511",1 more dense and over 

twice as rigid as traditional 

MDF. Together with a unique 

compression brace to hold the 

tweeter and bass driver, it 

increases the effective mass and 

minimises resonance. The result 

is a stunning bass performance 

with incredible dynamic range 

and sustained heavy -duty 

musical throughput. With full 

magnetic shielding and built -in 

mountings as standard and a 

choice of passive, or self 

powered with built -in 150 W 

rms amplifiers, it sets new 

standards in small speaker 

systems I knew Quested made 

sup.rb large systems tiff people 

like Abbey Road. Crescent 

Moon. Whitney Houston's 

Studio and Sarm, but this is 

something else. And I think it 

might he contagious. 

QUESTED 

Quested Monitoring Systems Ltd., Unit 2a, West Ealing Business Centre, Alexandria Road, London \A 13 ()NJ. United Kingdom. 

Tel: +44 (0) 20 8566 2488. Fax: +44 (0) 20 8566 2484. E -Mail: gmssales @compuserve.com www.quested.com 
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AROUND A HUNDRED YEARS 
ago Lord Rayleigh wrote: 'The 
sensation of a sound is a thing 

sir r,t;eucrfs, not comparable with any of 
our Other senses. Directly or indirectly. 
all questions concerned with this sub- 
ject must come fiordecision to the ear... 
and from it, there can be no appeal'. Sir 
James jeans concluded his hook 
Science" Music (Cambridge isrniversity 
press. 1937 ) with the sentence 'Students 
of evolution in the animal world tell us 
that the ear was the last of the sense 
organs to arrive: it is beyond question 
the most intricate and the most won- 
derful'. 

just how individual and how won- 
derful our hearing is can he readily 
understood from a few basic facts. The 
spectrum of visible light spans about 
one octave. whereas the spectrum of 
our audible perception range spans 
around 11 octaves. Thought of another 
way. the upper and lower limits of vis- 
ible light span a frequency range of 
about 2:1, whereas the upper and lower 
limits of hearing span a frequency range 
of around 1000:1. What is more. the 
sound power difference between the 
faintest perceivable sound and the 
threshold of pain is in excess of 1012. 
or one million million to one (Yes. 
1.000.0()0,000,000:1). The displacement 
of the ear Brun when listening to those 
quietest perceivable sounds is around 
one -hundredth of the diameter of a 
hydrogen molecule. and even a tone of 
!kHz at a level of 70dß still displaces 
the ear drum by less than one -millionth 
of an inch. Add to all these points the 
fact that our pinnae t outer ears) are as 
individual in their shape as our finger- 
prints. and one has a recipe for great 
variability in human :auditory percep- 
tion as a whole, because the ability to 
perceive minute differences is so great. 

In fact. if the ear was only about 10dB 
more sensitive than it is, we would hear 
a permanent hiss. of random noise. due 
to detection of the Brownian notion 
of the air molecules. Some people can 
detect pitch changes of as little as' =th 
of a semitone (as reported by Sea- 
shore). Clearly there is much variability 
in all of this from individual to indi- 
vidual. and one test carried out on 
16 professionals at the Royal Opera. 
Vienna. showed a 10:1 variability in 
pitch sensitivity from the most sensi- 
tive to the least sensitive. What is more, 
ears all produce their own nonlinear 
distortions. both in the form of har- 
monic and interni dulation distortions. 
I had one good friend who liked music 
when played quietly, but at around 
85óB SPL she would put her hands to 
her ears and beg for it to be turned 
down. It appeared that above a cer- 
tain level. her auditory system clipped. 
and at that point all hell broke loose 
inside her head. 

Of course, we still cannot enter each 
other's brains. so the argument about 

and 

arre 
Whether you are listening to bird song or a heavyweight 
monitoring system your ears play a larger role than you 
may imagine. Philip Newell examines your ears 
whether we all perceive the colour 
blue in the sanie way cannot be 
answered. Similarly we cannot know 
that we perceive what other people 
hear when listening to similar sounds 
under similar circumstances. We are. 
however, now capable of taking very 
accurate in -ear measurements. and the 
suggestions from the findings is that 
what arrives at the eardrums of differ- 
ent people is clearly not the same, 
whereas what enters different people's 
eyes to all intents and purposes is the 
same. Some people may be colour 
blind, while others may he long - 
sighted, short- sighted. or niay have one 
or a combination of numerous other 
sight anomalies, nevertheless what 
arrives at the eye. as the sensory organ 
of sight. is largely the sanie for all of 
us. On the other hand, if we take the 
tympanic membrane (the ear drum) as 
being the 'front -end' of our auditory 
system. no such commonality exists. 
Indeed. even if we extend our concept 
of the front -end to some arbitrary point 
at, or in front of, our pinnae, things 
will still not be the same from person 
to person because we all have differ- 
ent shapes and sizes of heads and hair 

At around 85dB SPL 

she would put her hands 

to her ears and beg for it 
to be turned down. It 

appeared that above a 

certain level, her auditory 
system clipped, and at that 
point all hell broke loose 
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styles. This inevitably means that the 
entrance to our ear canals are sepa- 
rated by different distances. and have 
different shapes and textures of objects 
between them. Given the additional 
diffraction and reflection effects from 
our torsos. the answer to the question 
of whether we all 'see the same blue' 
in the auditory domain seems to be 
clearly 'no'. because even what reaches 
our ear drums is individual to each of 
us. let alone how our brains' perceive 
the sounds 

"There is abundant evidence to sug- 
gest that many aspects of our hearing 
are common to almost all of us, and 
this implies that there is a certain amount 
of 'hard -wiring' in our brains which 
predisposes us towards perceiving sim- 
ilar sensations from certain stimuli. 
Nevertheless. this does not preclude the 
possibility that some aspects of our audi- 
tory perception may be inherited. and 
that there may be a degree of variabil- 
ity, even in these genetically influenced 
features. Aside from physical damage 
to our hearing system, there may also 
he cultural or environmental aspects of 
our lives which give rise to some of us 
developing different levels of acuteness 
in specific aspects of our hearing, or that 
sonie aspects may be learned from 
repeated exposure to certain stimuli. 

It would really appear to he 
stretching our ideas of the evolution- 
ary process beyond reason. though. to 
presume that the gene pairings which 
code our pinnae could somehow be 
linked to the gene pairings which code 
any variables in our auditory percep- 
tion systems. Furthermore, it would 
seem totally unreasonable to expect 
that if any such links did exist, that they 
could function in such a way that one 
process could complement the other 
such that all our overall perceptions of 
sound were equal. In fact. hack in the > 
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TUBETECH SMC 2A 
ANALOG STEREO 

MULTIBAND COMPRESSOR 

The TUBE -TECH SMC 2A is an all tube based stereo 
multiband opto compressor. It features variable x -over 
frequencies between the three bands. Each band features 
separate ratio, threshold, attack, release and gaincontrol. 
A master output gain controls the overall level. 

World wide representation: 
Australia: (0219975 1211 Belgium: (011)23 23 55 Brazil: (011)604 8339 Comb republic: (0455)631 555 

Denmark: 43 99 88 77 Finland: (95)123 530 Prance: (03)8721 8210 Germany: (089)609 7670 Greece: (1)8238 200 
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Norway: 88 00 89 89 Poland: (622)44 66 99 Portugal: (1)7 1220 10 Russia: (095)784 7575 Slovak Repnblk: (07) 214 051 

Singapore: (225)5115 Spain: (3)319 5358 Sweden: (046)32 02 70 Switzerland: (01H40 0144 Taiwan: (2)2719 2388 

Thailand: (226)23015 Turkey: (0212)272 9750 UK: (1691)6585 50 USA: (805 )373 1828 
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Figs I a and I b. Shaw's data showing the 
ratio (in dB) of the sound pressure at the 
ear canal entrance to the free field sound 
pressure.The Curves are the averages of 
ten responses. Fig I a shows the average 
response for a sound source at 0° azimuth 
and Fig lb shows the average response for 
a sound source at 90° azimuth 

< seventies, experiments were carried 
out (which will he discussed in later 
paragraphs) which more or less 
conclusively proved that this could not 
he the case. Almost without doubt, we 
do not all hear sounds in the same way, 
and hence there will almost certainly 
always he a degree of subjectivity in the 
judgement and choice of studio moni- 
toring systems. There will he an even 
greater degree of variability in our 

In fact, many people seem to 

be of the opinion that we all 

hear the recordings at their 

best if our own pinnae 

mouldings are used, but this 

is not necessarily the case 

choice of optimum hi -fi loudspeakers, 
which tend to he used in much less 
acoustically controlled surroundings. 

Much has been written about the use 
of dummy head recording techniques 
for binaural stereo, and it has also been 
frequently stated that most people tend 
to perceive the recordings as sounding 
more natural when they are made via 
mouldings of their own pinnae. In fact, 
many people seem to be of the opin- 
ion that we all hear the recordings at 
their best if our own pinnae mouldings 
are used, but this is not necessarily the 
case. It is true that the perception may 
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Figs 2a and 2b. Shaw's data showing 
the ratio (in dB) of the sound pressure 
at the ear canal entrance to the free field 
sound pressure. Fig.2a shows the response 
for each of the ten subjects for a sound 
source at 0° azimuth. Fig.2b shows 
the response for a sound source at 
90° azimuth 

be deemed more natural, by reference 
to what we hear from day to day, but it 
is also true that some people naturally 
hear certain aspects of sound more 
clearly t han others. In my first hook, 
,Studio Monitoring !)csiku', 
I related a stoic about being called to a 

studio by its owner, to explain why hi- 
hats tended to travel in an arc when 
panned between the loudspeakers; 
seeming to come from a point some- 
where shove the control room window 
when centrally panned. The owner had 
first begun to use one of my rather 
reflection -free control moms, in which 
the recordings are rendered somewhat 
hare. On visiting the studio, all that 
I heard was a left -to- right, horizontal 
pan. We simply had different pinnae. 

In a well -known AES paper, and 
in her Phl) thesis, the late Puddle 
Rodgers 1 `described in detail how early 
reflections from mixing consoles, or 
other equipment, could cause response 
dips which mimicked those created by 
the internal reflections from the folds 
and cavities of different pinnae when 
receiving cues from different directions, 
and which give rise to our ability to dis- 
criminate source direction. In other 
words, a very early reflection from the 
surface of a mixing console could cause 
comb filtering of a loudspeaker re- 
sponse which could closely resemble 
the in -ear reflections which may cause 
a listener to believe that the sound was 
coming from a direction other than that 
from which it was actually arriving. 
Median plane vertical perception is very 
variable front individual to individual, 
and in the case mentioned in the last 
paragraph, there is almost certainly 
some source of reflection which gave > 

, 
1 1 1 1 . -_J 

When there is something 

you need, call 
Audio Technica Electro -Voice TDK Shure 
Sennheiser Tascam Denon Neumann JBL 
Marantz Fostex Rane Genelec Beyer 
Alice desks, PaksTM and boxes 

c 

C 
For full details, telephone: 
+44 (0)1342 833500 
email: sales @alice.co.uk 
website: www.alice.co.uk 
shop site: www.aliceshop.com Broadcast Solutions 
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"The fl, D linearity is 

simply excellent and 
compares favourably to 
many of the best 
conuerter packages 
dUdildble." 

Frank Wells, liudio Media 
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"I found it lent itself 
particularly to big fat sounds, 
which just seemed to fall 
effortlessly out of it." 

Dave foister, Studio Sound 

e 

"What is really clear is that this unit is 

great for processing indiuidual elements of 
a mix, as well as adding the final sheen. 
In some respects calling the unit a 

mastering processor underplays its 
applications." 

Jon Musgrave, The Mix 

"If you're one of those people who are always 
wondering why professional material always sounds 
more 'produced' than the work you do at home, the 
DC2476 could go a long way towards helping you 
discouer the secret." 
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< the studio owner a sensa- 
tion of the high frequencies 
arriving from a vertically 
higher source, while I was left 
with no such sensation. 

In the 'Letters' of the 
October 1994 Studio Sound, 
recording engineer Tony 
Batchelor very courageously 
admitted that he believed that 
he had difficulty in perceiv- 
ing what other people said 
stereo should be like. He 
went on to add, though, that 
at a demonstration of 
Ambisonics he received 'a 
unique listening experience'. 
Clearly to Tony Batchelor, 
stereo imaging would not he 
at the top of his list of prior- 
ities for his home Iii -fi system, 
yet he may he very sensitive 
to intermodulation distor- 

Nevertheless, the last 

20 years have seen 

great strides made in the 
understanding of our 

choices, though, with some, 
in both their live and 
recorded tests, scoring better 
than others in terms of iden- 
tifying the correct source 
position. Very interestingly, 
when the tests were repeated 
with each subject listening via 
the pinnae recordings of the 
three other subjects in turn, 
the experimenters noted,'that 
some pinnae. in their role of 
transforming the spectra of 
the soundfield. provided 
more adequate (positional) 
cues... than do others'. Some 
people who scored low in 
both the live and recorded 
tests. using their own pinnae, 
could locate more accurately 
via other peoples' pinnae. 
Conversely, via sonie pinnae, 
none of the subjects could 

locate very accu- 
rately. The above 
experiments were 
carried out in the ver- 
tical plane. Morimoto 
and Ando', on the 
other hand, found 
that, in the horizontal 

auditory perception systems, plane. subjects gen- 

and this has been a great 

spur to the advancement 

of loudspeaker and 

control room designs 

erally made fewer 
errors using their own 
head -related transfer 
functions (IIRTFs) 
-via recordings 
using simulations of 
their own pinnae and 
bodies. What all the 

tions, or frequency imbal- relevant reports seem to have 
ances, to a degree that would shown, over the years. is that 
cause no concern to many different pinnae are differ - 
other people. ently perceived, and the 

Belendiuk and Butler' con- whole HRTF is quite distinct 
eluded from their experi- from one person to another. 
ments with 45 subjects that All of these differences relate 
'there exists a pattern of spec- to the different perceptions of 
tral cues for median sagittal different soundfields. 
plane positioned sounds Studio Monitoring Design' 
common to all listeners'. In also relates the true story of 
order to prove this hypothe- two well respected recording 
sis, they conducted an exper- engineers who could not 
intent in which sounds were agree on the 'correct' amount 
emitted from different, num- of high frequencies from a 
tiered, loudspeakers, and the monitor loudspeaker system 
listeners were asked to say which gave the most accurate 
from which loudspeaker the reproduction when corn- 
sound was emanating. They pared to a live cello. They dis- 
then made binaural record- agreed by a full 3dB at 6kHz, 
ings via moulds of the actual but this disagreement was 
outer ears of four of the lis- clearly not related to their 
toners, and asked them to own absolute high frequency 
repeat the test, via head- sensitivities, because they 
phones, of t he recordings were comparing the sound of 
macle using their own pinnae. the monitors to a live source. 
The headphone results were The only apparent explana- 
very similar to the direct tion to this is that because the 
results, suggesting that the live instrument and the loud - 
recordings were representa- speakers produced different 
tive of 'live' listening. Not all soundfields, the perception 
the subjects were equally of the sound field was differ - 
accurate in their correct ent for each listener. > 
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< Clearly, all the high frequencies from 
the loudspeaker came from one very 
small source, the tweeter. while the high 
frequency distribution from the instru- 
ment was from many points such as the 
strings and various parts of the body. 
The 'highs' from the cello therefore 
emanated front a distributed source hav- 
ing :I much greater area than the tweeter. 
Of course, the microphone could add 
its own frequency tailoring and one - 
dimensionality. but there would seem 
to be no reason why this should differ 

When any reproduction 
system creates any 

imbalance in any of its 

characteristics, as 

compared to a natural 
event, the aforementioned 

human variables will 
inevitably dictate that any 

shortcomings in the 
reproduction system will 
elicit different opinions 

from one listener to another. So, given 
the previous discussion about pinnae 
transformations and the different I IRTFs 
as they relate to sounds at riving from 
different directions, it does n1 N seem too 
surprising that sound sources with spa- 
tially different origins may result in spec- 
trally different perceptions for different 
people. Tony 13atchelor's statements 
about his not being able to appreciate 
stereo yet readily perceiving Anthisonic 
presentations of spatial effects would 
seem to he strongly related to aspects 
of the soundfield. Ile and I would no 
doubt attach different degrees of impor- 
tance to the horizontal effects of stereo 
if working on a joint production. Martin 
Young (the ati)rementioned studio 
owner) and I clearly had different er- 
tical perception when panning a hi -hat: 
and the two well -known engineer. 
who perhaps I should not name. could 
not agree on a natural high- frequency 
level in a live versus loudspeaker test. 

The implications of all this would sug- 
gest that unless we can reproduce an 
accurate sound field. we will never have 
anything approaching universal agree- 
ment on the question of 'the most accu- 
rate' monitoring systems. Add to this a 
good degree of personal preference for 
different concepts of what constitutes a 
good sound, and it would appear that 
some degree of monitoring and control 
roost variability will he with us for the 
foreseeable future. Nevertheless. the 
last 20 years have seen great strides 
made in the understanding of our audi- 
tory perception systems, and this has 
been a great spur to the advancement 
of loudspeaker and control room 
designs. As far as it has gone, though. 
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we have still barely seen the tip of the 
iceberg, so it will he interesting to see 
what the 21st Century can reveal. 

To close, let us look at some data that 
has been with us for 35 years, or more. 
The plots slu>wn in Fig.1 and Fig.2 were 
taken from work by Shaw. Fig. I shows 
the average. in- ear -canal, 0 and 90 
responses for 10 people. Note how the 
ear canal receives a very different spec - 
trum depending upon the direction of 
arrival of the sound. Fig.2, however. 
shows the 10 individual sources from 
which Fig.1 was derived. The differ- 
ences from person to person are hardly 
subtle, and the response tìosit one direc- 
tion thus cannot he inferred from the 
response from It different direction. 

Given these differences, and all of 
the aspects of frequency discrimination, 
distortion sensitivity. spectral response 
differences. directional response dif- 
ferences, psychological differences. 
environmental differences, cultural dif- 
ferences, and so forth. it would be 
almost absurd to expect that we do all 
perceive the sanie balance of charac- 
teristics from any given sound. True, 
whatever we each individually hear is 
natural to each one of us. but when any 
reproduction system creates :Inv imbal- 
ance in any of its characteristics. as 
compared to a natural e ent. the afore- 
mentioned human \.iriahles will 
inevitably dictate that a an v shortcomings 
in the reproduction system will elicit dif- 
ferent opinions, vis -a -vis the accuracy 
of reproduction, front different people. 
So. to the question of whether it is more 
important to reduce the harmonic dis- 
tortion in a system by 0.(12DÚ, or the 
phase accuracy by 5 at 15k1Iz could 
well be an entirely personal matter. and 
no amount of general discussion could 
reach any universal consensus. No. Lord 
Rayleigh was right; the sensation of 
sound is a thing, sui ¿ eueris. Note to 
non -native English or Latin speakers: 
:stui,o(xneris -Of its >wit tepe' indeed. 
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GENEX 
THE MULTI -CHANNEL MASTER 

GENEX GX850 

Wherever multi -channel digital audio is 

being recorded or mastered, chances are 

you'll find a Genex recorder at the 

heart of the process. The new 

GX8500 is equipped to record at 

sample rates up to 192kHz and bit rates up to 24 -bit, 

either to internal MO or any external SCSI drive. 

ON DIGITAL A 

For movie scores, DVD and CD releases, flexible 

audio, file and disk formats make Genex the only 

serious choice. X Call HHB today for further details 

of the recorder that sets the 

standard in multi -channel mastering. 

The Genex GX8500. 

HHB Communications Ltd 73 -75 Scrubs Lane. London NW10 6QU, UK 

Tel: 020 8962 5000 Fax: 020 8962 5050 E -Mail: sales@hhb.co.uk 

HHB Communications USA LLC 1410 Centinela Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90025 -2501, USA 

Tel: 310 3191111 Fax: 310 319 1311 E -Mail: sales©hhbusa.com 

HHB Communications Canada Ltd 260 King Street East, Toronto. Ontario M5A 4L5, Canada 

Tel: 416 867 9000 Fax: 416 867 1080 E -Mail: salesCahhbcanada.com 

http://www.hhb.co.uk 
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Imple session 
Blurring the distinction between recorder and synthesiser, the sampler is now an integral part 
of most recording studios. Derek Johnson and Debbie Poyser round up what's current 

S BEFITS a technology that has 
become so all- encompassing in 
recent years. sampling now 

takes more forms than ever before. 
Professional studio rackmounts, dance - 
orientated groove machines, compre- 
hensive sampling features built into 
synth workstations, and now, increas- 
ingly, software samplers for powerful 
desktop computers, are all available. At 
the same time as this diversification has 
occurred in response to perceived 
needs in different market sectors, the 
cost of serious studio samplers has fallen 
precipitously. The most serious, capa- 
ble units now sell for a fraction of the 
price pro samplers commanded ten 
years ago, and as the features deemed 
essential for professional use cascade 
down the manufacturers' ranges, so it 
has become possible to pay a lot less 
for a sampler worth its salt. even buy- 
ing from the middle ranks rather than 
the top of the range. 

For many, Akai remains the name of 
choice. The deluxe new- generation 
56000, with reworked graphic interface, 
brings a feeling of quality to any record- 
ing environment, its detachable, re- 
mote -style display hosting a huge LCD. 

For convenience this feature is hard to 
heat. when one considers that samplers 
are usually racked out of the way, and 
it taps into the average engineer or musi- 
cian's love of gadgetry, too. The S6000 
is also as good as it gets in terms of 
RAM capacity (a gargantuan 256Mb, 
from an 8Mb base), polyphony (128 
notes), multitimbrality (32 parts), and 
audio outputs (18). Wordclock input 
and SPDiF and AES -E13U digital i -O are 
standard, while a dual ADAT option 
adds this important multitrack interface. 
Akai's powerful 20 -bit effects, offering 
two multi -effect and two reverh blocks, 
augment the machine's capabilities, as 
do 3 -hand digital EQ, stereo phase - 
coherent tine- stretch algorithms bor- 
rowed from the 1)1)1500 DAW, and 
synthesis facilities. These comprise two 
LFOs, three EGs, and 26 types of digi- 
tal filtering. with resonance. It's possible 
to attach an ASCII keyboard for nam- 
ing, and direct -to -disk recording further 
enhances the 6000's flexibility. The 
S6000 pioneers a new approach to sam- 
ple formats, too: its native format is the 
WAV standard, though it can read S1000- 
S3(X)0 samples and E -mu Eli! CD -ROMs. 

Buying into the Akai range at a lower 
point (.£1.000 lower in the UK), you still 
find power and facilities to spare. The 
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$5000 has half the 6000's polyphony and 
outputs as standard. and effects arc 
optional, but upgrades can bring it to 
6000 spec, with the exception of the 
detachable display -the 5000's is the 
same size, but fixed. Below the A5000 
is the long -lived S3000XL, once at the 
top of the range. Though it's not new - 
style Akai it remains thoroughly 
respectable, with a 64Mb RAM capac- 
ity (including a 32Mb Flash RAM slot), 
32 -note polyphony, 16 -part multitim- 
brality, optional effects, and the ability 
to read Roland and E -mu samples. Top 
sample rate, however, is 44.1 kHz to the 
48kHz of the newer models, and though 
an SPDIF connection is fitted AES -EBU 
isn't supported. 

It has become possible 

to pay a lot less for a 

sampler worth its salt, even 

buying from the middle 

ranks rather than the top 

of the range 

Topping E -mu's range is the E4XT 
Ultra, which matches much of the 
S6000's basic spec. It can be stuffed with 
up to 128Mb RAM, but ships with a gen- 
erous 64Mb. Audio outputs, however, 
number just eight, though an upgrade 
doubles this complement. Polyphony 
of 128 voices and 32-part multitimbral- 
ity are easily up to scratch, and as well 
as featuring serviceable effects as stan- 
dard the E4XT accepts E -mu's R -Chip 
effects upgrade for improved signal pro- 
cessing. Wordclock and AES -EBU pro- 
vision is made (ADAT interfacing is 
optional), an ASCII keyboard can he 
connected, and there's a useful 48 -track 
SMF- compatible sequencer on board. 
The E4XT reads AIFFs and 
WAVs from diskette, as well 
as importing Roland 5700 - 
series and Akai S1000- 
I100 -3000 libraries. E -mu 
samplers have historically 
been appreciated for their 
synthesis powers: the E4XT 
Ultra boasts Z -plane filters 
derived from the innovative Morpheus 
audio- morphing synth, three EGs, two 
LFOs, and Digital Modular Synthesis 
architecture, which allows the creation 
of complex, modular synth -like route- 

ings within the sampler. Other ways of 
manipulating samples include Beat 
Munging, a DSP process that changes a 
loop's feel in real time. 

The E -Synth Ultra has been given a 
twist with 16Mb of general -purpose 
ROM sounds, in addition to 16Mb sam- 
ple RAM. Total RAM capacity is 128Mb, 
and in most other respects the E -Synth 
is comparable to the E4XT. Where it 
falls short (64 voices rather than 128), 
it can be upgraded, and like the other 
Ultra machines accepts R -Chip effects 
and additional sound ROMs. Coming a 
little further down the scale, the e6400 
Ultra competes with the 55000 on price. 
No digital I -O or wordclock is provided, 
and the machine has just one set of 
MIDI I -O, while polyphony is half that 
of the E4XT -hut, as with the E- Synth, 
the e6400 Ultra can be upgraded to 
E4XT spec. 

The professional sampler market's 
current young pretender is undoubt- 
edly Yamaha, who recently made a 
successful return after years of 
absence. The cost- effective A3000 has 
been superseded by the A5000 and 
A4000, which seem equally keenly 
priced considering their capabilities. 
(E -mu has since hit hack at the inex- 
pensive A4000 with their own budget 
contender, the ESI2000.) The flagship 
A5000 offers a large graphic LCD, 126 - 
voice polyphony, 32 -part multitim- 
brality, and a 128Mb RAM capacity, 
though just 4Mb is supplied. Digital I- 
O isn't provided, but a cheap upgrade 
features coaxial and optical SPDIF, also 
adding a 48kHz sample rate, and six 
extra analogue outs to the A5000's 
existing four. There is no wordclock 
option, hut the unit's advantages 
include wide sample- format compati- 
bility (Akai, E -mu, Roland, WAV and 
AIFF), free waveform editor, gener- 
ous effects, and sample- processing 
tools. The last includes resonant fil- 

tering, LFOs, EGs, DSP 
facilities, and the adven- 
turous loop divide -loop 
remix. A Zip can replace 
the diskette drive, and 
t here's a CD- burning option 
if the sampler is connected 
to a SCSi CD writer. The 
lower -cost A4000 halves 

effect capability, polyphony and mul- 
titimbrality, compared to the A5000, 
and isn't upgradable later, but still 
accepts the digital- output expansion 
and is otherwise similar to the A5000. 

Akai, UK. 
Tel: +44 20 8897 6388. 
E- mu- Ensoniq, UK. 
Tel: +44 1753 630808. 
Yamaha, UK. 
Tel: +44 1908 366700. 
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If you are journeying 
into sound... 

...you can now afford to 
Travel First Class 

Ultra Fast Processor 

Al All Outputs Balanced 

Largest Sound Library 

IEOS Easy, Intuitive 0/S 

v4.0 Cool New DSP Functions 

I;t'w Powerful Sophisticated Filters 

lu. Major File Formats Supported 

REC 48 Track Sequencer 

PC /Mac Editing Software 

E -MU SYSTEMS 

The journe starts with the latest E -MU Ultra series of samplers. Your transport 
to sound rea ly moves - with a superfast processor - and great software. 

High quality combinations t tat are truly excellent value. Quite simply the best 

samplers w?.' +e ever made. 

® o 4 4i 4s 6 6 6 6 (IL ó ó ó se fr i litt 4s ` fü< 0000 
High perfo-innce means refusing to compromise in design. Every component 
has been se a =ted to provide the highest professional quality. User- friendly EOS 

software is :ciur navigator to sounds that once took years of experience to 

achieve and wows amazing audio manipulation - just try 'Beat Munging'! 

The enorn-ci.s E -MU Sound Library lets you stretch fartastic filters to their limit, 

creating a LC dynamic range which has to be experienced. 

EOS is as fl Bible as you want, with three models that can each be expanded to 
the maximLn specification. Choose your starting level and move on up when 

you're ready And flexibility extends to existing E -6400, E- Synth, E4X and E4XT, 

too. All can 3e fully (and cost -effectively) upgraded to the full Ultra specification. 

So what are you waiting for? 

Call us now on +44 (0)131 653 6556 

Suite 6, Adam Ferguson House, Eskmills Industrial Estate, M issejburgh Scotland EH21 7PQ 
O 1999 EMU- ENSONIO. E -MU' E -MU SYSTEMS, ENSONIO'. the EMU ENSONIO logo. the E -MU SYSTEMS logo. the ENSONCelop. Eú400 Ultra. E.Syne' Uttra. E-4X Ultra and E-4XT Ultra are treoemarks owned Seemed oy E-MU ENSONI), regelwed in the 

United States as indicated by S. and in numeroa etne, .alites wo'Idwde All other trademarks are prope'N o! the.' resuect:ve tw +e 
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Otterino Respighi's 'Pines of R 
expressed by flying whales 

Fait'aijt 000 
Sixty years after Disney's most controversial cartoon 
appeared on the big screen, Richard Buskin views a 

picture that, in addition to its 35mm release, has the 
distinction of being the first ever I -MAX animated feature 

OPINIONS ARE DIVIDED 
with regard to Fantasia, 
Walt Disney's 8 -part 
fusion of music and ani- 
mation that began pro- 

duction in 1937 and was premiered in 
1940. Disappointing box office returns 
upon its initial release appeared to con- 
firm that a large section of the general 
public was as disinterested as music 
huffs were disenchanted by images of 
hippos and alligators dancing along to 
classical works. 

Performed by the Philadelphia Orc- 
hestra and conducted by Leopold 
Stokowski, said pieces were also edited 
down in order to match the popular 
entertainment medium, further alienat- 
ing the purists. Nevertheless, sequences 
such as 'The Sorcerer's Apprentice' (star- 
ring Mickey Mouse), 'Dance of the 
Hours' (with the hippos and alligators), 
The Rite of Spring' (which features 
dinosaurs stalking the earth), and 'A 
Night on Bald Mountain' (with the hell- 
ish Chernohog), have gained popular- 
ity with age, while the film itself was 
also notable for its innovative use of 
multichannel stereophonic sound. 

At the time, Disney envisaged his clas- 
sical spectacular as a permanent work - 
in progress -with each successive 
rerelease it would combine some new 
sequences with a few old favourites. 
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Perhaps due to its mixed reception, this 
never happened and it would be more 
than half a century-and nearly three 
decades after his legendary uncle's pass- 
ing- before Walt's nephew Roy E Dis- 
ney' initiated the sequel. At that point, 
during the early nineties, the concept 
was to retain The Sorcerer's Appren- 
tice', 'Nutcracker' and 'Dance of the 
Hours'. and devise several new 
sequences for what was initially being 
referred to as Fantasia ? and Fantasia 
Continued. Numerou ideas were con- 
sidered, most were discarded, but in the 
summer of 1993, under the auspices of 
the film's producer Don Ernst, and after 
settling upon the peerless combination 
of maestro James Levine conducting the 
Chicago Symphony Orchestra with Jay 
Saks as producer, work began on 
Ottorino Respighi's 'Pines of Rome', 
with Hendel Butoy directing the ani- 
mation while the music was recorded 
at Chicago's oversized but acoustically 
rewarding Medina Temple. 

Throughout the rest of the decade, as 
digital technology evolved from 16 to 
2-1-hit, more new sequences were 
devised, 'Nutcracker' and 'Dance of the 
Hours' were discarded and the feature 
took on the revised working title ofFan- 
tasia 97 which gives some indication 
of how much over- schedule the project 
eventually ran. Indeed, the animated 

ri.ili.sationut Gershwin's'Rhap- 
stxly in Blue', which had originally been 
conceived as a totally independent Dis- 
ney short, was incorporated into the film 
as late as 1998, with a studio orchestra 
being recorded at MGM in Los Angeles 
under the guidance of conductor -pro- 
ducer Brace Broughton. 

As for 'The Sorcerer's Apprentice', the 
original tracks had been transferred from 
optical to 4 -track nag tape during the 
early fifties, and it was this which engi- 
neers at Sony in New York had to work 
with. Given the Sonic Solutions No- 
Noise treatment, the tracks were basi- 
cally put in alignment as much as 
possible in order to eliminate the inher- 
ent phasiness. Consequently, while this 
segment is audibly not cut fix nn the same 
cloth as the rest of the picture, it still 
stands up as one of the stronger pieces. 

Whereas a record producer ordinarily 
helps to arrange the music and attempts 
to coax the hest performance out of the 
artist, in the case of classical recordings 
much of this work is taken care of by 
the conductor. Therefore. the producer 
largely serves as a second pair of ears 
to monitor everything that is going on, 
and this, for the most part, was the role 
fulfilled by Jay Saks in conjunction with 
maestro James Levine for Fantasia 2000. 

'Theoretically, one wouldn't need a 

producer if the players sat down, per- 
formed one take through from start to 
end, and it was perfect,' says Saks. 
'However, that just never happens. 
There again, another reason I was there 
is that there would he a room full of 
people from Disney in various capaci- 
ties. and rather than have half a dozen 
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of them trying to communicate with the 
conductor all at once -and not speak- 
ing the classical music linge -they often 
need somebody to act as their inter- 
preter and go- between. 

'Right from the start the Disney peo- 
ple knew that this was going to he a 

long -term project,' Saks continues, 'hut 
I don't think they ever knew that it was 
going to he this long -term. Our original 
release date was specified as 1996, and 
then it crept later, and later, and later. 
Pieces were added and subtracted as 
we went along, and recording sessions 
were scheduled intermittently between 
1993 and 1997. In turn, these were pretty 
straightforward. Levine knew very 
clearly what the animators wanted 
-they had shown him all of the story- 
boards and he therefore knew the pur- 
pose of each piece of music and how 
it fit into the film. 

The musicians, on the other hand, 
weren't probably as aware of all that. 
Occasionally, Levine would mention it 
to them if he thought it would enhance 
their performance of a certain section, 
but I'm sure none of them had the slight- 
est notion that 'Pines of Rome' would 
be aliout whales. You know, these musi- 
cians are notoriously hard -boiled. They 
have a standard they want to uphold, 
they don't tolerate fools, and they all 
feel very dignified and so on, but at the 
sanie time I think they were also very 
conscious of their contribution to what 
could he an historic film. So, with them 
it all comes down to 'Should we do it 
fast or slow, loud or soft?' and 'Can 
I phrase it this way?' without so much 
knowing that Mickey Mouse is going to 
grin or the whale is going to break 
through the ice. They just played the 
tunes, so to speak, and they played them 
very well.' 

In addition to recording the music, 
recording engineer Shawn Murphy 
made the final mix for film and CD, and 
then handed the results over to head 
rerecording mixer Terry Porter for inte- 
gration with the interstitial material. 

In terms of the technology, we actu- 
ally thought ahead a little hit,' Murphy 
recalls. 'During the time that we started 
making the recordings, Sony Classical 
in New York had a system of bit- split- 
ting to acquire first 20 and then 24 -bit 
resolution on a multitrack machine. I'd 
already used that system on some 
recordings that I had done for then, and 
so I asked them if it would he possible 
to use it for Fantasia, and they said, 
"Okay ". Originally it was only eight 
tracks of hit -splits, so eight tracks 
wound up taking 16 tracks of a Sony 
3348, and we therefore had 40 tracks 
available to us: 32 16-hit tracks and eight 
20 -hit tracks on the first few sessions, 
and then 24 -bit tracks later on. As a 

result. all of our main miss -which is 

really the hulk of what you hear -are 
all 20 or 24 -bit original material. It was 
just one of those happy events that we 

were able to get a system together that 
early, because that was quite some time 
before any normal hit -splitter or hard- 
ware existed anywhere in the world.' 

Nevertheless, for Shawn Murphy one 
of the main challenges of the Fantasia 
2000 project was consistency; to come 
up with a recording plan and a venue 
that would sound good and he consis- 
tent throughout what was always per- 
ceived as a long -term project. Then 
again, another challenge was to provide 
the animators with enough flexibility 
to basically isolate certain orchestral 
instruments should they elect to animate 
to them, while still maintaining a sym- 
phonic picture of the work. 

'This meant not going as far as the 
original Fantasia in terms of isolation,' 
says Murphy, 'but to just have the abil- 
ity- through careful seating and place - 
ment-to emphasise things if need he.' 

Another consideration was the abil- 
ity, following Jay Saks' and Ken Hahn's 
own editorial work, to put things in a 

format that would facilitate the remix- 
ing and clubbing of the musical mater- 
ial further down the road. 

'Even in 1993 and 1994 we didn't 
know what the release format would 
he,' says Murphy. 'It was prior to SDDS, 
Dolby Digital was still in its infancy, 
and DTS had just come in with Juras- 
sic Park. So, we knew it was probably 
going to be a 5.1 mix, whereas the 
I -MAX thing, of course, came in very 
late and we didn't really make much 
allowance for that. Had I known about 
it a lot earlier 
I don't think 
the main pick -up 
would have been 
much different, 
but I probably 
would have ask- 
ed for some addi- 
tional isolation 
on things which, 
at least on the 
story- boards, 
were looking to 
have height infor- 
mation.' 

This being due 
to the fact that the 
sonic difference 
between I -MAX 
and 5.1 is the 
addition of a top 
speaker, often referred to as the 'Voiì c 
of God'. 

'When we made the rerecording mix 
we elected certain percussive or wood- 
wind elements that tended to work with 
the picture there,' Murphy continues. 
'We isolated those on another set of 
tracks on the MMRS that we gave to 
Terry (Porter), so that if they decided to 
stay with that idea -and they subse- 
quently did in only a few cases -he had 
that separate. We therefore made the 
mix all the way through the piece to 
everyone's satisfaction- animator, Don 

Ernst, Roy Disney -and then we went 
back with the animator and Don and 
isolated certain multitrack elements to 
put in that extra 5.1 unit which also had 
a top speaker.' 

The reasons for recording inside 
Chicago's downtown Medina Temple 
were two -fold. For one thing, both 
Shawn Murphy and Jay Saks were very 
impressed by the classical recordings 
that Decca had already made there, and 
for another, the CSO's Orchestra Hall 
was due to undergo renovation. 

'I didn't want to get involved in two 
Orchestra Halls -in the before and 
after -and also have to use a third 
venue while Orchestra Hall was under 
construction,' says Murphy. 'We would 
have been dealing with two or three dif- 
ferent acoustics, and I'm sure it would 
have been no better and probably worse 
than what I wound up having. 

Sir Edward'r's mp and i 
Circumstance -Marches 1,2,3 arfd 4' OW 
accompanies Donald Duck as 

he assists Noah on the Ark 
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they're 
almost here 
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< The Temple is very large -it has 
4.000 seats -and it's got a big thrust 
stage, so it's not really a concert hall. 
You look up and there's a big dome 
above the stage area, and you'd think 
it's going to be nothing but trouble, but 
it's a little hit like some of those places 
in England, like Watford Town Hall. Its 
a hit of a barn and it sounds very slippy, 
but you put an orchestra in there and it 
sounds terrific. 

As consistency was certainly a feature 
of the tracks layouts, microphones, pre- 
amps and seating arrangements at the 
Medina Temple, the only differences 
that really had to be dealt with were 
those relating to temperature and 
humidity. 

'Again, knowing we were going to 
be working long -tern on this film, we 
did very careful paperwork right from 
the start.' explains Shawn Murphy. Our 
sampling rates were all 44.1, based on 
NTSC video, and that was carried 
throughout the project on the mix - 
downs and so forth. 

The mic placement was very Decca 
tree -like. Vt'e had the standard spacing 
on M5Os over the podium, about 3m 
spacing on the outriggers, everything 
running at a height -depending on the 
piece -of between 10 and 11 feet. Very, 
very traditional, with a pair of surround 
mics up in the balconies.' 

Not so straightforward were record- 
ing sessions for the Fantasia 2000 CD, 
which saw James Levine conducting the 
Philharmonia at AIR Lyndhurst in Lon- 
don when Abbey Road was unavailable. 

'Those were a struggle,' Murphy con- 
cedes. The room was just much too 
small, about a third of the size of Abbey 

Camille Saint- Saëns' 
'Carnival of the Animals Finale'. 
What happens when flamingos 
get hold of yoyos 

Road [Studio Onel, because in one case 
we had as many as 118 musicians 
crammed into what I consider to he a 
60 -man room. I couldn't get anyone to 
adequately acknowledge that the acou- 
stical energy we were generating in that 
close setting was not going to he a good 
thing, and sure enough I wound up hay- 
ing to use mostly close mics on those 
recordings. I really couldn't go to the 
room mies because there was just too 
much congestion and not the clarity that 
we would have liked. I objected all 
along; I objected to the size of the 
orchestra and I objected to the venue, 
but overall I have to say that the results 
weren't that bad. Only the doorknob 
and I would know...' 

A co -owner of Sync Sound, a high - 
end TV and film post facility in New 
York, Ken Hahn manned the controls 
there of the AMS Neve Logic 2 inside 
Studio B for the 48 -track to 48 -track dig- 
ital editing of the music. 

Our editing system is unique in that 
it is all tine -code based,' Hahn explains. 
We don't use the Sony system. It is one 
that we developed. We use Adam Smith 
synchronisers, but all of the front -end 
synchronising and editing is our own. 
The system produces an edit list that can 
be referred back to if anything needs to 
be redone or restructured, and on Fan- 
tasia 2000there were a number of times 
when people wanted to modify things, 
so it came in really handy. 

'After Jay Saks had selected the best 
material for us to edit, we had a com- 
plete cast of Disney animation directors, 
producers and animators here to verify 
that not only was the material musically 
correct but that it also worked for> 
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r a familiar and 

'rig surface. 

`digital radio consoles, 

won't find a long list of 

expensive extras. Total flexibility 

in input and signal routing, 

on-board Eq and dynamics, 

Lexicon effects, sophisticated 

monitoring and metering - it's 

all included in the already 

very competitive price. 

for a straightforward, 

affordable solution to your 

digital mixing nest* call the 

radio experts: Soundcraft 
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Dimitri Shostakovich's 'Piano 
ConcertoNo.2,Allegro, Opus 102' 

accompanies The Tin Soldier 

< them. We were dealing ilh a ct )uple 
of complete takes and a lot of pick -ups 
to make things nu )re as tl1t :tnimat<)rs had 
envisioned. so it was very much a co- 
operative effort. F e ly -thing was so well 
planned. It hacl to I So it really w as :1 

matter of executing the plan and work- 
ing on things until we got them right. 

As for the 16, 2(1 and 24 -hit record- 
ings, I would defy anyone to hear the 
difference. I would he hard pressed. 
Maybe in the right places, and only 
doing an :\ -ß, but you're not going to 
he sitting there saying. "Oh yes, this is 
16 -hit, this is 2 i- hit...". Shawn Murphy 
made telly dynamic. rich recordings, 
and so it was tremendous to he work- 
ing with great music performed by the 
best musicians and captured with such 
wt mderfu l st )und.' 

Since fire- vcar -( >Id children don't 
cope very well with subtitles. all of 
Disney's classic animation films 
undergo foreign language dubbing for 
overseas territories. Thrzan. for 
instance, was released in 33 different 
languages. Fantasia 2000. on the 
other hand. with its proportionately 
larger adult audience. has undergone 
more subtitling. vet even the theatre- 
limited I -MAX version is being 
released in Li different languages. 

'In theory, aside front the dialogue, 
everyone gets the same thing.' says 
Theo Gluck, director of foreign post- 
production at Disney Character Voices 
International. 'VVe strive to match all of 
the treatments for the dialogue stem. 
and on Fantasia 20(K). where the inter- 
stitial characters were dubbed for cer- 
tain foreign territories. all of the mixing 
was done at Disney after we had con- 
sulted with Terry Porter :shout how he 
had treated the material on his own dia- 
logue stem. In fact, as a reference. we 
also ran with'a copy of Terry's dialogue 
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steal dices tiv from his luster. 
Sound el fects, of which there are a 

hart minimum in Fantasia 2000. 
played a minor role in Gluck's work this 
time around. 

'This was not as complex as a normal 
feature,' he confirms. 'Our biggest con- 
cern was slaking sure that all of our 
transfers maintained the integrity of the 
music, so we cloned off original mas- 
ters and punched into the clones in 
order to keep the nuances and impact 
of the original mix both for the I -MAX 
release and the 35nun version.' 

As usual, the foreign language dubs 
were all recorded in their respective 
territories with local artists under the 
auspices of Disney's rtgional repre- 
sentatives. Nevertheless. as seen and 
heard in the I -MAX version, these did 
present a somewhat unusual challenge. 

',I :rues Earl Jones is a wonderfully 
expressive man and he has an incredi- 
ble speaking voice,' notes Gluck, 'hut 
his very expressive mouth can he prob- 
lematic when he's 20 feet tall and speak - 
ing Cantonese. Therefore, ensuringthat 
every( inc. nailed their recordings in sync 
was one of the keys to making this pro- 
ject happen.' 

So, was it all \vorth it? In a word, yes. 
Once again the classical pieces have 
been edited down, ancl, as with the pre- 
decessor. the marrying of nitisic and ani- 
mated images is sometimes perplexing. 
often endearing. ( Kent'', Fantasia 20(X) 
is first -rate entertainment. and. what's 
more, its I -MAX release with 6- channel 
surround -in addition to 35nrn with 5.1 
surround -provides the eclectic image- 
ry with (quite literally) more depth than 
ever before. Some classical afficionados 
may echo the opinions of their own pre- 
decessors, yet this film is a worthy suc- 
cessor to what is now widely regarded 
as a ground -breaking movie. 
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One look at the back panel and it's easy to see why the 

HHB CDR850 leaves other CD recorders where 

they belong: in the bedroom! XLR and RCA 

analogue inputs and outputs, an AES /EBU 

digital input, optical and coaxial SPDIF 

digital I /Os and parallel remote control, 

the CDR850's comprehensive connectivity 

perfectly complements its class leading 

sound quality and ease of use. 

HHB CDR850 CD RECORDER 

And if you work entirely in the digital domain, 

the new CDR850 PLUS adds 

a Word Clock input and a 

balanced digital output to 

the CDR850's already 
CDR850 PLUS adds a Word Clock very impressive spec. twat and balanced drgdal out. 

Before you buy a CD recorder, it pays to 

check around the back. See both sides of the 

HHB CDR850 at your nearest dealer. 

A full range of HHB high performance CD- Recordable media includes the world's first fully Orange Book compatible 

80 minute CD -R and CD -RW discs. plus 74 minute Silver. Gold. Printable, Bulk Packaged and Re- Writable discs. 
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Powerful tools which capture all of the sound 
with the sensation of Being There still intact. 

Earthworks 
NrnN..r Hry LIB Mt 

Immaculate sound quality, down to earth prices. 
Get in touch with Earthworks realism today. 

Real: +1- 603 - 654 -6427 (fax 6107) Virtual: www.earthv.. - - Foetal: Box 517 Wilton, NH 03086 

ro essiona ,1Nu/tifuncfiona u so eneràtor 
a 

Low Distortion Sinusoidal Signals 
Frequency range 20Hz to 20 kHz in 3rd octave steps with typ. 
THD +N of < -72 dB and flatness of <10.5dB. 

Sweep Capabilities 
Cyclic Sweep with selectable speed in the range of 50ms up 
to 5s per step, starting with 1 kHz tone. 

White / Pink Noise 
Digitally synthesized Noise signal with low crest factor and high 
repetition rate. Flatness < 1dB typ. 

Polarity Test Signal 
Proprietary polarity test signal for polarity measurements with 
the forthcoming Minilyzer. 

Wide Level Range 
Output level adjustable from -76dBu to +6dBu in 2dB steps. 
Unit selectable in dBu, dBV or V. 

Retractable XLR Connector / RCA Connector 
Allows direct, balanced connections to the DUT as well as easy 
cable connections. For unbalanced connections a Phono jack 
(RCA) is integrated. 
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NEUTRIK Insti 
Canada 
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NEUTRIK Ltd Tokyo 
Japan 
Tel: +81 3 3663 4 733 
Fax: +81 3 3663 4 796 
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A[JDIO IS HEADING inevitably 
from stereo towards Surround 
and 5.1 presentation. Aware of 

this. digital TV broadcasters are eyeing 
the large pool of feature films as their 
first port of call for 5.1 content, as many 
titles already exist with 5.1 soundtracks. 
The trouble is that there has been no 
medium available to carry picture. and 
insufficient audio tracks to allow a 
broadcaster to transmit this. [ 1näí now. 

The Dolby E delivery format. debuted 
in its European version at AES, Paris. 
finally allows a multichannel audio mix 
to be put on the video tape, along with 
the picture and even a 2 -track Stereo 
/LtRt mix for analogue broadcast. The 
tape can be edited and switched on pic- 
ture frame boundaries, just like regular 
video. Or it can be transferred to a server 
and used from there. 

Dolby E 'fits' up to eight channels of 
high -quality audio onto a single AES3 
pair, so any device, such as a VTR. 
server. or audio 2- track machine with 
AES Digital I -O, has the potential to 
transport eight channels of auclio. Dolby 
E has been developed specifically for 
such applications. 

The í)P571 Dolby E Encoder and 
DP572 Decoder will allow broadcast 
facilities to convert to multichannel 
audio, while still using much of its exist- 
ing AES3 distribution equipment. The 
result is efficient. cost -effective post - 
production and distribution of multi- 
channel programmes. 

Multichannel auclio mixing and post - 
production have been with us for some 
tine: engineers and studio people are 
familiar with the techniques. and a lot 
of equipment exists already to help 
them create multichannel audio sound- 
tracks. Getting this audio on the air is 
now possible using Dolby Digital trans- 
missions with the European DVI3 or US 
ATSC DTV systems. However. the prob- 
lem is in transporting six tracks of audio 
around a TV station, where routers, 
VTRs, switchers and cabling are all 
stereo at best, and where the audio and 
video must remain in sync: dual media 
linked by time code is not a practical 
option. Dolby E overcomes these poten- 
tial showstoppers, bridging the gaps 
between studio and broadcaster. and 
passing through the 
bottlenecks that exist 
within the broadcast 
infrastructure. 

The idea is that 
Dolby E will be used to 
encode 5. I audio mixes 
(or any audio up to 
eight tracks) and carry 
the audio with embed- 
ded time stamps thro- 
ugh this 'bottleneck' 
stereo infrastructure. 
Wherever convention- 
al audio operations are 
needed- mixing, 
sweetening, adding Dolby E frames match video frames for smooth editing 
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DoIbyE 
etad ata 

Targeting the the seemingly rudimentary duty of 
distributing multichannel programme throughout facilities 
and beyond, Dolby's Tony Spath and Peter Cole 
look at the concept of Dolby E and delve into the 
wonderful world of metadata which ties it all together 

tracks. voice -ovens, -the Dolby E 

decoded hack to base -hand audio fur 

these operations. If the audio needs to 
be sent on down another stereo 'pipe' 
to the next stage. it can simply be Dolby E 

encoded again. As a result of a very 
sophisticated algorithm and high data 
rate. I )olby F programmes can withstand 
ten or more of these encode -decode 
cycles without audible degradation. 

One operation that frequently needs to 
be clone is editing to picture. Dolby E is 
unique as an audio coder. in that audio 
frames match video frames exactly. This 
ensures that audio -folk )w- video) edits are 
free of mutes, glitches. or other aberra- 
tions. 'Phis also makes it possible to 
switch. route, and pertonn assemble edits 
directly on the Dolby E bitstream with- 
out dec<xling and re- enc(xling. 

L tsing Dolby E as a way to send audit ) 
from postproduction studios to the 
broadcaster also lets mixing engineers 
include meta(: to parameters along with 

the audio niix. 'These parameters are 
carried all the way through the distrib- 
ution chain to the Dolby Digital emis- 
sit ni encoder and on to the home: there 
they are used to optimise the decoding 
to fit the audio system the viewer has. 

The salues of these metadata para- 
meters are important 'audio decisions' 
that need to he made in the audio stu- 
dio. li\ ram ing then) in Dolby E. the 
IinKick:a ier can take them and pass 
them unchanged. and insert them into 
the Dolby Digital transmission. 

For post studios, DTV will open up a 
whole new outlet for their 5.1 work. As 
more and more D'l'\' broadcast facili- 
ties equip with i)olby E, postprodui- 
tion facilities will be increasingly called 
upon to deliver multichannel mixes n 
the Dolby E encoded format. In addi- 
tion to audio sweetening on 6-track film 
masters. demand for 5.1 audio on sport 
and drama is hound to follow. This sin- 
gle format for programme delivery.> 

VIDEO FRAME VIDEO FRAME L j VIDEO FRAME 

TYPICAL AUDIO FRAME TYPICAL AUDIO FRAME TYPICAL AUDIO FRAME 

DOLBY E FRAME DOLBY E FRAME DOLBY E FRAME 
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Dialogue Level 
Dynamic Range Control 

Downmixing 

Metadata 

Via Broadcast 
infrastructure 
using Dolby E 

Optimised Replay 

Home Theatre 
system 

Final Emission 
Dolby Digital 

Metadata is carried from production through to the consumer 

< distribution and play -out is the logi- 
cal link between post facilities and 
broadcast. It gives 5.1 audio providers 
the medium their customers can use 
directly. just like they deliver stereo 
audio ux.lay. 

A Dolby Digital bitstream contains 
compressed audio, and metadata. This 
metadata is basically 'helper' informa- 
tion that the home decoder uses to opti- 
mise the incoming audio feed to the 
audio system that will be used to 
present it. So what exactly does it do? 
And how does it get from the audio 
'experts' in the audio production and 
Ix)stpr(xluction studios -some of which 
may be in different cities from the TV 
station -into the Dolby Digital bitstream 
and thus on to the home? The simple 
answer is: it is carried by Dolby E. 

Dolby E aids the conversion of TV pro- 
duction and broadcast facilities to mul- 
tichannel audio. With Dolby E, up to 
eight channels of high -quality audio and 
metadata can he distributed via an AES4 
pair, or recorded onto two audio tracks 
of a digital video tape or video server, 
making transport and broadcast opera- 
tions on 5.1 soundtracks a lot easier. 

Dolby E. is a professional coding s - 

tem; it will therefore not he used for 
consumer applications. The main dif- 
ferences between Dolby E and Dolby 
Digital that make it more applicable to 
a professional infrastructure are: much 
higher hit rates, allowing for up to 10 

encode -decode cycles at 20 -hit depth; 
Dolby E frame lengths match the video 
frames either at 29.97 or now at 25fps. 
This means that Dolby E sources can 
he cut and edited on frame boundaries 
without any artefacts and in sync with 
the associated video feed. 

Dolby E in postproduction also lets 
mixers include metadata parameters 
along with the mix. This metadata is 

then carried within the Dolby E bit - 
stream all the way through the distrib- 
ution chain to the Dolby Digital 

Dolby Digital 
Encoder 

Audio data 

Data stream 

emission encoder. By using this meta- 
data in the Dolby Digital decoder, view- 
ers at home will have an audio 
soundtrack that is optimised for their 
home audio setup, be it a single mono 
speaker in the TV, stereo, Dolby 
Surround or a full 5.1 hone theatre 
setup. Just as they now can from DVDs. 
Before we dive into explaining Dolby 
metadata, it is worth taking a quick look 
at the consumer end (idle chain, where 
it used. 

Dolby Digital is an advanced form of 
digital audio coding enabling the stor- 
age and transmission of high quality dig- 
ital sound. This technology can provide 
a full cinema sound experience in the 
home with 5.1 channels. 5.1 provides 
five discrete channels each with a range 
of 20Hz- 20kHz. Speaker configuration 
is typically positioned: Left, Centre, 
Right, Left surround, and Right sur- 
round. The '.1' refers to a bandwidth 
limited LFE (Low Frequency Effects) 
channel (100Hz- 7kHz). 

Dolby Digital is widely available on 
the majority of DVD titles and is the only 
universal multichannel standard avail- 
able. All consumer DVD players con- 
tain a Dolby Digital decoder as standard. 
With a vast array of consumer hardware 
already in the market place that can 
decode Dolby Digital, the expectation 
of the 5.1 experience has been well set 
in the mind of the consumer. 

For broadcasters, Dolby Digital is the 
mandatory audio transmission standard 
for ATSC, the digital television 
transmission system adopted by the 
USA, and is now an option within the 
European DVB system, already 

Dolby Digital 
Decoder 

Metadata User 
set -up 

o--- Audio data 

Metadata is used together with local setup information to configure the consumer decoder 

Internet : http: / /www.sonifex.co.uk 
Email : sales @sonifex.co.uk 

COU R I E R 
The portable hard -disk recorder 

has got a new lower price. 
Record to hard disk. Record mpeg compressed. Record 
linear files. Perform non -destructive editing. Have a built -in 
ISDN codec. Communicate through a standard modem or 
GSM mobile. Transfer files seamlessly to a hard disk editor. 

The BBC, Maine Public Radio, Swedish Radio. Danish 
Broadcasting, Europe 1 and Botswana Radio are 
already using Couriers to save themselves time and 
money. Why aren't you ? 

Contact Sonifex for more information no 

SONIFE 
61, Station Road, Irthlingborough,Northants.. NN9 50E. UK. 

Tel: +44 (0)1933 650 700 Fax: +44 (0)1933 650 726 
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exploited in Germany. 
As we have seen. the Dolby Digital 

bitstream not only carries the audio con- 
tent. but 'helper' information for that 
audio content: nletadata. Metadata 
allows the audio content within the hit- 
stream to he used in a1 number of ways 
by the consumer decoder. With meta- 
data, a single high quality. wide 
dynamic range 5.1 audio bitstream can 
he adapted to mono, stereo, or 
Surround; and. if required. at reduced 
dynamic range, as clearly a loud cinema 
soundtrack will not replay from a sin- 
gle mono TV speaker -at least not for 
yen- long. nletadata also brings about 
the end of having to control programme 
levels with a compressor. This is 
because the ideal actual replay level of 
the programme can he transmitted to 
the decoder. The result is simply better 
audio. The key nletadata parameters 
which need to be transmitted to the 
decoder (and thus auditioned and 
entered into the bitstream ) are: Dial - 
norm (a dialogue -average level indica- 
tion used for level setting Downmix 
parameters (for setting Centre and 
Surround levels in a stereo downmix) 
Dynamic range control ( information the 
decoders can use or ignore. depending 
on the capabilities of the audio .\ -stem 

Dolby Digital 
Encoder 

-AP 

Disc 
Cable 

Satellite 

A single 
bitstream 
delivered 
to many 
receivers 

Set -top box 

Digital 
Pass Through 

Downmixing. Potential listening environments 
for a multichannel Dolby Digital bitstream 

being used in the home. 
Downmixing enables a consumer 

with a mon), stereo or I )olhy Surround 
Pro Logic audio system to obtain an 
appropriate mix of the original 5.1 chan- 

nels. based on infor- 
mation set by the 
programme pro x.Iuc- 
er during the final 
mix. Specific Centre 
and Surround levels 
can be sent to apply 
tothedownmix. with- 
out affecting the S. i 

audio. 
Dynamic range 

parameters can :its() 
he set during the 
production. \ \hile 
some viewers will 
enjoy :I \\ ide dyn- 

ACTION DRAMA SPORTS SYMPHONY ROCK NEWS 
MOVIE 

0 dBFS 

-10 dBFS 

-20 dBFS 

-30 dBFS 

-40 dBFS 10 
AVERAGE DIALOGUE SIGNAL PEAKS 

TYPICAL AUDIO SIGNALS 

Relationships of various programmes 
with respect to Dialogue Level 

TL Q udio 

4A 

TL Audio Limited, 
Iceni Court, Icknield Way, 
Letchworth, Herts 506 ITN UK 
Tel: +44 (011462 680888 
Fax: +44 (011462 680999 
email: info@tlaudio.co.uk 

Digital 
home theatre 

Home theatre 

Hi -fi VCR 

Stereo 
Headphones 

TV RF reined 

antic range reply, others will want less. 
either for social reasons or because their 
system just will not he able to handle it. 
Rather than let the decoder use a fixed 
one -setting- fits -all process in the de- 
coder. the DRC data allows audio pro- 
fessionals to place specific control data 
in the bitstream. DRC data uses high 
level gain reduction (limiting) and Iow- 
level b(x)sting to provide gentle yet intel- 
ligent dynamic range processing. 
Current) this gives a basic choice of six 
presets tailored to specific programme 
types. Future developments will allow 
more precise control of dynamic signal 
level in 4Ills tillleshees. 

I)yn:unic range control also has uses 
in dt lwnnlixing. Clearly a full 5.1 mix 
of an action movie will not fold easily 
into a 2- channel mixdown. without 
reducing the dynamic range. > 

the cIassIc 
V Sonic Touch, alve console 

Fully modular in -line format 
Configurations from 16 channels 
to 56 channels 
Optional patchbay (internal or 
external(, fader /mute automation 
and comprehensive meter bridge 

Four band EC) with fully 
parametric mids, one 
stereo and six mono aux 
sends, and faders on both 
channel and monitor signal paths 
A truly unique multitrack console! 
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AVERAGE DIALOGUE - SIGNAL PEAKS 

Output levels of various programmes 
using Dialnorm -3 I as a reference 
< Consequently, if the decoder realises 
that five into two won't go, it will apply 
the DRC data: as this has been audi- 
tioned and selected by the mixing engi- 
neer, it may be assumed that this will 
provide the best audio downmix pos- 
sible from the 5.1 elements. 

Dialnorm tin effect. Dialogue Level) 

is a ne \\ parameter 
conceived by Dolby 
Laboratories to de- 
scribe the average 
'loudness' of a pro- 
gramme. Today a 
viewer will subjec- 
tively listen to a pro- 
gramme and adjust 
the volume to a 
comfortable level 
within seconds. This 
decision is almost 
always based on the 

volume of the dialogue. Where there is 
no dialogue. as in music. the average 
programme level is the driving factor in 
deciding at which volume people want 
to listen. 

A current problem is that programme 
levels change from programme to pro- 
gramme. and TV channel to TV chan- 

II jlll; ¡1!:1: iJ; J if) /Y?:i!./lilke 
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Mark Howard, renowned engineer, 

producer and founder of Real Music 

Records, relies on Westlake Audio's 

BBSM Series Monitors for engineering 

projects like Bob Dylan's Grammy' win- 

ner "Time Out Of Mind ". Mark has also 

recently worked with Willie Nelson, 

Emmy Lou Harris, Peter Gabriel, REM 

and the Neville Brothers. 

"Everyone is impressed by the sound 

of the Westlakes. They're great 

workhorses - they pack a punch and 

you can really crank them. Most 

impressive, though, is the bottom. 

When working with a monitor 12 -15 

hours your ears can wear out - but 

that never happens with my Westlakes." Experience audio monitoring the Westlake 

Way and join the hundreds of recording 

studios, broadcast facilities and independent 

professionals worldwide that depend upon 

the performance and reliability of their 

Westlake Monitors, day in and day out. 

WHEN YOU NEED TO HEAR EVERYTHING - You NEED TO LISTEN TO WESTLAKE 

MANUFACTURING GROUP Westlake. 
,II IH r. ;. A 91 110 

805- 499 -3686 1805) 498 -2571 http: / /www.westldkcdudlo.com Audio 
Dealer contacts: 
Belgium: Trans European Music 322 466 5010 China: GuanHua Glory AV System 86 10 6395 0197 

France: Eurocom Broadcast 33 1 6064 2121 Germany: Digital /Audio GmbH 49 211 92005 0 

Greece: Akoustiki 30 1 823 8200 Hong Kong: Hapworld SDL Ltd. 852 2898 9366 Israel: dB 

Studios 9728 518 1451 Italy: Synova s.r.l. 39 071 781 9811 Japan: AVSeartron Corp. 81 424 

67 0541 Netherlands: Technical A/V Consultant 31 294 253010 Spain: Fading S.A. 34 91 377 

2400 Sweden: P0L- Teknik 46 8 708 7570 U.K.: Larking Audio 44 01234 772244 
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nel, forcing the consumer to ride his vol- 
ume control. As audio dynamic ranges 
get wider, and more 'hi fi' through dig- 
ital delivery systems, the problem will 
get worse. Despite good practice within 
broadcasters, it is still necessary to use 
on -air compressors and limiters to con- 
trol level variations. While at best this 
can sound 'good', a compressor is the 
wrong tool to use to control level. 
Ideally a VCA fader would be used. 
Dialnorm is in effect the VCA control 
on a 'fader' in the decoder. 

Dolby conducted a study of all typi- 
cal programme genres; film, drama. 
news, and music in order to establish 
typical dialogue levels and dynamic 
content. Movies were clearly found to 
contain the most dynamic range. 
Dialogue level for movies are typically 
around 26c1I3 -29dB below digital peak. 
In our example. a Dialnorm value of 27 
is used to describe this to the decoder. 
For other types of programme the dia- 
logue- average levels may be as shown 
here, illustrating the problem that dif- 
ferent programmes have different 
dynamic ranges (which we want to 
keep). and different levels, which is 
annoying. 

When these signals (along with their 
metadata ) are applied to the decoder, the 
audio levels are adjusted. with the result 
that the audio levels are consistent from 
programme to programme, and no 
change in volume control is required. 
Importantly this is achieved without 
reducing the dynamic range (and hence 
potential quality) of any programme. 

To achieve this. the Dialnorm value 
must be carried in the Dolby Digital 
bitstream. But as with other metadata 
parameters. it is clearly a decision that 
needs to be made by an audio expert. 
typically the person mixing the pro- 
gramme. If Dolby E is used to carry that 
finished audio programme to the 
broadcaster, on a video tape for exam- 
ple, this metadata can be included and 
carried with the programme at all times, 
through editing switchers, in the 
archive vault. When the programme 
finally goes to air. Dialnorm, along with 
the other audio metadata, is transferred 
into the Dolby Digital bitstream. syn- 
chronously with picture and audio, for 
delivery to the home. 

Combining the Dolby E and Dolby 
Digital technologies arms the audio 
professional with a flexible and cre- 
ative set of tools to deliver audio 
productions. The facility to audition the 
effects of metadata at the final mix, 
allows the programme director to 
establish exactly how that audio 
soundtrack will play in the home 
-from a full 5.1 experience, right 
through to a mono downmix. The abil- 
ity to send metadata from the studio 
through the broadcaster to the home 
achieves several ideals that audio engi- 
neers have been aiming for. Dolby E pro - 
vides the link to make this possible. 
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The D950. The Studer of Digital Consoles. 

The Studer D950 Digital Mixing System is now fully es- 

tablished in Broadcast and Post Production markets 

throughout the world with over 50 consoles in use. It's 

open and extended architecture presents a blank pal- 

ette that can be shaped to meet the demanding needs of 

all audio professionals. A familiar work surface means a 

short learning curve and intuitive operation. And of 

course, the unparalleled Studer Sound and Reliability is 

inherent in it's design. 

The D950 now features a new Central Assign Section (CAS) 

that puts an expanded channel controller right in the sweet 

spot; new VirtualSurround Panning algorithms complete with 

reverberation for even more realistic 5.1 room simulations; 

expanded automation functionality with new on -line and off - 

line functionality; and a 96kHz processing option. 

The Studer D950. 

After all, it's the Studer of Digital Consoles. 

STUDER 
professional audio equipment 

II A Harman International Company 

Studer Professional Audio AG, Althardstrasse 30, CH -8105 Regensdorf -Zurich Switzerland, Tel. +41 1 870 75 11, Fax: +41 1 870 71 34 
Direct Subsidiaries: Austria: +43 1 865 16 76 0, France: +33 1 45 14 47 80, Germany: +49 621 7 77 08-0, U.K.: +44 208 953 67 19 

Canada: +1 416 510 13 47, Japan: +81 3 34 65 22 11, Singapore: .65 225 51 15, USA: +1 510 297 27 11 

http: / /www.studer.ch 
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COMING TO AUDIO prominence 

first as an alternative and amen- 
able venue for classical film - 

score recording on a budget. I lungary 
has a relatively low -key music industry 
of its own. It represents a microcosm of 
big world pressures applied in the con- 
text of a country that is still close enough 
to remember the communist oppression 
that governed it until a decade ago. 
Other problems are more specifically 
Hungarian in their nature: a language 
that incongruously shares similarities 
only with Finnish, and a population of 
some 10 million spread out over varied 
terrain and a largely rural backdrop that 
still owes a lot in thinking and outlook 
to the days under the old regime. 

Budapest as the capital is the centre 
of all recording activity and it is a beau- 
tiful city split between industrial and 

Split spectacularly by a river, and historic home to dynasties 

that influenced Europe during sensitive times, Budapest has 

contributed significantly less to audio. Zenon Schoepe 
reports on the coming of international standards to the city 

residential areas by the incredibly wide 
and tant flowing Danube. It now boasts 
something of a recording high spot for 
the area with the recent opening of 
Aquarium Studios' 2 -room setup com- 
plete with the still relatively rare occur- 
rence in the region of big Genelec 
monitoring and the only SSL for quite 
some miles. 

Tracing the origins of the studio 
requires a trip back to the communist eras 

and centres around the friendship and 
working partnership of musician Pasz- 
tor Laszlo and engineer Lakatos Gabor. 
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Laszlo was the lynch -pin of one of 
lungary's top bands and had toured 

extensively throughout the Eastern 
Block and beyond while Gabor had cut 
his teeth in the state broadcaster and 
had moved into private studio opera- 
tion. The two became shareholders in 
a small independent Hungarian inde- 
pendent record label which was 
acquired eventually by Warner Music 
International in 1993. Gabor went from 
engineer to studio manager and pro- 
ducer and Laszlo went from creative 
input to MD of Warner Music Hungary. 

'Being at small Zabel but the market 
leader at the time we were very heav- 
ily involved with Hungarian artists and 
Galx>r ran a small studio which we fre- 
quently used,' recounts Laszlo. We 
worked together and eventually we 
pooled resources and it was this con- 
cern that Warner bought. Usually major 
recording companies do not pay a lot 
of attention to establishing their own 
studios and with the setup we then had 
we were under a lot of pressure. I was 
asking Gabor for quality recordings. but 
I wasn't able to supply him with the nec- 
essary investment to achieve that.' 

A few years ago a new financing 
approach was raised within Warner in 
Europe which encouraged up and com- 
ing national companies to come up their 
own ideas and solutions. As you can 
imagine I wanted to forget the old stu- 
dio and start again with a new one rather 
than establishing ticket offices for con- 
certs because I believed a new studio 
was essential for our recording indus- 
try. We had the expertise through Gabor 
who had worked for Hungarian Radio 
and was experienced in running a stu- 
dio, we had a lot of Hungarian artists 
that would need this level of service, 
and last, but not least, it would be mar- 
vellous if we could produce real Euro- 
pean standard recordings in Hungary 
because that \vas not the case before.' 

Laszlo cannot hide his surprise that 
his plans were supported and backed 
from the top at Warner Music. 'It took 
two years to plan it all and to negotiate 
with the suppliers because to be hon- 
est we didn't have enough money for 
w hat we wanted to do so we had to be 
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resourceful in saving money in any way 
we could,' he says. 

The studio was opened at the end of 
1998, although full operation really only 
commenced in May 1999 making the 
Budapest operation the only Warner 
Music site in continental Europe with 
its own studio. The beauty of the Warner 
tie up has meant that the original record 
label has kept its artist roster and its orig- 
inal identity and accounts for more than 
half of all domestic artists. The studio 
is a fully commercial facility, but pre- 
dictably serves all the Warner artists as 
its mainstay. We are used by other 
record labels, but our prices are higher 
than other studios in the country, but 
then we provide a higher level of ser- 
vice.' adds Gabor. 

Like all regional recording operations 
it hopes to attract international trade 
through its competitive pricing corn- 
pa red to other European recording cen- 
tres and at around ,L50) per day for the 
main room including an assistant. its 
an attractive proposition. The console, 
outboard and all the other equipment 
is to a European standard so anyone 
who comes here from anywhere else 
will feel comfortable and he able to 
work here,' says Gabor. 

Competition in Budapest comes from 
a few studios that Gabor describes as 
on a par with their previous facilities 
plus a host of home- recording -style 
setups -'We are in a league of our own, 
the next SSI. is near Salzburg,' he says. 

The Hungarian artist roster includes 
around 35 acts and each year some 
30 new releases are put out in to the 
domestic market and will accounts for 
some 30% of all domestic sales. The 
biggest selling record last year did in 
excess of 50,0(X) copies. There has been 
a step up in radio diversification in Hun- 
gary in the last three years, according 
to Laszlo, with the changes in owner- 
ship and alignment. However only one 
country-wide music -radio station exists 
and this errs on the side of MOR with 
the next biggest station concentrating 
on golden oldies. It's a tough one if 
you're trying to break an I Iungarian rap 
artist and it means that local stations that 
are dedicated to broadcasting new 
music remain the most important new 
release outlet. 

'it makes our job as a record company 
that much harder,' says Laszlo with his 
Warner Music hat on. 'When it comes 
to the countryside outside the cities, it 
becomes very difficult for us to reach 
the kids. That is the main problem. The 
byproduct of this is that they do get to 
hear Madonna and there is a very big 
difference in the European and inter- 
national standard sound and any Hun- 
garian music that they might get to hear. 
Add to this the fact that mist of the kids 
in the countryside like the kind of music 
that existed ten years ago in western 
Europe, that's out of date and doesn't 
really open doors or minds to new 

music like rap.' 
However, Hungary is very lucky in 

having its own Hungarian language 
music television channel (Zplus) which 
according to Laszlo is very keen to 
broadcast local produce and is in tune 
with moves in domestic music fashions. 
Delivered on cable it reaches about a 

third of the population. 'That has hecn 
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good for us because before its arrival 
there really was no reason to shoot a 

video of an artist because there would 
have been very little opportunity to play 
it,' adds Laszlo. 

Aside from the SSL G Plus in Studio 1 

the second room houses the MCI that 
the partnership brought with it from its 
Old studio. The desk is clearly of > 
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< significance at Aquarium as it serves 
to remind them that at the time of its 
purchase Laszlo and Gabor thought 
they had truly arrived in the big league. 

'The MCI was the desk to have in I lun- 
gary in those days and all the sound 
engineers were familiar with it,' recalls 
Laszlo. 'After the privatisation of the 
Hungarian state recording company the 
desk became available and it was com- 
pletely refurbished before the move to 
our new studios here.' 

The MCI continues to earn its keep 
and is used for MIDI recording and pre- 
production work. The two control 
rooms are completely interconnected 

\ 

choices to make, you just switch them 
on. That simplifies natters and you know 
that the system is optimised.' 

The next step is stated as being the 
installation of a 5.1 system for DVD 
work in to the smaller MCI room. Aquar- 
ium argues that with a high proportion 
of the music recording market already 
under its belt, it would be foolish to 
ignore any new format work that may 
emerge. it stands to reason that we'll 
be looking in to the possibilities of DVD 
with our own artists,' says Laszlo. When 
will depend on our financial situation 
and the sort of returns we could expect. 
but it makes sense for new releases and 

allowing access to racks and sound 
modules across the facility. 

The studios, housed in a light indus- 
trial plot, were designed by Galxtr with 
the SSI, room sporting an Unusual tri- 
angular shape that is reflected in the 
much bigger triangular live area. Ceiling 
height is considerable and the recording 
area regularly hosts string sections. 

The installation was very much a 
learning exercise for the team which 
pooled its considerable experience 
together with local Genelec distributor 
Atec. Mounting the large and heavy 
1039's in the wall was harder in practice 
than the drawings had suggested and 
im'( dyed rebuilding the front wall frames 
\\ ith extra reinforcement and clamping. 

'We were keen on the Genelec because 
we like the tact there there is a consis- 
tency in character between low level and 
high level listening,' explains Gal)tr 
adding that there are two pairs of 1034s 
in I lungarian Radio which are dedicated 
to classical music recording. The other 
consideration is that you are buying a 
complete system. there are no amplifier 
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for hack catalogue. There is still a lot of 
work to be done in the adoption of CD 
in Hungary as it only accounts for 5O% 
of the market, cassette is still strong here. 
DVD will then be a natural progression 
as it will also serve to hind picture and 
audio together.' 

The studio is clearly hitting the mark 
as it has been busy consistently since 
going on line and splits its load 50/50 
between Warner originated and outside 
sessions. The Genelecs and the SSL are 
deemed as crucial to the success. 'I've 
wanted an SSL since 1985: says Gabor. 
'1 thought seriously only about SSL and 
Neve -there is an AMS Neve Libra in a 
private studio in Budapest. I'm proud 
that we were able to bring one to I lun- 
gary because it puts us on the map.' 
Multitracks are a Studer A800, Otani 
RADAR Ils, Akai 16 -track hard -disk sys- 
tems and a Fostex 16 -track analogue. 

Record sales make larger country 
results seem preposterous with a gcxxl 
single in Hungary accounting for be- 
tween 1.000: and 3,000 copies. That might 
not seen like much, but we work hard > 
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FROM THE PEOPLE WHO 
BROUGHT YOU THE WORLD'S 

MOST DEPENDABLE DAT TAPE. 
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It was more than five years ago that rigorous 

independent testing of 7 leading DAT tape 

brands led the respected pro audio journal 

Studio Sound to summarise: `If it were my 

valuable recordings at risk, I know 

which tape I'd choose: HHB.' 

Since that time, we've applied 

precisely the same exacting 
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standards of development, manufacturing and 

testing to create a complete range of digital 

recording media that sets the highest 

possible standards for performance and 

archival security across all major formats. 

HHB Advanced Media Products. 

Don't trust your valuable recordings to 

anything less. 

New HHB CDR80 and CDRW80 discs, the world's first fully Orange Book compatible 80 minute CD- Recordable and Re- Writable media. 
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< at developing it because we know that 
the singles market is the way to develop 
long -term acts,' says Laszlo who aims to 
sign around ten new acts a year and 
claims a 50% success conversion rate. 

The country's live circuit is headed by 
an upper echelon of nightclub appear- 
ance spots. An act needs a record con- 
tract to get a look in, but when it's in it 
can earn good money. 'These clubs take 
anything from 50 to 300 people and I used 
to say that if a new act could go around 
the country playing in front of 300 peo- 
ple then I would sign them because by 
Hungarian standards that already quali- 
fies as a success,' laughs Laszlo. 

Piracy, always a problem in former 
Eastern bloc countries, looked as 
though it was in decline, but the advent 
of CD -R has rekindled its fortunes 
according to Laszlo. 'in the early eight- 
_ 

ies 

ight- 

ies it was a real problem in the markets 
and even in the shops. hut it was mostly 
of international artists: Hungarian artists 
were not being targeted because they 
weren't seen as important enough. That 
has now changed due to the increasing 
importance of domestic talent and the 
availability of CD -Rs on computers. In 
1998 around 3.5m CDs were sold and 
CD -R imports increased 
from 120,000 units in 1997 
to more than Im in 1999 
which is getting on for a 

third of official CD sales. 
Not all the CD -Rs are used 
for pirating music, of 
course, but you can see the 
scale of the problem. Some estimate' 
consider that at least half that number 
are used for music piracy. Alarmingly 
you'll often find the CD duplicators in 

the hack of record shops.' 
Gabor and Laszlo originally started 

producing together as a team for third 
parties and found their skills comple- 
mentary and sought after in a market in 
which most sound engineers seemed 
unable to cross over in to production 
duties and in which most musicians had 
little knowledge of technical issues. 
They describe the market as still in the 
early stages of ascendancy. 

'You have to be sensitive to these real- 
ities and if an artist isn't comfortable with 
the technical issues it's important to put 
someone in with them who can trans - 
late and interface for them. it's very 
much a natter of education but it will 
change,' says Laszlo. 'There are few 
technical courses for engineers and a 

lack of real studios for engineers to learn 
in, most of the smaller studios are run 
by people who are entirely self- taught 
and self -contained and have had no 
chance to see proper studio practices. 

'Hungary is no different from any- 
where else in one respect and that is that 
there are examples of successful record- 
ings made on smaller consoles and lower 
quality systems.' he continues. 'However, 
the fact remains that most of the big hits 
are made on good equipment with goxxl 
operators. If you look at the international 
market then you'd have to admit that 
being Hungarian is something of a hand- 
icap: it's not a rich country. and if the 
studios aren't very good at recording 
technique and don't have goxxl equip- 
ment then these are also handicaps. If 
you add all these handicaps up it does- 
n't seem to give us much chance in the 

international market. Here. 
we are most interested in 
reducing these handicaps 
and have separated our- 
selves from the rest. We're 
giving Hungarian artists the 
best chance possible at 
Aquarium.' 

Given the international success of 
artists from such unlikely places as Ice - 
land, Denmark and Sweden. he may 
well have a point. In 

Aquarium S 

Huvosvolgyi u 

1021 Budapes 

Tel: +36 1 39 

Fax: +36 1 39 

tudios, 
t 54.VI ep, 

t, Hungary 
4 0098 
4 0095 

>RgYC017® Web : www.lectrosonics.co.uk 
Web : www.raycom.co.uk 
Tel : +44 (0)1789 400600 
Fax : +44 (0)1789 400630 

RAYCOM RTB3211 vUL DUPLEX BASE STATI 

32 PC Programmable Full Duplex Channels of UHF Radio Talkback 
0.5 - 5 Watts of RF power, Euro Approved in a Single 1U rack 

74 March 2000 www.prostudio.com /studiosound Studio Sound 
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" P use BASF SM 900 maxima 
because of the sound - It Is so punchy, the output 
is so high and the noise levels so low. A modern analogue 
tape like SM 900 gives me all the things I want: warmth, 
compression, etc., without losing that sound. 

Ash Howes's credits include recordings with Texas, All Sainte, 
hryan i -erry, Alisha s Atl. , Astrid, Another Level, Montrose Avenue, 
Hillman Minx, Rare, Roddy Frame and The Other Two, Seafruit 
and Jimmy Sommerville. 

EMTEC Magnetics 
Further Information from EMTEC Magnetics U.K. Ltd. 
Phone 07990/546903 
or In the Internet: www.emtec -magnetics.com 

STUDIO MASTER 

SM 900 maxima is a high - 
output analogue tape 
designed specifically for 
multi -track recording and 
mastering. with extra wide 
dynamic range. low noise and 
low print through. 

BASsitio 
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The world's first independent analysis of the 
international professional audio business... 

Studio Sound has now published two 

volumes of invaluable analysis covering the 

key trends and issues affecting pro audio 

manufacturers and facilities across the 

globe - essential reading for all industry 

professionals with a need to know their 

Volume I - Pro Audio World Report 

market's growth areas and forecasts to 

make informed decisions for the future. 

Both volumes are clearly sectioned and 

illustrated with graphs and charts, allowing 

quick and easy reference to the information 

you need. 

Over 300 pages of detailed analysis of the international pro audio market's major 

issues 

Overview of end -user markets - sound recording, post -production. radio stations, 

broadcast 

Overview of the world studio market split by region and type 

Objective evaluations of the latest key trends and issues affecting broadcast and 

facilities 

30 company profiles of key facilities and equipment manufacturers 

Outlook - short, medium and long -term forecasts for the audio facilities market, and 

much more... 

"...38% of studios plan to open new facilities in the next two years, while 68% 
intend to upgrade their existing facilities." 

Volume II - Pro Audio Facility Survey 

The results of the first major 1998 Studio Sound survey of facilities worldwide, broken 

down by major world region and area of activity. Analysis is illustrated with tables and 

graphs for quick use. 

Key areas of growth and decline 

The current operating environment - turnover, profit growth. daily rates & capacity 

utilisation 

Equipment manufacturers' market shares, by type of equipment 

Facility managers' views on investment opportunities, the impact of digital technology, 

factors that will impact on the industry in the next five years, and more. 

"Profit margins were at their highest in the Asia - Pacific region (54.4 %) and 
at their lowest in Eastern Europe (12.1%)." 

; Stu-. :: 
M/nl I..n.tlwN..Yo 

r+n.,..Im.O-' P,. 
>. n..n n ........,.. 

For more information on purchasing these essential volumes, 
contact Lianne Davey on tel: +44 (0) 171 940 8598, or e -mail: Ikdavey @unmf.com 

Alternatively, visit www.marketfile.com to view sample pages. 
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EUROPE'S DEFINITIVE DVD CONFERENCE i Developing 
Europe's DVD 

revolution 

Miller Freeman and the IRMA are again joining 
forces to bring the definitive European DVD 

conference to London. 

Chaired by industry experts Tim Frost and Dana 
Parker, DVD Europe 2000 presents a strategic 
overview of the European marketalace, examining 
Europe's developing DVD business. 

The conference programme gives a unique and 
il -depth view of the technological developments and 
market issues, presented to the film, music, TV, video 
and multimedia markets by DVD in all its forms. 

Key topics at DVD Europe 2000: 

MARKET DEVELOPMENT 

AUTHORING 

DVD LICENSING & COPY CONTROL ISSUES 

DVD WEB LINKING 

DVD PROJECTS & SHOWCASE 

CONTENT ISSUES 

DVD -AUDIO AND THE DVD `VCR' 

SELLING DVD IN EUROPE 

Eusiness leaders and technologists involved in 

CVD's European development will deal in depth 
with marketing and technical issues, including: 

What content works on DVD in Europe? 

How is manufacturing and authoring faring in 
the European market? 

The business and technologies driving DVD 
`extras' and web linking. 

22nd -23rd May 2000 
The Shaw Conference Centre, 

Central London, UK 

Who should attend? 
DVD Europe 2000 focuses on the information you 
need to build a successful DVD business. The 
content is aimed at international professionals. 

Film/TV /multimedia content owners /production 
houses making DVD, VHS or multimedia CDs 

Post production houses 

Software & hardware distributors and retailers 

CD & DVD replicators 

Recording studios 

CD & DVD equipment manufacturers 

Record labels 

Authoring equipment manufacturers 

Broadcasters 

Consumer electronics manufacturers 

DVD EuropA - awards party _ 

DVD Europe 2000 presents / 
the second annual A - 
European production j 
awards which uniquely 
recognise the art of DVD production. And, of 
course, the social and networkinc side of the 
conference is met by the unmissable 
DVD Europe 2000 party. 

Rates and contacts: 
Early Bird Delegate rate (until 31 March 2000): UK £560 +VAT 

Standard Delegate Rate (1 April 2000 on ards): UK £700 +VAT 

For more information on DVD Europe 2000: 

Tel. +44 (0)20 7940 8623 E -mail. dvd2000 @unmf_ corn 
Programme updates, DVD EuropA entry forms and further registration details: 

www.prostudio.com /dvd 
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MOBILE STUDIOS 

THEARTECHNOLOGY LIMITED 
THE MANUFACTURERS APPOINTED 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SERVICE CENTRE 
Sony Professional : DAT, M /Disc 
Otari : MTR to DTR 
Akai Digital 
DDA Approved 
Fairlight 
MRL Test Tapes 

Tascam 
Apogee 
Nightpro 
Revox 
Athan Parts 

Product Dedicated Specialists 
Rapid Response Turnaround 
24 Hour Estimating procedure 
Collection and Delivery 
On Site or In House Service 
Comprehensive Warranties 

Initiators of "Service Only" Contracts to Pro Audio Manufacturers 

USE THE APPOINTED SERVICE COMPANY, WE HAVE THE TRAINING, THE PARTS, 

THE NECESSARY JIGS, THE MANUFACTURERS AGREEMENT, THE KNOWLEDGE. 

TTL House, Sheeptick End, Near Lidlington, Bedfordshire, MK43 OSF 

Telephone 01525 841999 Facsimile 01525 841009 

Tickle hire 

A world of equipment 
awaiting your call 

HIRE OF RECORDING EQUIPMENT/ 
BEST RATES /DELIVERY 

SERVICE /ACCOUNTS /SALES 

Tickle 0181 964 3399 

The best in Pro -Audio Hire and Sales 

www.prostudio.com/jobs 
PRODUCT & BROCHURE SHOWCASE 
F A X B A C K + 4 4 1 7 1 4 0 7 7 1 0 2 

.1nalOtiuC 1 rli c I i(,n 

1.1 
The Father of British TO John Oram 

For information on John Oram's stunning 
range of Consoles and Rack equipment, 

return details or visit our Web site. 

www.oram.co.uk 
E-mail: saless@oram.co.uk 

°RAM 
GRAM PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 
Tel: +44 (0)1474 815300 
Fax: +44 (0)1474 815400 

For animmèdiate response 
either FAXBACK directly 

or mail to 
Studio Sound, 4th Floor, 

8 Montague Close, 
London SE1 9UR. 

Fax: +44 171 401 8036 

Wrirrirririr9 
MOVING 

COIL 

ACT 

N11.1 
,r. -TOR sfri 
RFECTION1 

,... .. 4. 
S C H E R T L E R 8 . K O L E Y L T D 
V I A B E R O L D I N G E N 18 
6850 - MENDRISIO - SWITZERLAND 
TEL +41-91 630 07 10 - FAX +41-91 630 07 11 
Info@schertler.com - www.scherller.com 

Audio Engineers 
Request your copy of the 

new microphone catalogue 

from DPA Microphones 

DPA =ID 
Heirevang 11 

3450 Altered Denmark 

Tel .45 4814 2828 

Fax 45 4814 2700 

Email info, dpemiaophones rem 

www.dpamicrophones.com 

ltrr: 

the number you rauws further i donation about 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

MARCH 2000 

12 

Y O U R 

NAME 
ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 
TEL 
FAX 
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sae To place an advertisement contact: Studio Sound (Classified), 
Miller Freeman Entertainment Ltd.. 
8 Montague Close. London SE1 9UR. UK 

Tel: +44(0)171 940 8518 Fax: +44(0)171 407 7102 
All box numbers reply to the above address 

RATES: Recruitment £38 per single column centimetre. All other sections £33 (minimum 2cm x 1) Box number £10 extra per insertion. Published monthly. 

- situations vacant mastering and duplication 

Taylor - Phillips 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
To compliment and strengthen existing team. you would 
.vork with a team of engineers to design and develop re, 
products and help to maintain existing ones. 

Director of Signal Processing 
Location: Midlands Sal. 40k + benefits Job Ref. 101/KT1 
Malor Audio manufacture is looking to fill this executive 
position. You must have held a senior design or develop 
ment role within pro-audio. with an excellent understanding 
of project management. have close liaisons with cus- 
tomers, good commercial acumen with some knowledge of 

sales and marketing. You will have had at least 10 years 
experience in the industry. 

Audio Technician 
Sal: 17k+ Location: Nottingham Job Ref: 19/1 
Jo you have several years experience with sound system 
and installation work. combined with a good ability to lias, 
with clients. consultants. and contractors'/ You must be 
willing to explore new ways of achieving satisfactory solo 
'ions Have computer skills with CAD 

DSP Project Engineer 
Location: Midlands Sal f30 -35 Job Ref: 101/KT2 
You will have at least 5 years experience of. or interested 
In the Audio Industry. be self -motivated with the ability try 

generate and work to project time scales. degree qualified 
You will have good hardware understanding. working 
Knowledge of software design tools, and help to build and 
'Fist prototypes 

Project Engineer. 
Location: Midlands Sal: f20 -25k Job Ref: 101/KT3 
You will be educated to degree level in electronics/ soft 
,vare. have an understanding on software design method 
ologies and knowledge /use of microprocessors and DSP 
technologies. Min 2 years experienced in an audio -related 
held would be an advantage but not essential 

if you wish to apply for any of the above vacancies, please 
.end your CV with a covering letter to the address below 

stating why you are best for the position, your current 
salary and what you would be expecting. where and how 
you wish your career to develop. 

Robinwood. Rosemary Lane. 
Smarden. Kent TN27 8PF 

njIY1`y M =" COMPUTERS LABEL 
LSOlaL ll Ltd MANUFACTURERS 

CD Mastering £5Oph 

CDR Duplication £2 each 

Copy Masters and Editing 

Real Time Cassette Copying 

Free Glassmaster: 10C 0 CDs c.£650 

CD -audio & CD -ROM 
Printed labels & inlays 

Every copy inaividual.y checked 
Excellent quality & presentation 
Best pnces, ultra fast wrrlaround 

RPM 
Repeat Performance 

Mastering 

6 Grand Union Centre 
West Row 

London W10 5AS 

Tel. 0181 960 7222 
Fax. 0181 968 1378 

www.repeat- performance.co.uk 

HILTON GROVE 
aahcare .cnund crdvlc-c- counts 
The H1ltongro ,e Bus Inc ss Gentre, 
1-lather-ley Mewea Waltt am stow, 
London E 1 7 4GP 
a Min- walk from WeDIth -muto', Ca.,tr-1 (Victoria t_J,.. rounil/ BR Me. n LN-L-), 
11 mina from 1V11213 

Tel: 020 8621 2424 
Felix e 020 8621 4343 
email: Infoehllt onoro', -.-o 
w w rwr , h i I s e In 

CO Moat sr-I - 

. CO Mor-loufemoturlrma 
Audfo Encryption 

32 Bit TacF,r,oloAy 
Bound Restoration 

CO ROM Multlr-r -.cilia 
s.-, anoad COa 

Olpltel Video 
Cader 

Orepnic Oeasl[an 

Pure 
0161 953 4230 

Com 

V 

D 

Pr n 

cassett- 

disc 
ds 

IiP 

epro 
ng 

Wwm :baRU.C Ux `Jr4cuL UfTIAl 
CD w To 74 wRS INC luws,ll 3 Po [hcxwc GLASS a.wsTCmRO. 

3 COLOUR Drsc-NL. COLOUR 4 NOS Boo- & lk.-/ Jaw/RID / wNlr" 
OvtawRwn, oc,vcR. 

ESa.]31 

products and se 

® HIGH GLOSS le 
INKJET LABELS 

Instant dry & Rub resistant 

uanemmCDLabeis id3 ntmmcoLabels coiabeiwnnucwriTUb 

On -line orders 
httpu/www.sup.Aast.co.uknab.0 

5 li Church Road s,tl,ngbourne Kent ME r0 3Rs 

Tel: (01795) 428425 (24 hrs) Fax: (01795) 422365 

HEAD TECHNOLOGY 
NEW TAPE HEADS 
Supplied for most makes. 

Tape Head Re- Lapping /Re- Profiling 
Same day turn round. 

HEAD TECHNOLOGY 
r t Ri mania Way. Stanwell. Stares. 

Middx TW19 7HJ 
TEL: 01784 256046 

jbs records 
MUSIC and SPEECH 

REAL -TIME/HIGHER -SPEED Quality Cassette 
Duplication and Blanks from 1 --000. 

Computer printed labels. 
Solo, '/" reel, Sony Betamax or R -DAT 

recording. Fast Security Delivery service. 
FILTERBOND LTD, jbs records division 

19 SADLERS WAY, HERTFORD, SG14 2DZ 
01992 -500101 

. Prlr,t 

:40° 

CD Duplication 
10 CDR's - £15.00 
50 CDR's - £59.00 
100 CDR's - £99.00 

Call Sales 0800 3281386 
*Fast Turnaround* 

rvices 
Lockwood Audio 

TAMMY 
SPARES AND REPAIRS 

SPEAKER BARGAINS GALORE 

Phone: +44 10)20 8864 8008 
Fax: +44 (0)20 8861 3064 

STUDIO, RECORDING & PA EQUIPMENT 
+ all musical instruments & techno ogy 
STUDIO CLEARANCES UNDERTAKEN 

MUSIC EXCHANGE 
56 Notting Hill Gate London Wit : 0171 2294805 

OPEN 7 DAYS 
LARGE SELECTION ON SALE 
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products and services 

"Jfessional movers of studio equipment within the UK and . Experienced, reliable, fully insured and always on time. 

Call Graham Cook on 0181 450 9127 (mobile: 0385 290754) 

134 Cricklewood lane. London NW2 2DP Fax: 0181 2081979 Storage facilities also available 

A LIDIO CARE 
Call or fax at: 33 16 1 04 03 69 
Web: http: / /www.ata78.com.fr 

We buy and sell. 

STUDER.SSL.NEVE. 
Just got in! 

2 Studer 24 /A820 /SR /Locat /sync 
1 Studer 24/A800 mk3 /new heads 
1 Studer 24/A827/4000 hrs /A1. 
I Studer 8/A820/3500 hrs /remo 
Harrison 10xB/96 in /TR /FlyingFad 
SSI. G +64 in with Ultimation 
SSL 5000 Broadcast 
Neve 5308 /32 /patchbay 
2 Neumann U47 long body VF 14 

2 Neumann U67 valve 
I Neumann M367 valve 
I Neumann SM69 Stéréo 
6 Schoeps M221 valve 
1 UREI I.A4 and 1178 

and much more ... 

5.1 MONITORING 

Adgil Surround Sound 
Monitor System 

5.1 or /.1 from your Stereo Console 

200+ Inputs by up to 8 Outputs 

Fully Programmable 

Mute, Dim, Mono, Solo & Cut Controls 

Pec / Direct Switching 

Use as Mixer for Stems & Sub -mixes 

Insert for Encoding / Decoding Matrices 

Modular, expandable design 

Noise -96dBu @ 22Hz to 22kHz 

32 In by 8 Out System Under £3k ` Tel: +44(0) 171 371 7771 

. Fax: +44(0) 171 371 7779 sYENC E 
e, . ... .. mail: sales @syence.co.uk 

THICK AS A BRICK 

The new Large Format ,A y I -,nrn ste'eo mastering recorder 
For analogue sound depth and density beyond all digital 
omparisons. Listen, and believe Also: 

1/2 -inch conversions with Flux Magnetics heads 
Modular tube electronics and transformerless I/O 

Transport upgrades for better -than -new performance 
Complete stock of replacement parts 

Call Michael Spitz in the USA at 717- 852 -7700 
Or visit us on the Web at wwwatrservice.com 

S E R V I C E 

.O M P A N Y A R 

THE GUIDE TO THE LATEST 
PRODUCTS AND EQUIPMENT 
What's new 
in Pro Audio 

timan 

1764 

..r 

VA illmaid 

* NOW * 
FEATURING 

ON -LINE 
READER 

RESPONSE 

For more details contact 
Phil Boume 

T: 44(0)20 7940 8542 
F: 44(0)20 7407 7102 

E -mail: pbourne @unmf.com 

equipment for sale 

1 

'NEVE I 

CONSOLES' 
any condition... 

we will purchase 
worldwide 

itemi_E) < 
PRO AUDIO 

A UNITED KINGDOM BASED COMPANY 

THE 'VINTAGE' NEVE SPECIALISTI 

Telephone: 01932 872672 Fax: 01932 874364 Telephone International: 44 1932 872672 
Fax: International: 44 1932 874364 

Website Address: AESPROAUDIO.COM Email Address: aesaudio @intonet.co.uk 
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equipment for sale 

www.tlaudio.co.uk 
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the classic 
valve console 

TL Audio Limited, Sonic Touch, Iceni Court, 
Icknield Way, Letchworth, Herts 566 ITN UK 

Tel: +44 (0)1462 680888 
Fax: +44 (0)1462 680999 
email: info®tlaudio.co.uk 

The very, very best in analogue processing 

distributed exclusively by Funky -Junk. 

i¡;,.',', 

ROY E R LABS 

API. Legendary discrete audio including the classic LEGACY 
console, 500 series racks and modules (including 5508 eq. 
525C compressor and 512C m c preamp). new m,r iature 200 
sexes modules and the latest 'rick mount series including 
3124plus 14 m,c pre) 2500 buss compressor and 7600 mic 
pre /eq /compressorlaua Input module. 
Now with lower prices and fast delivery 

CRANESONG: Discrete Clam A audio processirg. including 
STC6 stereo buss /mastering compressor. THANKER mono 
comp /limiter. Hedd 24 bit convyrter and FLAM NGO dual 
mic pre (with iron_.) 

FAIRMAN Superb Danish mega tube compressor and equaliser. 
No compromise build quality giving unrivallec tute sound quality. 

ROYER: The best mono and stereo ribbon mots that money can 
buy for considerably less than you might think 

SHERMAN: THE filter bank for all pro audio tsars, including 
LIMITED EDITION Mega filter available early th s century: only 
the first 100 can be satisfied,- tut what satistastior...,. 

London 

Sherman 

FULL DETAILS AND PFICE LIST ON REQUEST 
OR CHECK OUT WEBSITE AT 

www.funky-junk.com 
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY: demo facilities in London. Paris. Milan and 

Stockholm with loan units available to approved customers on request. 

Trade enquires welcome. 

TONY LARKING AUDIO 
USED SSL 

ONE ONLY 
NEW SPENDOR USED NEVE 

CONSOLES V -1 48 channel 
POWERED 

FROM ONLY 

£50,000 L 35,00u 1/2 PRICE! 
ONLY MONITORS 

CALL OR FAX FOR OUR LATEST LIST OF 

USED EQUIPMENT OR VISIT OUR WEB SITE 

Tel: +44 (0)1462 680888 
ALL PRICES 

Fax: +44 (0)1462 680999 EX VAT 

http : //www.tlaudio.co.uk/used.htm 

ALL THE VACANCIES CAN BE VIEWED ON 

w 
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US:The Emperor's new clothes? 

It's certainly a hot topic but is it actually all hot air? Assessing the real 

potential for surround sound music is a tricky job writes Dan Daley 
IKEEP WONDERING why Rupert 
\lurdoch hasn't latched on to the pro - 
audio industry. The Australian tabloid 

impresario should have a field day consid- 
ering how quickly and rabidly the trade 
media can chomp down on a trend once 
it's discovered. regardless of how much 
meat is actually on the hone. 

At issue here is the matter of surround 
audio. The procrastination over DVD (lid 
not stop the professional audit industry and 
its media from looking to surround as the 
saviour of the business in some regards. or 
portraying it as the Second Coming. the 
sacred successor to stereo. Surround even 
got its ( (w-n eponynu(ush named magazine 
on these shores. much like its two -pronged 
predecessor hack in the sixties. 

The reality is that multichannel .sound. 
while yiabk.. simply hasn't excited the real 
powers that be in the rec( (riling industry - 
the content providers t pka 'record labels') 
and consumers ( pka 'the idiots who never 
seem to recognise the genius of what we 
do').A recent private conference at the 
Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas 
put representatives from content au d pro - 
audio. as well as the consumer electron- 
ics hardware manufacturers (who one 
assumes represent the interests of the con- 

sunters), into the same room. And while 
the discourse that took place there was 
meant to remain confidential, enough of 
its fallout has drifted past my window ( I 

wasn't there myself and thus ant not sub- 
ject to any nondisclosure arrangements) 
to realise that there continues to be sig- 
nificant confusion about how to deal with 
music in the future. Consumer electronics 
makers worried that the content providers 
were not supporting multichannel sound: 
content providers expressed concerns that 
there wasn't enough in the way of hard- 
ware to interest cons(uners. and that what 
there w is was being diluted by the simul- 
tane( us arrival of more than one format 
( I )WD -Audio and SACD ), which e ed 
only to confuse consumers. The fact that 
many content providers and consumer 
electronics hardware makers who so often 
find themselves at loggerheads are also 
often part of the same multinational cor- 
porate entity has been an irony that has 
constantly escaped attention over the 
years. Remember when Sony Electronics 
tried to stake DA'l' into a consumer for- 
mat and Sony Music expressed concern 
that digital copying could endanger roy- 
alty revenues% 

surround music and DVI )- Audio :tlso was 

Europe: Past, present, future 
As with the London bus, you wait an hour for a biography 
then two come along in convoy writes Barry Fox 

WAITED half a century for a 
biography of Alan Blumlein, 
father of stereo and ground - 

breaker in many fields of electronics, TV 
and radar. Now two come along as a pair. 

The first, The Life and Works of Alan 
Blumlein by Robert Alexander, was pub- 
lished in late 1999 by Focal Press and 
launched with a bang. Focal tied up with 
EMI -CRL to stage a reception at the 
research labs in Hayes where Blumlein 
worked before being killed testing radar 
during the war. 

I was pleased to recommend the 
Alexander book as a remarkable achieve- 
ment, given the way the biographer ini- 
tially approved by the Blumlein family, 
Francis Thomson, spent 30 years gather- 
ing all available material and then did 
absolutely nothing with it. Thomson died 
two years ago after dispersing the collec- 
tion so that no -one, not even Blumlein's 
two sons, can retrieve it. Personal docu- 
ments, including treasured family photos, 
are still missing. The least said about the 
late, unlamented Thomson, the better. 

For a variety of reasons the Alexander 
book was rushed into print. The rush 

82 March 2000 

shows in the editing. But the research 
was painstaking. 

Now we have another biography which 
Russell Burns has been working on for 
many years. The Life and Times of AD 
Blumlein, was published in January 2000, 
by the Institution of Electrical Engineers. 

I saw no publicity and heard nothing 
direct from the IEE on it, despite the fact 
that the Institution is well aware of my 
interest in Blumlein. As far as I can see 
only IEE members have been privy to the 
secret. 

Although the Bums book missed the pub- 
licity boat and the writing has a dusty IEE 
Faraday feel, it is probably the better of the 
two, especially on the birth of radar which 
is the author's special field of interest. 

Those with a serious interest will want 
both books. If the Thomson material is ever 
located, there will doubtless be more. But 
don't hold your breath. 

Sound and vision engineers appreciate 
the technology that is working behind 

the scenes, and under the ground, at 
Disney theme parks. Anyone visiting 
London and hoping for anything remotely 

a casualty of the boisterous arrival of 
streaming Internet audio. most notably 
MP3. As the record labels scrambled to 
accommodate that new development, 
something to do with old- fashioned discs 
probably seemed like a quite low priority. 

That's about where it remains. Some 
labels. including constituents of the RCA 
and PolyGrant label groups. have report- 
edly been slowly stockpiling multichannel 
mixes of certain artists and projects. The 
amount of surround music that's part of 
D\'D -Video releases continues to grow at 
a quite quick clip - concert videos and the 
like. But in terms of DVD- Audio -only 
releases. you have to scrounge quite 
deeply into the more arcane corners of 
Tower and Blockbuster to find any of the 
less- than -100 music -only titles that have 
seen the light of day thus far in the States. 
( And none in Europe to date. I'm told. I And 
even these titles are evidence of the rar- 
efied nature of this niche market: mostly 
jazz, classical and new age releases on 
small independent labels. Not Hole, not 
Korn, not Backstreet Boys. 

Surround music has little more to show 
for two years of hoopla than a lot of opti- 
mistic press clippings. The DVD -Audio 
specification, for all its corporate politi- 
cally motivated inclusiveness, implicitly 
pushed the boundaries of audio upwards 
with the promise of higher resolution. 
Naturally. that resonated nicely with 
audio engineers. producers and musi- 
cians. But it slid so at a time when what 
was exciting the consumers and con- 
cerning the content providers was lower 

similar at the Millennium Dome will be 
sorely disappointed. 

The enormous upturned saucer, built on 
the meridian date line over waste and pol- 
luted land at Greenwich is an impressive 
structure. But it's what's inside that matters. 

My dealings last year with the commit- 
tees of headless chickens that were respon- 
sible for this national embarrassment (the 
New Millennium Experience Company) 
gave me a quite good fix on what we could 
expect. But I made a duty visit to find out 
for the benefit of any readers visiting 
London this year. 

Infra -red cameras peered 

into a smoke -filled cabinet 

that was waterlogged 
because the Dome is colder 

than Marconi expected. 
There is nothing to match the audio- 

visual experiences that Disney offers, the 
educational excitement at Epcot in Florida 
or the hands -on fun education you find in 
science and technology museums in 
London, Chicago and San Jose. There's no 
Imax. No 3-D. No creative use of sound, 
And so few hands -on exhibits or simula- 
tor rides that there are hour -long queues 
even when the place is half -empty. 

The hotel shows in Las Vegas are light 
years ahead for buzz. The Museum of 
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resolution formats. where the Internet's 
bandwidth inherently limits the poten- 
tial quality of music delivery. But con- 
sumers don't seem to care about that 
-they seem far more mesmerised by 
affordable and cute little RIO devices 
and Talking Sticks than by impressive 
S3.000 SACD players. And the content 
providers are gearing up to give those 
consumers what they want, because 
that's what they're in business for. 

Surround music was an elegant lady that 
stepped into the cultural equivalent of 
Rick's Casablanca Lounge one night. 
dressed to the nines and wearing Ralston 
and Chanel. But while she was eyed by a 

lot of suitors at first. she was ultimately 
passed over for a Flock of more afford- 
able floozies from New jersey. ( Now 
there's a metaphor I can relate to.) 

So is surround music dead as a con- 
cept? Not at all. We live in a time of 
increasing specialisation of consumer 
products. an era of so- called 'mass-cus- 
tomisation' in which consumers can be 
offered a wide variety of personalised 
products at mass- market prices. CD -R. 
for instance, is creating an entirely new 
market with in -store kiosks that allow 
listeners to pick and choose which 
songs they want on their CDs. (So much 
for the concept album.) Surround still 
holds the promise of developing its own 
niche in this fickle environment. But as 

for its prospects as the next big thing, 
let's put it this way: I hope you didn't 
soffit -mount the rear speakers in the 
control room. 

Sewage in Osaka (yes there really is one 
-I've been there) is more interesting than 
the exhibit Zones inside the Dome. And 
whereas most museums are free or inex- 
pensive, entering the Dome costs £20. 

Marconi's Mind Zone is a good exam- 
ple of missed opportunities. Several 
exhibits were unfinished or already bro- 
ken. Infra -red cameras peered into a 

smoke -filled cabinet that was water- 
logged because the Dome is colder than 
Marconi expected. There were no signs 
to explain how a computer -generated 
starfish, projected from the ceiling onto 
a horizontal screen, learns from human 
touch by infra -red sensors and neural 
networking. Bewildered visitors were 
funnelled through a room with elec- 
tronically generated surround sound, but 
no guidance on what it is for. Projectors 
screened large video pictures, with no 
clue to what they mean. 

At first Marconi just ignored my request 
for comment; then they passed it round 
in circles. Finally, after repeated nagging, 
a spokesman admitted that 'there have 
been some operational and design issues 
which need further adjustment', and 
promised more explanatory signs. 

Pride will probably prevent the UK 
government cutting losses and shutting 
the whole mess down. Perhaps they will 
offer free entry. But then the queues to 
the few excitements on offer will be 
even longer. 

Dangerous liaisons 
The lines between broadcast and telecommunications continue to 
blur as technology and politics soldier on writes Kevin Hilton 
IT IS WELL KNOWN that BSkyB 

channels have long been available 
on cable networks; more recently 

the broadcaster entered into an uneasy 
relationship with digital terrestrial 
provider ONdigital. BSkyB has now not 
just come down to earth, it has gone 
beneath it by entering into a joint ven- 
ture with telecoms operator Kingston 
Communications, with plans to carry 
pay -TV services over telephone circuits. 

For Kingston Communications, this is a 

further move into broadcasting; something 
that underlines a general belief, even fear, 
that telcos are actively targeting the broad- 
cast distribution business. The company 
made the transition last year when it 
bought TLI, formerly the uplinking, stu- 
dio and systems division of the Services 
Sound and Vision Corporation. It was gen- 
erally accepted that Kingston only wanted 
the uplink farm, giving it a valuable intro- 
duction to the lucrative links market, but 
it has retained the other businesses, 
despite the misgivings of some staff. 

Kingston was long a lone example of 
the potential for deregulated telecoms in 
the UK. By dint of one of those historical 
blips that occur in most countries, the city 
of Kingston -upon -Hull, and parts of its 
Yorkshire environs, was able to create a 

municipal telephone operator separate 
from the post office system in the rest of 
the country, which became BT. Even 
today, the city council holds 49.9% of 
Kingston Communications. 

The technological basis of the joint ven- 
ture with BSkyB is ADSL (Asynchronous 
Dial -up Single Line), a telecoms devel- 
opment that Kingston Communications 
is pioneering in the UK. While BT is still 
running isolated tests, Kingston offers the 
first and only commercial ADSL service 
in the country. Further changes to the 
structure of British telecoms will enable 
Kingston -and BSkyB and other carriage 
partners, Flextech, Discovery, Viacom and 
Turner -to expand high speed Internet 
connection and video -on- demand be- 
yond Hull. In July 2001, BT's local net- 
work will be 'unbundled', giving 
competitors the opportunity to put their 
own high bandwidth technology on the 
existing copper wires. 

Much has been claimed in the name of 
ADSL. There is little argument over its 
potential: download speeds of 256kb as 

opposed to ISDN's 56kb. The doubts arise 
over exactly where and how it can be 
applied. High speed connection to the 
Internet is the application that has been 
most talked about; all fine and dandy in 
itself, but, in the converged world, only a 

small part of the whole. The Kingston - 
BSkyB agreement emphasises the impor- 
tance of such new connections to 
broadcasters. 

As an always dialled -up connection, 

ADSL appears to offer more to television 
than it does to the post -production sector 
or radio. The future of distribution and 
transmission may appear to have been 
staked out by digital satellite, cable and 
terrestrial but some in the trade believe 
that wide -band communications will have 
a dramatic impact. 'Systems like ATM and 
ADSL could sound the death knell for ter- 
restrial transmission, which could be 
replaced by wide -band services and dis- 
tribution,' Bob McCourt, chief engineer at 
Ulster Television said to me last year. 'The 
government is moving towards digital ter- 
restrial services freeing up the video spec- 
trum in general terms but ADSL eliminates 
the need for it in specific TV terms. It 
makes Webcasting a reality and could 
move beyond DTT.' 

As McCourt explains, any such move 
could have serious political implications. 
There is some resentment that govern- 
ments are foisting DTT on broadcasters 
so they will be able to sell off analogue 
spectrum. If, after spending vast amounts 
on new digital transmitters and collabo- 
rating with manufacturers on set -top 
boxes, ADSL becomes the new transmis- 
sion standard, the recriminations could 
be immense. 'The government is pushing 
broadcasters to spend money on digital 
transmission systems, so they couldn't nec- 
essarily go to a telecoms solution in ten 
years time,' McCourt summarises. 

Political shenanigans notwithstanding, 
permanent high band connections make 
sense for broadcast distribution and trans- 
mission. It is in the area of links that their 
usefulness is doubtful. 'The problem is in 
ADSL being a permanent connection,' says 
Gareth Jared, a project engineer at BBC 
Digital Radio. For sports broadcasts there 
is the need for dial -up, occasional use and 
ISDN is firmly established for that now.' 

Like any new challenger, ADSL's mer- 
its have been both over and underplayed. 
Chris Gould, head of operations at inde- 
pendent radio production company 
Unique Broadcasting, says, 'Some say 
ADSL is brilliant, others say it's like a cable 
modem and once a lot of people get on 
it, speeds will slow considerably.' Quentin 
Howard, chief executive of UK national 
DAB multiplex provider Digital One, 
observes, 'ADSL will have an effect on the 
way people move files around. People 
are now talking about high capacity 
because the Internet as it is does not guar - 
antee delivery of real -time data.' 

Convergence means not only the corn- 
ing together of technologies but the com- 
ing together of companies, as the 
Kingston -BSkyB venture shows. Wide - 
band communications will have a great 
influence but their use must be fully con- 
sidered. After all, it will be a waste of tech- 
nology if ADSL just allows people to play 
their Dreamcast without fear of logjams. 
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The critical part of an analogue tape machine is its heads. 
Raymond Budd and Martin Berner examine the 
maintenance considerations of the StuderA80 and A800 

WITHOrT A DOUBT the 
most important feature on 
:my tape machine is the 

quality of its Beads. ileac' maintenance 
is something that is often overlooked 
with poor head maintenance leading 
to poor frequency response. excessive 
tape noise and. in extreme circum- 
stances. damaged tape. Regarding the 
Studer range of analogue multitrack 
machines. the head type can he an 
important factor if you're about to 
delve into the realms of the sec( nd- 
hand market. Good quality heads are 
generally very expensive (although in 
recent years prices have dropped dra- 
matically). and if you buy a second- 
hand A8() or A800 with the wrong 

heads it could be a very costly- mistake. 
The A80 \1L.1. \Ik.I1 and the A800 \Ik.I 

tape recorders were equipped with the 
sc i- called wide head block; the stabiliser 

roller was in between the record and 
the reproduce heads and there were Iwo 
erase heads fitted -one for the even- 
numbered hacks and one for the oriel. 
The compound that makes up the head 
is very . soft. From the \Ik.II Hl Wards. 
Studer developed a Bead with a much 
harder compound. namely t : le iI - head. 
Looking at "fable 1. original 310 heads 
are no Iongeravailable. If you are look- 
ing at purchasing a second -hand 
machine. therefo ire. you should look at 
the index number printed on the sticker 
located on the head. If it starts 1.316 then 
be aware that exact replacement heads 
m :n not be available. 

As with nt:mv items, correctly main- 
tained heads can last a lot longer tl.an 
those that aren't. A well- maintained set 
of heads can last up to 1 0 . 0 0 0 hours 
lief( ire requiring replacement. The engi- 
neers at Studer often see heads requir- 
ing replacement after as little as 
-,000I Irs. OHO head maintenance is a 
combination of accurate tape tension. 
regular cleaning. regular demagnetising 
and accurate tape path alignment. 

Accurate tape tension i. particularly 
important for .teadvhc.i,I\ . > 

Machine Type 
A80 MKI, MKII 

Record Head Reproduce Head 
* 

Erase Head 
-fi 

A80 MK 111, IV 1.317.184.00 1.317.185.00 1.2 1 6.824.00 
A800 MKI a: 

A800 MKII, MKIII 1.317.380.00 1.317.385.00 1.216.825.00 

A820 1.318.780.00 1.317.785.00 1.216.826.00 

A827 1.318.780.00 1.318.785.00 1.216.826.00 

*= No longer available 
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are available through all Studer dealers 
with the index number 10.0 X2,002.01. 
The correct procedure is to switch off 
your recorder ensuring all tapes are at 
lest 12 inches away from the demagne- 
tiser. Approach the component to be 
demagnetised with the plastic coated 
probe. Bring the tip of the probe within 
',-inch or '/, -inch. it is rarely necessary 
to actually touch the component. Wave 
sidew . slightly, and withdraw slowly 
t while si i l l energised at a rate of no more re 
than Sips- lips to a distance of 12 inches. 

Accurate tape path alignment is cru- 
cial to performance: if the path is not set 
up correctly not only does it have the 
potential to damage tape, it will produce 
different audio levels, .is the gap is 
uneven and will also increase wear on 
different tracks. With the final result being 
t hat the head is too worn on certain tracks 
and the head becomes unusable. 

< the A827 as an example. the tape 
tensions should he 380g- -150g. The 
important part of this figure is the -Og 
difference, which is the tension across 
the Bead. If the difference in tension is 
increased at any point from -mg. then 
there is going to more wear across 
the head. It is really a false econt nm\ tut tt 

to check the tensions on a daily h:tsis: a 

tentelomer is net expensive and c:i n sane 
money in the long term by gi\ in;g bet- 
ter head life. (:leaning your heads should 
be undertaken using a st )ft CI(tt h (or cot- 
ton wool) and sortie methylated sprit. 

Demagnetising on a regular basis is a 

basic necessity of tape machine main- 
tenance, nu,.st parts along the tape path 

Good quality heads are 

generally very expensive, 

and if you buy a second- 

hand A80 or A800 with the 

wrong heads it could be a 

very costly mistake. 

become magnetised and the heads are 
no exception. Heads are made up of 
magnetically soft material and therefirre 
pick up magnetism more readily. The 
tape guides are made of harder steels and 
are more difficult to magnetise. however 
they do retain their magnetism and are 
much harder to demagnetise. 

The magnetic coating on tape is gen- 
erally very sensitive to extraneous mag- 
netism. since the recorded signal itself is 
a modulation of the residual magnetism 
retained in the thin layer of magnetic coat- 
ing compound. Any exposure to mag- 
netic fields can degrade recorded signals. 
resulting in noticeable loss or attenuation 
of high frequency and an increase in 
background noise of several dB. 

It is recommended by Studer that 
demagnetising should be undertaken 
every 100 hours of use. I)eniagnetisers 
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Headphones 2 

Listening on headphones normally doesn't give the same results as listening on 
speakers. John Watkinson looks at the problem and what can be done about it 

W III.\ LIS Il:\ I \c i Loa pair ul 
I(mdspeakcrs. Roth eau's 

hear both speakers ( Fig. la t. 

The result is that each eau- receives the 
Sural of MO signals that have travelled 
different distances. The signals launch- 
ed from the speaker differ only in 
amplitude. lui her ;mse of the differ- 
ent distances travelled this addition 
process produces a timing difference 
between the sounds arriving : at the ears. 
This This foils the hearing system into 

detecting a virtual sound source some - 
where between the speakers. The posi- 
tion of the virtual sound source is 

controlled by the relative level of the 
signal at the two speakers. 

When headphones are supplied by 
the same pair of signals. the result is 

quite different. Firstly. each car only 
receives one signal ( DO I)) h) so the 
mechanism which creates timing dit - 
terences is defeated. Secondly. the 
sound is presented to the ear from a 

ct)6ob1te..>z 
Sfix-44k-ers 

(,) .,frt, 
042 

Fig. I : Differences between speakers and headphones 

Fig.2: Standards conversion is needed between incompatible signals 

Fig.3: Headphone standards conversion 
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different direction ( Fig. lc ). Sound from 
the loudspeaker arrives from typically 
about 60 off the axis of the ear \\ hereas 
sound from a headphone arrive. on- 
axis. A further difficulty is that if the bead 
is turned. the sound direction from the 
loudspeakers changes, whereas the 
headphones move with the head. No 
yonder it sounds different. 

The result of naive connection of 
headphones to a source intended for 
loudspeaker reproduction is that the 
sound appears to be created inside the 
listener's head so that there is no for- 
ward a result headphone lis- 
tening of this kind cannot meaningfully 
he used to monitor tor any spatial attrib- 
utes of a stereo signal. Defects in the 
stereo image that would he obvious on 
loudspeakers might go unnoticed on 
headphones. For the consumer. not 
interested in monitoring. listening in this 
way is simply unrealistic. 

The problem is that intensit\ stereo sig- 
nals are incompatible with headphones. 
Fig. shows that coincident microphones 
are compatible with loudspeakers and a 

dummy head is compatible with head- 
phones. Interchanging the signals re- 
quires standards conversion. 

The majority of headphones do not 
have the necessau\ standards conver- 
tor and arc therefore naive. It is 
particularly astonishing that devices 
specifically intended for use with head- 
phones, such as personal tape and CI) 
players, don't have such circuitry as 
standard. 

In professional audio we can take 
no comfort from the fact that the high 
ground in noise cancelling headphones 
and standards conversion has been cap- 
tured by the aviation industry. Take the 
example of an emergency helicopter 
pilot who needs to listen to air traffic 
control. the medical attendant on 'mad, 
and police, fire and ambulance services 
on the ground. The latest generation of 
aviation headsets allows the pilot to per- 
ceive each signal as coming from a dif- 
ferent direction so it is immediately 
apparent who is talking. 

Fig.3 shows how a headphone stan- 
dards convertor works. The intensity 
stereo inputs represent waveforms that 
would have come from a pair of loud- 
speakers so we have to simulate what 
happens. The headphone creates sound 
which is pointed straight into the ear 
canal, whereas sound from the loud- 
speaker has arrived by a different route. 

Considering tint the ear and the 
speaker on the Saone side. the directiv- 
ity of the ear is such that the frequency 
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response will roll oft at high frequen- 
cies for sound coining from the speaker. 
but not for the headphone. Thus :ui 
equaliser is needed to simulate the dif- 
ference in frequency response of the ear 
between sounds on -axis and 60 off 
axis. One of these will be needed 
between the left input and the left head- 
phone and likewise between the right 
input and the right headphone. 

Turning now to the ear on the oppo- 
site side to the speaker, sound reach- 
ing this ear has arrived from 120 
off -axis, and has also travelled a greater 
distance. l'he obstruction caused by the 
head results in shading. Long wave- 
lengths travel easily around the head 
which is small in comparison, whereas 
short wavelengths find the head a sig- 
nificant nu. It is necessary to 
model the frequency and phase re- 
sponse of this shading. as well as the 
fixed delay due tc> the additional dis- 
tance from the speaker. 

The outputs IR)n) the shading mod- 
els are eross connected so that the left 
headphone gets the sum of the signals 
from the left equaliser and the right 
shading model zinc! the right headphone 
gets the equivalent. This nc>\y simulates 
the effect of listening to a pair of loud- 
speakers with a fixed head. The sound 
image is brought forwards out of the 
head and better decisions can he taken 
about the nature of the image. 

Just going this far is a significant step 
because it turns the usually problem- 
atic headphones into a much more use- 
ful tool for the professional as well as 
being more realistic for the consumer. 
However. the simple steps outlined 
above have one fundamental flaw. If 
the head is turned. the realism is shat- 
tered because the sound stage turns 
with it and this is unnatural. For hest 
results the sound stage should sty 
exactly where it is when the head stakes 
small movements. 

In real listening. head movements are 
often used to improve the accuracy of 
direction sensing. These head move- 
ments are frequently involuntary. For 
example. sound sources in front appear 
to move left if the head is moved to the 
right. whereas sound sources behind 
move right if the head is moved to the 
right. If the sound source is fixed to the 
head. as is the case with headphones, 
this mechanism is defeated and the 
brain is not convinced that our care- 
fully equalised and delayed signals 
really represent forward sources. 

The solution is to measure the angu- 
kir movement of the headphones and 
correctly to adapt the signals to give the 
illusion of relative movement of the 
sound sources. Thus if the wearer turns 
5 right, the apparent soundfield in the 
headphones should more 5 left, so that 
the sound sources appear static with 
respect to the earth. 

The movement of the headphones 
about a vertical axis is easily measured 

using a piezo- electric gyroscope which 
weighs a few grams. A piezo- electric 
gyroscope is at crystalline beaus that is 
set in vibration like a crystal in an oscil- 
lator. The vibrational energy exists in the 
axis of vibration. If the gyroscope is 
rotated such that the axis is turned. 
energy has to be taken from the existing 
axis and transferred to the new one. This 
results in lateral forces on the beam that 
can he measured. One can consider the 
vibration to he a one -axis version of rota- 
tion. and the lateral forces are the equiv- 
alent of gyrc)scopic precession. 

These units are used in image sta- 
bilised camcorders and model heli- 
copters and are inexpensive. They 
output a signal proportional to the 
velocity of rotation which can be inte- 
grated to provide a position signal. 'l'Iie 
head position signal is then used to con- 
trol variable delays in the audio signal 
path to simulate the changes in lath 
length as the head turns. 

There have been a number of at- , 

tempts at implementing headphone 
standards convertors. but the number 
of commercially :mailable models is 
limited. One of the difficulties is that it 

is important to consider the time - 
domain response of all of the circuitry. 
yet most audio designers have a pre- 
occupation with the frequency 
response and usually neglect the time 
domain. A slight knowledge of com- 
munications theory will show the sig- 
nificance of the error. From an 
information standpoint a sine wave. 
which is a single frequency. has no 
bandwidth aul thus carries no infor- 
mation. N i wonder they can he com- 
pressed easily. The only time that 
information is carried is when a sin( 
wave starts and stops. and of course 
this results in the creation of harmon 
ids so that there is finite bandwidth 
Consequently the majority of informa 
tion in an audio signal is carried in tran- 
sients and if they are not reproduced 
properly realism will suffer. 

Ambience is transient rich because it 

is not musical. The disappearance of 
ambience and reverberatic in when loss\ 
compression is used i' no\y well known. 
One wonders what tests the designers ul 
these systems could have made to think 
that they had achieved high quality. 

If the filters used to simulate off-axis 
sound sources and shading in a head- 
phone standards convertor do not sim- 
ulate the time or phase response of the 
real process. the correct illusion will not 
he obtained. In some systems the chela\ 
is implemented in analogue all -pass lit- 
ters and it is difficult to obtain a suffi- 
ciently accurate time -domain response 
when these are used. Of course in the 
digital domain the creation of variable 
delays and filters of specified phase 
response is much easier. In a produc- 
tion device the use of digital circuitry 
would probably have :t cost advantage 
over an analogue implementation. 
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Reasons to be fearful 
As technology erodes the distinction between audio disciplines, audio people are 

challenged to learn new skills. Simon Croft sounds a warning to the audio devotee 
poser, Arranger, Musician, Producer) 
and spent their money on equipment, 
rather than studio time. Did it kill com- 
mercial studios? No. but it sounded the 
death knell for the middle of the mar- 
ket. Today, similar forces are starting to 
erode the position of sound workers in 

the broadcast industry. 
Let's cut to the chase here, what 

broadcasters need is more programme 
hours for less money. With terrestrial. 
cable and satellite in analogue and dig- 
ital incarnations, there are more hours 
of material broadcast today than ever 
before. But that doesn't increase the 
advertising spend which supports most 
of this activity. As television becomes 
increasingly nonlinear and the lines 
between television and the Internet get 
more anal more blurred, the medium 
will consume yet more programme 
material. This can only increase the 
pressure to reduce manning levels. 

Camera operators are no keener on 
this trend than are sound operators. 
Being a one -man crew can he a lonely 
and dangerous business. And freelance 
camera operators will tell you that almost 
getting killed to obtain footage is no 
guarantee of being paid. We have a new 
generation of 'video jocks', who set up 
their sound and shot before stepping in 
front of the lens to deliver their report. 
Radio and television journalists are 

increasingly editing their own material, 
as part of a drive towards 'multiskilling'. 
Like the CAMPS, that's four jobs in one. 

Video editors are also under increas- 

I1E PROPOSITION behind this 
month's 'Open Mk' is a simple as 

it is unpalatable: within a few 
years the job function performed by 
many readers of SW tdio Sound today will 
have essentially disappeared. I'm not 
talking about mass unemployment 
-although that is frequently a conse- 
quence of technological advance. What 
i am suggesting is that the remit of many 
audio editors and sound mixers will 
change so much that their new role could 
no longer be considered the same job. 

When i first edited a magazine in the 
mid-eighties, there were numerous jobs 
that simply do not exist today. Journal- 
ists wrote with typewriters and the cor- 
rected text was later rekeyed by 
typesetters. The conceptual page 
designs were usually done in -house 
before being slavishly copied by paste - 
up artists. These days, the text that jour- 
nalists key into their computers is 

reformatted, sub- edited and laid out to 
page on the screen. 

Perhaps you are unwilling to believe 
that this applies to workers in the audio 
industry. Remember when it seemed 
like every third person you met ran a 

commercial 24 -track studio with an 
Otani recorder and a DDA, or a Trident 
desk? But gear was getting better, 
cheaper and almost maintenance -free. 
Affordable digital multitrack was on its 
way. Musicians and composers were 
spending more time sequencing and 
sampling in preproduction. Quite soon. 
a lot of them became CAMPS (Coni- 

2 more Meeks have joined the Q 

ing pressure to edit sound as part of the 
j( >h. i)c) video editors like doing this? Not 
very much because they don't get any 
more time or budget for their troubles. 
Are they prepared to do it? Yes. because 
they either embrace the new require- 
ment or lose the work. At the beginning 
of this piece, I referred to what is 'tech- 
nologically possible'. This criterion is 

obviously key: if broadcasters in the sev- 

enties could have got away with one 
guy in a van, they wouldn't have sent 

out massive trucks with as many as 11 

staff to cover a simple story. But tech- 
nological advance does more than make 
things possible: it frequently makes them 
easy to learn. It makes hard -earned craft 
skills redundant -in every sense. If you 
can drag and drop segments of video 
onto a timeline using the computer's 
mouse, performing a similar function 
using audio segments is not such a chal- 
lenge (and lice i 'rsa). Almost every non- 
linear video editing system includes 
multitrack audio facilities and some of 
them have very sophisticated DSP. Audio 
editing systems have very few -if any 
-video editing capabilities. I don't think 
you need to lw Nostradamus to predict 
who the winners and losers are going to 
be in the new audio-video world. 

A CNN executive said bluntly in a 

recent interview: 'People who can't 
adjust to multiskilling better go and get 
themselves single -skill jobs.' For audio 
people that has to translate to: 'Catch 
up with video editing before it catches 
up with you.' 
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Trident -MIA Series 980 

A superlative multichannel conventional split monitor analogue console 

designed and engineered with tradition and quality for a digital age 

where ultimate flexibility and performance are the essentials. 
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HDR24/6. 24TRACk 24-BIT HARD DISK RECORDING. 

AIVANCED WAVEFORM EDITING. _ _ 
NO EXTERNAL COMPUTER NEEDED. 

.., 

_ -- - 

.m 

HDF24/16 editing features include 

8 takes er track with nondestructive 

cottçing, nondestructive cut/copy/ paste 

of tracks, regions or super- regions, drag - 

and drop fades & crossfades, Ix/2x /4x/ 

spimmaimpoimismiugi 8x/24x 

1111111111111 
waveform 

views, true 

waveform 

8ni editing 

with pencil 

tool, bidirectional cursor scrub and 

unlimited locators and loops... with 

unlimited undos - but without 

requiring an external computer! Coming 

sour: DSP time compression /expansion, 

invest, p tch shift, normalize and much, 

muci mere. 

plus front panel bay for additional 

easily available pullout drives 

Intuitive analog tape deck interface 

and monitoring 

Syncs to SMPTE, MIDI, Black Burst, 

PAL & NTSC without extra cards 

Unlimited HDR24/96 linking! Sync 48, 

12, 96,128 or more tracks 

96kHz upgradable via software and 

new PDI.96 I/O 

Uses Digital 8 Bus I/O cards 

33 -inch disk drive for software 

upgrades & tempo map importing 

Fast Ethernet port built -in 

Remotes available. 

New hard disk recorders 

were all over the place at 

this fall's AES convention. A fair amount 

of the buzz was at the Mackie booth. 

The HDR24/96 was the only 

recorder with built -in nondestructive 

graphic waveform editing. Just plug 

in a mouse, keyboard and SVGA 

monitor to view all recorder 

parameters on screen in real time. 

Enjoy complete editing control with 

unlimited levels of undo, drag -and- 

drop crossfades with 9 preset 

combinations plus fade /crossfade 

editor. And look forward to DSP time 

compression /expansion, pitch shift 

and lots more! 

The HDR24/96 was the only 

recorder that uses pull out Ultra -DMA 

hard drives, so affordable that you can 

keep one for each project -over 90 

minutes of 24 -track recording time 

costs less than a reel of 2 -inch tape! 

No wonder Pro Audio Review 

Magazine gave it a "PAR Excellence" 

Award right on the spot. 

Call or visit our website for 

preliminary info on the new 

HDR24/96. Shipping soon 

from Mackie Digital Systems. 

UK 44 1268 571 212 France 03 85 46 91 60 Germany 49 2572 96042-0 
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This 

superbly 

crafted 
new breed of 
advanced tube 
microphone pre- 
amplifier reaches 

far beyond mere 
technical excellence to 
deliver sound that is 

uniquely involving, com- 
pelling, and real. Our incred- 
ible new 2 channel Model 
1100 gives you up to 20dB 
more headroom than conven- 
tional preamps, allowing you to 
record hotter tracks with the highest 
possible digital resolution. This unprece- 
dented amount of headroom, combined 
with an EIN of -135dB, allows you to take 
more gain without the pain of overload distor- 
tion or noise. 

fiE GAIN 
110 PAIN 

AphexThermionicsTM 
Model 1100 

Discrete Class A Tube Mic preamp 
with 24 Bit 96kHz A/D 

MORE GAIN -NO PAIN 

To achieve this amazing performance, we developed 
new proprietary circuitry - here's a taste... 

Discrete Class A Bipolar PNP Solid State Front End 

Second Stage Reflected Plate Amplifier"' Tube Circuit 
Sweepable Low Frequency Cancellation Filter (LoCaF"') 
MicLim"' limiter on the microphone itself makes the 1100 
virtually crash proof 
Drift Stabilized"' AID Circuitry eliminates the need for high 
pass filtering in the digital domain 
Third Stage Reflected Plate Amplifier Tube Circuit Discrete Class A 
Impedance Balanced Output Stage 

MORE GAIN -NO PAIN 
Compare this to any other mic preamp in the world - 
you'll quickly appreciate the benefits of 'More Gain with No Pain'. 

For more information visit our web site or contact us for an in depth brochure. 

APHEXImproving the way the world sounds 
11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A. SYSTEMS 818 -767 -2929 Fax: 818 -767 -2641 http://www.aphex.com 

Aphex, Aphex Thermionics, Reflected Plate Amplifier, LoCaF, MicLim and Drift Stabilized AID Circuitry are registered trademarks of Aphex Systems. 
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